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Preface Preface
Beforee I first met Siv Gustafsson at the University of Amsterdam, I was already well
acquaintedd with her research on day care, tax policies and women's employment in Sweden
andd some other countries. I enthusiastically read her articles, which combine institutional
aspectss in various countries with economic and econometric analyses of women's
employmentt and fertility in a well-balanced way. I was very much inspired by her work,
especiallyy when detecting, for instance, a surprisingly close resemblance in the historical
developmentt of Dutch child-care policy to the Japanese one. Reading her studies gave me
thee idea to thoroughly compare Japanese family policies with those of European countries.
II therefore contacted Siv who subsequendy offered me the opportunity to pursue my
researchh interests by working intensively with her at the University of Amsterdam.
Wee have written several papers on European countries, most of which have by now turned
intoo publications. We also share many interests in the field of theoretical and empirical
approachess to research on population and labour economics and our discussions also
touchh various other fields of academic and professional life. Our collaboration has over
thee years also developed into a nice and rewarding friendship, which ranges from regular
visitss to concerts in Amsterdam to excursions following participation in conferences. I
wouldd like to express my utmost gratitude to Siv for her expert supervision, assistance and
intellectuall comradeship.
Partt of the thesis was written under the EU MOCHO project, The Rationale of
Motherhoodd Choices: Influence of Employment Conditions and of Public Policies
(Contractt No. HPSE-CT2001-0096). I am grateful to Siv and Danièle Meulders for
excellendyy managing the project. The project gathered a stimulating team of researchers,
off which I explicidy would like to mention Daniela Del Boca. I have also benefited from
myy stay at the European Centre for Analysis in the Social Sciences at the University of
Essexx (United Kingdom) for which I acknowledge the financial support from the Access
too Research Infrastructure Action of the EU Improving Human Potential Programme. I
especiallyy would like to thank John Bruce and Kate Tucker for their assistance. I am also
diankfull to Yoko Wake and Noriko Ito to invite me to the research project 'Public Policies
inn Europe and Japan' financed by the Center for Area Studies at Keio University of Tokyo.
Workingg on the project 'Standard and Non-standard Work in Japan, Europe and the
Unitedd States' widened the scope of my thesis. I would like to express my appreciation to
Susann Houseman and Machiko Osawa, who organised this project and invited me to the
conferencess in Tokyo and Kalama2oo (United States). The contribution to this project led
too Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2003) and Kenjoh, Gustafsson and Wetzels (2003), of
whichh a revised version appears in Chapter 4 of this thesis. Chapter 5 is also based on a
jointt paper, namely Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2002a). The comments of Elisabetta
Ruspinii and Angela Dale to the paper are greatly acknowledged.
II have certainly benefited from discussions at various conferences and private
communications.. Especially, the following people should be mentioned: Rob Alessie,
Adriaann Kalwij, Tim Futing Liao, Mikael Iindahl, Erik Plug, Anne E. Polivka, Heike
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Trappe,, Dirk Veestraeten, Cécile Wetzels and Robert Willis. I am grateful to Frances
Rosenbluthh for textual suggestions on the paper that has now become Chapter 3 of this
thesis.. Ongoing work with Mark Killingsworth, Heather Joshi, Shirley Dex and Andrew
Jenkinss offers me an additional source of stimulating ideas.
II would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to Masuo Fujisawa who
supervisedd my undergraduate and Master's theses in the field of Public Economics and
Sociall Security at Keio University. His meticulous and cautious attitude to formulating
ideass allowed me to sharpen my ability to perform empirical research. I would like to thank
myy former colleagues, staff and students at Tohoku Women's College and Kaetsu
University.. In fact, I became interested in young women's decision making on work and
familyy during this period.
Thee Faculty of Economics and Econometrics at the University of Amsterdam and the
Tinbergenn Institute provided excellent courses, seminars, other research facilities and
offeredd generous hospitality and a stimulating intellectual environment. I am indebted to
Joopp Hartog for his academic expertise and friendliness in managing the research
programmee 'Human Capital'. I am very grateful to Hettie Pott-Buter for having introduced
mee to Dutch public policies. Kea Tijdens gave me opportunities for broadening my
knowledgee on labour market institutions in the Netherlands and Europe. I appreciate the
rolee of Froukje Mebius in making our eighth floor a pleasant and friendly place.
II greatly enjoyed discussions and diverting talks with my colleagues, especially Peter
Rodenburg,, Pedro Cardoso, Yongjian Hu, Adriaan Kalwij, Asian Zorlu, Ruta Aidis,
Reinoudd Bosch, Edith Kuiper, Marije Schouwstra, Naomi Leefmans, Casper Kaandorp,
Fengg Jin, Seble Worku and Debora Kusmerski Bilard. I would like to thank Robert
Helmink,, Sebastiene Postma, Wilma de Kruijf and Loes Lotze from the secretariat of
generall economics. The humour and supportive attitude of Robert will always be happily
remembered.. I am obliged to Dirk Veestraeten for assisting me with the Dutch summary.
Cécilee Wetzels has been a co-author of a number of publications, together with Siv. I am
appreciativee of our very fine friendship over the years.
II extend my thanks to my landlady, Agneet Zuidervaart, and her lovely cats, Sam and Lexi,
forr offering me a warm and enjoyable atmosphere to live in Amsterdam.
II would like to reserve these last lines to express my deepest gratitude to my family.
Withoutt their continuous encouragement and support, I could not have completed my
workk on the thesis.

Eikoo Kenjoh
Amsterdam,, April 2004
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Chapterr 1
Introduction n

Balancingg work and family life becomes more and more pressing in view of the
changingg role of women in modern societies. Shifts in societal views can only
explainn part of the picture as also strong economic factors, such as shifts in labour
demandd and labour supply, generated a significant impetus for the increased
participationn of females in paid work. Increased labour force participation then
immediatelyy raises the important question how to combine working and family life.
Countriess strongly differ in the model that they employ to accommodate mothers
too pursue paid work and care for children. The discussion of this requirement is
nowadayss taking place against the background of a strong decline of fertility in
mostt industrialised countries. For instance, Japan had a fertility rate of 1.32 in 2002
(Japan'ss Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Vital Statistics), which is well
beloww the replacement fertility rate, a factor that accelerates ageing of the
populationn that has turned into a serious concern.
Untill recently, it was argued that increased labour market participation of women
ledd to lower fertility, i.e. the negative correlation between fertility and the labour
forcee participation rate. However, recent evidence suggests that fertility could be
increasedd by creating an environment in which mothers can balance paid work and
familyy responsibilities. Therefore, policy circles across the globe have undertaken
initiativess in the field of family policy designed to reconcile the two objectives.
Thee main purpose of this thesis is to analyse family policies and their effects on
mothers'' employment and the decision on motherhood. I study Japan in a
comparisonn to four European countries, namely Britain, Germany, the Netherlands,
andd Sweden. The remainder of this chapter presents the focus of the thesis and
illustratess the themes analysed in the other chapters with more background
information.. The chapter ends by presenting the outline of the thesis.

Focuss and background of the thesis
Onee of the most striking recent developments in the labour markets of
industrialisedd countries is the large increase in the labour force participation rate
amongg mothers with young children, the group of people that traditionally showed
veryy low employment rates. For instance, in the nineteen OECD countries, on
average,, 49 percent of the mothers with children under six years old worked in
1989,, whereas this rate grew to 56 percent in 1999 (see Table A.2.1). Especially in
thosee countries that had a low participation rate in the past, mothers' employment
ratee increased significantly. The most prominent case is the Netherlands where this
ratee rose from 33 percent to 62 percent over this period. In Japan, however,
mothers'' employment rate saw a decrease from 36 percent to 33 percent, which
resultedd in the lowest level recorded amongst the OECD countries (see Table
A.2.1). .
Thee labour force participation pattern of Japanese women has another peculiarity
whenn compared to other countries. While the participation rate of highly educated
womenn is considerably larger than that of less educated women in most advanced
nations,, this difference according to educational attainment has been very small
amongg Japanese women. The OECD average participation rate for women with a
universityy education was 79 percent whereas that for those with less than upper
secondaryy was only 49 percent in 1999 (OECD, 2001a: 273). In contrast, the
correspondingg figures in Japan were 65 percent and 56 percent, respectively.
Onee could be tempted to posit that the low participation rate of Japanese women
mayy be explained by a potential lack of ambition with respect to the pursuit of a
workingg career. For instance, Brinton (1993) concludes that Japanese women do
nott invest so much in their own human capital but spend their time to promote
humann capital of others, namely that of their husbands and children. Brinton
reachess her conclusion based on the examination of data for the period 1970 to the
mid-1980s,, for which she found that labour force participation among highly
educatedd women was low and that the transition rate to four-year university
educationn was very limited.
However,, such a conclusion does not seem to hold for present-day young Japanese
women.. These women are more career-oriented and quite similar to their
counterpartss in Europe or in Anglo-Saxon countries. For example, the educational
attainmentt of Japanese women has continuously risen. Particularly since 1990, the
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advancementt rate into university education has grown rapidly and doubled from
15.22 percent in 1990 to 31.5 percent in 2000 (Japan's Ministry of Education,
Culture,, Sports, Science and Technology, School Basic Survey). The recent trends of
loww fertility and postponement of motherhood could be interpreted as further
evidencee that modern Japanese women care about their career. In other words, the
conclusionn of Brinton (1993) seems no longer to be valid and the hypothesis of a
lackk of ambition can be refuted.
Thee total fertility rate in Japan was over four children per woman in the late 1940s
(Japan'ss Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Vital Statistics). Subsequently, it
droppedd dramatically to nearly the replacement level of two children by the late
1950ss after which it leveled out around the replacement rate until the first half of
thee 1970s. The period after the mid-1970s revealed a continued decline in fertility
untill it reached an all-time low of 1.57 in 1989. At that point, policy makers and
societyy grew increasingly aware of this demographic development to such an extent
thatt the fertility level of 1989 became known as the '1.57 problem' or even the '1.57
shock'.. The concern for the low fertility rate in connection with rapid ageing of the
populationn prompted the government to redesign public policy. Since the early
1990s,, a move towards more family-friendly policies, such as the establishment of a
statee parental leave scheme and the reform of day-care centres, has taken place.
Nevertheless,, the total fertility rate continued its fall and dropped to 1.32 in 2002.
Thee decrease in the total fertility rate was accompanied by an ongoing tendency to
postponee motherhood. The mean age of women at birth of the first child steadily
increasedd from 25.6 in 1970 to 28.3 in 2002 (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare,, Vital Statistics). Mothers younger than 25 years old gave birth to nearly half
off total first births in 1970, whereas these young mothers accounted for only one
fourthh of first births in 2000. The number of first children born from mothers older
thann 30 years, on the other hand, increased from approximately 10 percent to 30
percentt over the same period.
Thee above-sketched developments could be interpreted as indications that the
combinationn of paid employment and motherhood is still not easy to realise in this
country.. There now is growing evidence that countries in which women participate
moree heavily in the labour market also have higher fertility (see Figures 2.A.1-2.A.2;
alsoo see Ahn and Mira, 2002; Engelhardt, Kogel, and Prskawertz, 2001; Del Boca
andd Locatelli, 2002). On the one hand, Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon countries
havee relatively high female employment and high fertility rates. On the other hand,
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Southernn European countries, some continental European countries and Japan
havee both low employment as well as low fertility rates. One of the key factors to
explainn this positive correlation is the way in which societies facilitate balancing of
paidd work and family responsibility by for example expanding subsidised child-care
servicess and designing other policies to accommodate families.
Thiss thesis focuses on the effect of family policies on mothers' employment and
timingg of maternity in Japan in comparison to Britain, Germany, the Netherlands
andd Sweden. Related to this issue, I present a deeper analysis on non-standard work
arrangements,, i.e. work modes that differ from the standard of full-time
employmentt under a regular indefinite contract, because women and mothers
predominandyy work in such types of employment. Unlike many existing studies, I
doo not focus on particular elements of public policy, such as parental leave
arrangements,, in isolation, because mother-friendly policy should be seen as an
inherendyy connected and interrelated 'package'. This starting point then obviously
necessitatess a comparative approach across different countries. The specific
countriess examined in this thesis provide sufficient variation in order to give
indicationss about the effects of policy designs.

II employ micro-level household panel data from the five countries across different
wavess to also ensure the necessary time dimension. More in particular, the
followingg data sets will be utilised: for Japan, the Japanese Panel Survey of
Consumerss (JPSC); for Britain, the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS); for
Germany,, the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP); for the Netherlands, the
Labourr Force Supply Panel collected by the Organisatie voor Strategisch
ArbeidsmarktonderzoekArbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA, Netherlands' Institute for Labour
Sweden,, the Hushallens ekonomiska levnadsförhallanden (HUS, Household Market and
Non-Markett Activities).
Outlinee of the thesis
Thee purpose of Chapter 2 is to position Japanese family policies within an
internationall context. I review recent developments in policy design within the
focuss of also clarifying what its fundamental characteristics are. I pursue two broad
objectivess in presenting and interpreting recent initiatives in Japanese policy design.
First,, this chapter examines the categorisation in Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999) of
Japann as a conservative welfare state from the point of view of family policy design.
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Second,, it also delivers the necessary background information for the analyses of
familyy formation and women's employment around childbirth that will be
developedd later in the thesis.
Publicc policy on the provision of child-care services and the organisation of
maternityy and parental leave programs are the policy instruments that show the
mostt direct impact on the decision of women to participate or not in the labour
markett after childbirth. As the pursuit of a career and having children are two
objectivess that are to be realised alongside each other, it is obvious that family
policyy programs also affect fertility. I therefore describe the development of childcaree policy, maternity and parental leave programs, the Equal Employment Act of
1985,, the taxation regimes and social premium payments, and current practices with
respectt to part-time employment in Japan.
Inn Chapter 3,1 examine the effect of family policies on the employment of women
aroundd the birth of their first child in Japan and the four European countries. I
employy all the waves and the retrospective information on employment status from
thee aforementioned household panel data sets.
Thee comparison of five countries together with the examination of two periods,
notablyy the 1980s and the 1990s, allow for a straightforward analysis of the effects
off family policy on employment of first-time mothers. The chapter first reviews the
policiess in these countries during the 1980s and 1990s. I proceed by presenting a
graphicall illustration of the evolution of the employment status around childbirth
afterr which I estimate multinomial logit models on mothers' employment choice
amongg full-time employment, part-time employment and not at work after first
childbirth,, using monthly data (yearly data for Japan).
Chapterr 4 starts by pointing out that the major part of recent job growth in Japan
andd in several other industrialised countries can be ascribed to employment within
non-standardd work arrangements. Note that part-time employment is an important
workingg arrangement that allows women to combine paid work and caring for
childrenn (see Chapter 3). However, whether or not part-time employment can
increasee mothers' labour force participation does not only depend on the supply of
thiss work mode, but also on its quality. For example in Japan, part-time
employmentt generally offers a lower-status job with inferior wages, benefits and job
trainingg when compared to full-time regular employment (see Chapter 2). It does,
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therefore,, fail to encourage mothers with young children, especially for highly
educatedd women, to engage in paid labourChapterr 4 studies employment choice and pay differences between standard (fulltimee regular) and non-standard work arrangements (part-time, fixed-term, etc) in
thee four European countries. This chapter first reviews policies in these countries.
Itt presents a more detailed policy analysis for the Netherlands as this country can
bee considered as a forerunner in the field of part-time work. The 1998 wave of four
householdd panel data sets is then utilised to shed more light on employment
choicess and pay differences between standard and non-standard work arrangements
forr both men and women. The chapter estimates multinomial logit models for the
employmentt choice, whereas the wage structure is examined using regression
analyses.. The results are interpreted against the background of the policy
differencess across the four countries.
Chapterr 5 analyses timing of maternity in the four European countries using
householdd panel data. The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, the effect of
familyy policies on postponement of motherhood is examined. In these countries,
thee mean age of maternity has increased, especially among highly educated women.
Thiss observation also applies to Sweden where family-friendly policies have been
developedd earlier such that all women in principle can easily combine paid
employmentt and raising a family (see Chapter 3). However, government policies
mayy generate a strong effect, perhaps not in terms of postponement, but rather in
termss of being able to decrease the rate of ultimate childlessness. This presumption
iss examined through duration analyses by including both mothers and women
withoutt children, which distinguishes this chapter from previous research.
Second,, the effect of education on postponement of maternity is analysed in detail
byy separating 'being in education' from the level of education. Because highly
educatedd women, per definition, stay longer at school and education is often
incompatiblee with having children, they are likely to enter motherhood later in life.
Wee estimate proportional hazard models for the duration until first birth measured
fromm the point of time of finishing full-time education in order to control for this
'beingg in education' period.
Chapterr 6 focuses on the timing of maternity in Japan. Two motives for postponing
motherhoodd are to be distinguished, notably the consumption-smoothing motive
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andd the career-planning motive. I focus on the career-planning motive and thus link
delayedd maternity to the indirect cost of children, i.e. the career cost.
Thee Japanese long-term employment system and the steep increase of wages in
tenuree bring about a large money loss when interrupting the career for childbirth
andd childrearing. The wage at re-entrance of the labour market is also substantially
beloww the rate applicable to continuous employment. Based on human capital
theory,, we may argue that this wage drop reflects the loss of skills, both of general
skillss as well as firm-specific skills. The larger the proportion of firm-specific skills
inn total skills, the more substantial the wage loss will be because firm-specific skills,
perr definition, will be lost when changing the employer.
Holdingg an occupational certificate or license, such as those for teachers, nurses,
computerr specialists and accountants, proves a person's general skill level. In other
words,, for women with such a certificate, a larger fraction of their skills consists of
generall skills rather than firm-specific aptitudes. Thus, we could expect that for
thesee women, the wage decrease due to career interruption at childbirth will be
smallerr compared to those without such a certificate. This chapter examines this
hypothesiss using wage regressions and duration analyses based on Japanese panel
data. .
Chapterr 7 ends the thesis by presenting the conclusions and a summary of the main
findings. findings.
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Chapterr 2
Familyy Policies in Japan

2.1.. Introduction
AA fertility rate around the replacement level and the well-being of children and
parentss can be seen as the ultimate goals of family policies. On this level of broad
policyy objectives, no differences are to be detected between countries. However,
differentt countries have aspired to achieve this goal by vastiy different policies
basedd on their particular view on the role of the mother. The purpose of this
chapterr is to position Japanese family policies within the international context.
Thee view on mothers' proper role in modern society historically differs across
countriess and three clusters of welfare states can be distinguished according to the
typologyy of Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999) (see Gustafsson, 1994; Wetzels, 2001;
Gustafsson,, Kenjoh and Wetzels, 2001b; see Meulders and O'Dorchai, 2002, for a
recentt literature review on welfare state typologies). In this typology, countries
differr in the degree of attributing different roles to men and women with men being
seenn as the breadwinners and women as the care providers.
Thee first type of welfare state in Esping-Andersen's typology (1990, 1999) is the socalledd liberal welfare state that starts from the belief that the unfettered market
bringss welfare to the maximum number of citizens. Only if the market fails to do
so,, the state will intervene with welfare benefits, which are typically means-tested
andd often carry a social stigma. In the liberal welfare state, it is left to the parents
themselvess to find day care and finance the earnings loss of home time to care for
children.. In Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999), the United States is discussed as the
prototypee country, but also the other Anglo-Saxon countries can be included into
thiss first cluster.

Thee second type of welfare state is shaped by the corporatist statist legacy in which
thee church exerts strong influence. Welfare provisions are typically organised along
occupationall lines, often with preferential treatment for civil servants. The family
breadwinnerr is the welfare recipient and married women are often excluded from
anyy right to their own pensions or unemployment benefits. In the conservative
welfaree state, policies are organised in order to induce women to work at home by
caringg full-time for young children. Typical for this political thinking is that the state
att most has a subsidiary role, while the family has prime responsibility to care for its
members.. Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999) classifies Continental and Southern
Europee into this cluster and regards Germany as the prototype.
Thee third type of welfare state is the social democratic welfare state. The most
typicall social democratic welfare state is Sweden, but the other Nordic countries are
alsoo included in this final cluster by Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999). In this form of
thee welfare state, welfare provisions are institutionalised, seldom means-tested and
usuallyy apply to all citizens alike. Family policy formulation in the countries in this
clusterr has been the forerunner in creating policies that aim at making it possible
forr both parents to work and have a family.
Esping-Andersenn (1999) also discusses Japan and classifies it as a conservative
welfaree state. He regards the Confucian teachings of familial piety and loyalty
throughoutt Japanese social policy as a functional equivalent of Catholic familialism
andd thus stresses the similarities between Japan and the Southern European
countries1.. However, in addition to the 'conservative' nature of the Japanese welfare
state,, Esping-Andersen also points out its 'liberal' traits by referring to the two
historicall origins of the Japanese welfare state. First, the social insurance system for
retirementt pensions was inspired by German practice. Second, the public assistance
system,, which is an example of liberalism, was designed by the American
occupationn forces in the aftermath of World War II. Nevertheless, he immediately
concludess that 'if we examine more closely the welfare market it would appear
somewhatt less than 'liberal'. Occupational welfare forms part of the consensual
modee of labour regulation, but it also mirrors a conservative paternalistic practice.
11

The important role of the family in welfare provisions such as caring for the elderly is strikingly apparent in
thee proportion of elderly people who live with their grown-up children. In Japan, the proportion of people
agedd 65 and over who live with dieir children was 49.1 percent in 2000 (Japan's Ministry of Healdi, Labour
andd Welfare, Comprehensive Survey of Living Condition of the People on Health Health and Welfare). Although diis fi
decreasedd substantially from 69.0 percent in 1980, it remains higher dian that in Soudiern European
countries,, which shows the highest proportion in Europe, widi 39 percent in Italy and 37 percent in Spain in
thee 1980s (Esping-Andersen 1999: 63, Table 4.3).
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Itt is none the less arguable that the market 'works': it provides (until now) a genuine
employmentt guarantee and, for many, welfare benefits.' (Esping-Andersen, 1999:
91)) and There are also trends that point towards a strengthening of conservative
attributes.. The corporatist social insurance system is now rapidly maturing and will,
inn the coming decades, dominate the pension mix. This, together with Japan's
unusuallyy accentuated familialism makes a strong case for assigning Japan squarely
too the conservative regime.' (Esping-Andersen, 1999: 92). In this way, EspingAndersenn points out the fact that care services for the elderly and children are
providedd by family members. Nevertheless, it must be noted that in his analysis on
Japanesee social policy, Esping-Andersen focuses on pension systems and public
assistancee and does not explain actual public policies on the family.
Thiss chapter tries to reveal the recent and actual development of family policies in
Japan.. The main focus in this policy review is to clarify what the fundamental
characteristicss are. I then digress on the driving forces behind the recent changes in
thee direction of Japanese family policy. I pursue two broad objectives in presenting
andd interpreting recent initiatives in Japanese policy design. First, the overview
examiness Esping-Andersen's categorisation of Japan as a conservative welfare state
whenn addressing family policy design. Second, the chapter also presents the
requiredd background information of the analyses on family formation and women's
employmentt around childbirth in Japan that will be developed in the remainder of
thee thesis.
Withinn family policies, the provision of child-care services and the maternity and
parentall leave programs have the most direct and crucial impact on women's
decisionn on labour force participation after childbirth. As the pursuit of a career and
havingg children are two objectives that are to be realised along each other, it is
obviouss that family policy programs also affect fertility. Section 2.2 briefly describes
thee development of child-care policy and the present policy stance. Section 2.3
focusess on the maternity and parental leave programs in Japan. Section 2.4
discussess the Equal Employment Act of 1985, which creates the crucial framework
forr women's status in the labour market. Section 2.5 explains the taxation regimes
andd social premium payments, which give an incentive or disincentive to married
women'ss labour force participation. Section 2.6 describes part-time employment
andd observes that this type of non-standard working arrangement is characterised
byy both low status and low wages. The conclusions will be presented in Section 2.7,
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2.2.. The Child-Care System
Institutionall child-care services to young children in Japan are mainly provided by
kindergartenss and authorised day nurseries. On the one hand, kindergartens are
proclaimedd as an educational institution for young children from the age of three
untill they join primary school at age six. They are open for four hours per day and
fivee or six days a week (the 1947 School Education Act). On the other hand,
authorisedd day nurseries are child welfare facilities providing child-care service to
childrenn whose parents are unavailable to care for their children in the daytime
becausee both of them are working or for some other reasons (the 1947 Child
Welfaree Act). They are operated full day and six days a week .
Tablee 2.1 presents more detail on child-care coverage, namely, the proportion of
childrenn who are in either day nurseries or kindergartens according to their age.
Thesee figures basically include only children who attend every day of the week. The
tablee clearly shows that child-care coverage has gradually increased since 1960 due
to,, mainly, the growth of the needs of working parents and needs of the children
forr harmonious socialisation and development. In the following, I restrict attention
too authorised day nurseries, because the focus of this section is on public policies
thatt allow families to combine work and family responsibility. Kindergartens, which
onlyy take care of children during part of the day, are not very relevant in this
respect. .
Authorisedd day nurseries were designed under the so-called 'sochi' system in the
earlyy 1950s 3. Under this system, parents could not decide which services they made
usee of but administrative offices decided which children needed childcare. This
systemm remained until the amended Child Welfare Act of 1997 (effective in April
1998),, when it was replaced by the 'user-contract' system, where parents could
decide.. It was designed to ration welfare services to people in need, especially to the
poor,, in an effective and efficient manner subject to its limited budgets and
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The average number of opening hours of day nurseries was 10.6 hours per day on 1 October 1998. The
distributionn of opening hours was as follows: 0.3 percent of day nurseries were open 7-8 hours, 4.7 percent
forr 8-9 hours, 11.1 percent for 9-10 hours, 42.8 percent for 10-11 hours, 23.2 percent for 11-12 hours, 14.3
percentt for 12-13 hours, and 1.3 percent for 13 hours and more. To calculate the average opening hours, I
usee the average values for each class. For example, 7.5 for 7-8 hours, 8.5 for 8-9 hours, and 13.5 for 13 hours
andd more (Japan's Ministry of Health and Welfare, The Survey on Social Welfare Facilities, 1998).
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The authorised day nurseries consist of public centres and privately funded non-profit centres. However, the
'socht'socht system was applied to both types of centres.
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facilities4.. The system has given a priority to lower-income and single-parent
familiess to use day nurseries, with considerably lower fees, over higher-income and
two-parentt families because the needs of the former are more stringent than those
off the latter5. On the other hand, the Japanese child-care policy until the 1980s, to a
largee extent, bore witness of the traditional opinion that day nurseries were a kind
off a necessary evil. In other words, the idea that mothers should stay at home and
takee care of their children at least up to the age of three has been stressed for
middle-- and higher-income families (Kenjoh, 1997). Thus, Japanese childcare
reflectss a fundamental characteristic of the conservative welfare regime of EspingAndersenn (1999), which attaches prime importance to provision by the family.
Therefore,, the Japanese day nurseries have a number of problems to meet the
needss of working mothers. For instance, there is the shortage of accommodation in
dayy nurseries particularly for children under three due to high costs involved in
providingg care for this age group. The child-care coverage of children under age
threee is lower than that of older children as shown in Table 2.1. In an international
comparison,, this level is considerably lower than in the Anglo-Saxon and
Scandinaviann countries6 (see Table A.2.2 in the Appendix). In addition, early-
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Under this system, provision of day-care services in Japan shared some of the features of the public provision
off child care as typically observed in the maximum public responsibility models of child care such as in
Swedenn and the other Scandinavian countries (OECD, 1990: 140; Gustafsson and Stafford, 1992). For
example,, as in the maximum public responsibility model, the central government determines the national
objectivess as regards die level of provision, but responsibility for planning and for setting up child-care
servicess is decentralised to the local authorities in Japan. In the concrete, prefectures have the task of
licensingg and promoting new centres and municipalities have the responsibility of operating the services. The
child-caree fees for parents are determined according to household income (in actual fact, based on the
amountt of income and local tax that the household paid in the previous year) and the number of children of
thee household that attend day nurseries. The remaining costs are covered by the government (50 percent by
thee central government, 25 percent by the prefectures and 25 percent by the municipalities). The availability
off child-care services and fees that households face, depend on their place of residence since subsidies by
municipalitiess vary from area to area. Interestingly, these features of child-care provision systems are also
observedd in Italy (Del Boca, 2002a), where coverage of children younger dian three was only six percent in
recentt years (Table A.2.1). This suggests that this type of provision system is commonly observed when
governmentt involvement in child-care provision aims at guaranteeing the quality of childcare, rather than
guaranteeingg sufficient supply of the service.
Full-time workers are also given a priority over part-time workers for the same reason.
The coverage for children younger than three is slightly higher in Japan compared to most other conservative
welfaree states in Esping-Andersen's typology (Esping-Andersen, 1990,1999). In my view, the higher level of
coveragee for very young children can be explained by the 'liberal' nature of the Japanese welfare state. In
Japan,, low-income and single-parent families with young children are encouraged or forced to work in the
labourr market and support themselves by using day nurseries rather than to stay at home and receive
generouss family benefits. An international comparative study (Siaroff, 1994) classifies Japan into the group
withh low cash family benefits. The coverage of very young children in Belgium and France is exceptionally
highh within the class of the conservative welfare regime. Some authors (for instance, Gornick, Meyers and
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Tablee 2.1. Child-Care Coverage in Japan: Proportion of Children Who Are in
Authorisedd Day Nurseries and Kindergartens to the Corresponding Age of
Childrenn (in %).

1960 0
1970 0
1980 0
1990 0
2000 0

Underr 1
0.1 1
0.2 2
1.2 2
1.9 9
3.4 4

Authorised ddayy nurseries
22
11
44
33
7.9 9
3.8 8
1.5 5
0.4 4
8.2 2
14.8 8
3.4 4
1.1 1
11.5 5 22.1 1 29.7 7
5.2 2
13.8 8 23.6 6 31.5 5
8.0 0
14.7 7 21.2 2 30.8 8 37.1 1

55
13.9 9
22.6 6
28.7 7
30.9 9
36.2 2

Kindergartens s
44
5
33
1.7 7
11.55
30.9
37.22
47.2
3.4 4
10.0 0 51.55
66.8
20.5 5 57.99
65.2
31.1 1 55.44
62.0

Source:Source: Author's own calculations. Proportion = the number of children in authorised day nurseries or
kindergartenss / the total number of children of the corresponding age group (in %). The number of children
inn day-care centres is taken from Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (previously, Ministry of
Healthh and Welfare), The Survey on Social Welfare Facilities (1960, 1970 as of the end of the year, 1980-2000 as of
11 October). The number of children in kindergartens is taken from Japan's Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports,, Science and Technology (previously, the Ministry of Education), School Basic Survey (1 May). The
populationn is taken from Japan's Statistics Bureau, Population Census (1 October).
Note:Note: Since the figures are based on two different administrative data sources surveyed on different days, the
abovee child-care coverage for day nurseries and that for kindergartens are not direcdy comparable to each
other.. Thus, the figures do not stricdy indicate what percentage of the certain age group of children went to
dayy nurseries or kindergartens. In spite of this problem, these data sources are used to make this table,
becausee only they can supply the information on the number of children in day nurseries and kindergartens
accordingg to age on a long term and regular basis.
Japan'ss Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare also inquired into the number of children in day nurseries
andd kindergartens as of 1 April 2001. According to the survey, the coverage of day nurseries is 5.9 percent for
childrenn under one, 17.1 percent for age one, 23.9 percent for age two, 34.9 percent for age three, 36.0
percentt for age four and more. Kindergarten coverage amounted to 32.1 percent for age three and to 57.4
percentt for age four and more (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, A Survey on Day Nurseries,
2001).2001). In general, the coverage of younger children is higher in April, die month that the school year starts in
Japan,, than in later months of the year for the following reason. In principle, children can start going to day
nurseriess anytime in the year. However, fewer places are available in day nurseries in the middle of the school
year,, since most children stay in day nurseries during the entire year once tiSey have places. Therefore, parents
oftenn have to wait until April when the school year starts as older children in day-care centres then switch to
primaryy school.

morningg and evening services, services for sick children and occasional use for
housewivess are in general not available. In this way, the Japanese child-care policy
hass developed rather passively and somewhat reluctandy. Around 1990, however,
thee policy turned to a more positive direction in the sense of actively supporting

Ross,, 1997) classify these two countries into the cluster that is characterised by highly supportive child-related
policiess of mothers' employment, together with die Scandinavian countries.
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bothh parents to combine paid work and family responsibility. Two driving forces
forr the change can be distinguished7.
First,, there was the severe labour shortage of the late 1980s and the early 1990s
underr the booming economy. Employers wanted their female employees to
continuee working after marriage or childbirth. Figure 2.1 displays the job openingsto-applicantss ratio at public employment offices, which is an indicator of labour
markett tightness. Around 1990, the ratio was above one, at the highest level since
thee first oil crisis in the early 1970s8. Secondly, the broad recognition of 'the low
fertilityy problem' in the 1990s put spurs to family policies designed to accommodate
thee combined personal objectives of paid work, childbearing and childrearing9.
Figuree 2.2 depicts that the number of live births and the total fertility rate from
19477 to 2002. The total fertility rate decreased dramatically after World War II until
thee first half of the 1950s. Since then, it remained very stable at the replacement
ratee of 2.0-2.1 until the early 1970s. One exception during this period was the
temporaryy sharp dip in 1966, which recorded 1.58 or the lowest level until then .
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Additionally, there was the broadened policy stance about extending social welfare services from special and
selectivee services for the poor to more general and universal services available to anybody who needs the
servicess regardless of their income. This shift in policy underlies, for instance, die amendment of the Child
Welfaree Act in 1997.
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Child-care services have also been developed as a reaction to labour shortages in some omer countries. For
instance,, Gustafsson (1994: 53, citing Tijdens and Lieon, 1993 and Rijswijk-Clerkx, 1981) describes the
Dutchh situation as follows: 'From the 1960s until me oil crisis of 1973 was a period of tight labour markets.
Firms,, competing for the scarce labour force, installed day care for meir employees. [.....] In 1973 mese were
estimatedd to comprise 10 per cent of all child places at day care centres. As the labour shortage disappeared,
firmss lost interest in providing childcare and closed their day care centres. The percentage of childcare places
felll to 1 per cent in 1977.'
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A traditional and often quoted example in which the low fertility problem gave rise to the active development
off family policies is Sweden in the 1930s. According to Gustafsson (1994: 49-50), Alva and Gunnar Myrdal's
book,, Crisis in the Population Question, published in 1934, regarded government support of families with
childrenn as the remedy for Sweden's population crisis. In those days, there was a strong pronatalist sentiment,
particularlyy among conservatives. The book framed pronatalist policies as part of social welfare policies as it
renderedd social welfare policies acceptable to conservative politicians because of their intended pronatalist
effects.. This was regarded as the starting point for Swedish family policies.
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In 1966, the number of births also dropped sharply by 27 percent compared to the 1965 and 1967 average
(seee Figure 2.2). This was caused by the superstition on the year of the fire horse {hinoe uma) based on the
Chinesee calendar. The superstition holds the belief diat girls born in the year of the fire horse would be
aggressivee and bring harm to their future husband. This then would imply that these girls would face
difficultiess to get married. As a result, many couples avoided having children in diat year. Contrary to the
proclaimedd implication of the superstition, however, the women born in diat year did not seem to face such a
problem.. The 1966 birth cohort had higher fertility dian the surrounding birth cohorts: 1.13 at age 30,
whereass the corresponding figures were 1.06 for the 1965 cohort and 0.91 for the 1967 cohort (Japan's
Ministryy of Health, Labour and Welfare, Live Births: Special Survey on Vital Statistics, 2002). The women bom in
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Source:Source: For the unemployment rate, Japan's Statistics Bureau, Labour Force Survey. For the active job openings-to
applicantss ratio, Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Employment Referral Statistics.
Note.Note. Active job openings-to-applicants ratio = active job openings / active applicants (in %). 'Active' implies
registrationn at the public employment security offices.

Sincee the late 1970s, the total fertility rate gradually declined underneath the
replacementt rate. Within this trend, it reached a depth of 1.57 in 1989, which was
evenn lower than the rate in 1966. This lowest level became a much-discussed issue
andd was coined 'the 1.57 problem'. The low fertility problem then became
connectedd with the prospect of 'a long term labour shortage problem' and the
growingg concern stemming from the 'ageing society problem'.
Inn the second half of the 1990s, due to the increase in the unemployment rate
(Figuree 2.1) in the economic recession, the labour shortage was no longer regarded

19666 thus seem to take 'advantage' of the smaller cohort size to find a partner and start a family rather than
sufferr from the superstition.
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ass a problem. That is, one of the driving forces of family-friendly public policies
wass weakened. However, the other driving force, the recognition of 'the low
fertilityy problem' against the background of the ageing of the population has
becomee more powerful because the total fertility rate declined further in the 1990s
(seee Figure A.2.3 for the proportion of people aged 65 or more to total population).
Inn reaction, the 'Basic Direction for Future Child Rearing Support Measures (The
Angell Plan)' was devised in December 1994. It comprised a comprehensive set of
measuress for child-rearing support that included a wide range of areas such as
childcare,, health care, employment, education and housing. As part of the
regulatoryy embodiment for the realisation of the 'Angel Plan', 'A Five-Year Project
onn Urgent Day-Care Measures, etc.' was mapped out for the fiscal years 1995-1999.
Thiss was followed by the 'New Angel Plan' for the successive period of the fiscal
yearss 2000-2004. The plans include the following child-care policy measures within
itss anti-low fertility policy objective: the expansion of accommodation in day
nurseriess for infants (0-2 years old) and the promotion of diversified nursery care
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services,, including service in the evenings, holidays, temporary service for children
off full-time housewives, and after-school care for primary-school children. We can
seee some of the results of this policy change in the 1990s from the fact that childcaree coverage of younger children increased more in the period from 1990 to 2000
thann in the period from 1980 to 1990 (Table 2.1).
Inn sum, the Japanese child-care system experienced a shift away from basically
providingg care only for low-income families and single-parent households towards a
widerr field of application motivated by labour market shortages and the low fertility
problemm in the 1990s.

2.3.. The Maternity and Parental Leave Programs
Nextt to the availability of subsidised and good-quality child-care services, also
maternityy and parental leave would generate a strong and direct influence on
women'ss decision-making process with respect to paid employment following
childbirth.. Particularly, under the shortage of child-care services, especially for
newbornn babies and very young children, parental leave could prevent women from
givingg up paid labour.
Maternityy leave was provided by the Labour Standards Act of 1947 for the period
betweenn six weeks before to six weeks after giving childbirth. It was extended to
eightt weeks after childbirth at the establishment of the Equal Employment Act of
1985,, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Later, in 1991, the
Parentall Leave Act was enacted and became effective in April 1992 for firms with
300 or more employees and was extended to firms with fewer than 30 employees in
Aprill 1995. The severe labour shortage and the recognition of the low fertility
problemm contributed to the establishment of the Act.
Thee Act allows a mother or a father to take parental leave until the child reaches the
agee of one11. Parental leave should be taken only during one consecutive period and
employeess who want to take leave must notify their employers in advance. It is
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In the public sector, female teachers in primary and secondary schools and nurses in social welfare facilities
andd hospitals already had a right to a one-year parental leave period since 1975. Apart from them, also other
employeess in the public sector and some employees in the private sector could take parental leave. According
too the Basii: Survey on the Women's Employment Managment, Managment, 19.2 percent of private firms had paren
provisionss in 1988. These provisions were highest in the service industry with 42.1 percent (Itohisa, 1990: 2941). .
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possiblee for the mother of a child to take leave for the first six months and then for
thee father to take leave from the seventh month to the twelfth month. In addition,
althoughh both parents cannot take parental leave at the same time, it allows the
fatherr to start taking parental leave from the childbirth while the mother still is on
maternityy leave until eight weeks after childbirth.
Inn order to be eligible for maternity leave, there is no requirement of any previous
employmentt record. For parental leave, however, an indefinite employment
contractt and a one-year tenure with the current employer are required. Therefore, in
manyy cases part-time workers and other forms of non-regular workers are excluded.
Duringg the maternity leave period, 60 percent of pre-maternity earnings are
compensatedd by public health insurance12. During the parental leave period, 25
percentt of pre-leave earnings are paid for by employment insurance from April
19955 onwards (20 percent are given during the period of leave and the remaining
fivefive percent are offered six months after returning to work). In January 2000,
parentall leave benefits were raised to 40 percent of pre-leave earnings (30 percent
duringg the period of leave and the remaining ten percent at six months after
returningg to work)13.
Hass the national parental leave legislation encouraged mothers to continue working
aroundd childbirth? According to a survey by the Ministry of Labour (currently, the
Ministryy of Health, Labour and Welfare), after the enforcement of the Act, fewer
womenn have quit their jobs due to childbirth and more women have taken parental
leavee than before. The proportion of women who quit their jobs due to childbirth
wass stable at a little over 30 percent from 1985 to 1995, but it dropped to 19.0
percentt in 1998 (Basic Survey on Women's Employment Management, 1998). The
proportionn of female workers who took parental leave after the eight-week
maternityy leave period increased steadily from 44.5 percent in 1996, 56.4 percent in
122

Since 1960, everyone in the country is obliged to participate in one of the following branches of public health
insurancee schemes: employee insurance, government-managed health insurance, society-managed healm
insurance,, seamen's insurance, and mutual aid associations (Miyatake, 2000:44).
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Employment insurance is managed by the central government (Japan's Ministry of Labour, currendy the
Ministryy of Healdi, Labour and Welfare) and is obligatory for every employee. Private-sector employers with
lesss than five regular workers in agriculture, forestry, fishery, stockbreeding and silkworm culture industries
cann submit applications to the Minister of Labour and be recognised as exceptional cases (voluntary
applicablee business). In addition, those who are employed after age 65, short-hour workers, day labourers,
seasonallyy hired workers with fewer dian 20 hours of work per week, participants in seamen's insurance, and
public-servicee employees are excluded from employment insurance (Miyataka, 2000: 34-6). Public service
employeess and seamen are subject to their specific mutual aid associations regulations. These aid associations
providee equivalent earnings compensation during the parental leave period.
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1998,, and 64.0 percent in 2001. It is noteworthy that only 1.9 percent of all workers
tookk parental leave were men, or put differently, 0.34 percent of qualified fathers
tookk parental leave in 2001 (Bask Survey on Women's'EmploymentManagement, 1997,
1999,2002). .
Thesee results, however, show aggregate effects of parental leave provisions, which
doo not control for other factors that affect women's employment decisions such as
theirr education, wages and non-labour income. Some studies examine the effect of
parentall leave provision by using micro-data and report positive effects on job
continuationn around childbirth .

2.4.. The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1985
Ass we saw in the discussion of the development of child-care policy and the
establishmentt of the Parental Leave Act, Japanese family policies have a tendency
too progress when the labour market is tight in which times it also gained the
supportt of the business sector15.1 briefly summarise the history of family policies in
Japann in Table 2.2. However, the tightness of the labour market was not the reason
forr the enactment of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1985, since in the
earlyy 1980s, when the establishment of the Act was widely discussed, Japan was in
ann economic recession after the two oil crises (see also Figure 2.1).
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One important study on this topic is Waldfogel, Higuchi and Abe (1999). They examine the effect of parental
leavee coverage on job continuation around childbirth using the Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSQ
1993-95.. The sample size is 142 married women who had children since 1993 and who were in work prior to
theirr most recent birth. They estimate a Probit model of which the dependent variable is whether the woman
returnedd to work within 24 months after the most recent birth. Controlling for women's age, job tenure at
birth,, education levels, the birth order and firm sizes, they obtain a positive effect of parental leave coverage
withh 22 percent of the marginal effect However, one has to be careful about the fact that the Parental Leave
Actt applied to everyone at the same time except for firms of small size. As a result, it is difficult to isolate the
effectt of parental leave coverage from the effect of other factors such as the type of employment
arrangementss (regular work or non-regular work). As the authors also acknowledged, their result may reflect
thee sharp distinction between women who are considered to be primary workers and are given the option to
returnn to work after childbirth (regular staff), and those who are seen as secondary workers and who are not
generallyy afforded the option to return (non-regular workers).
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Rosenbluth (2002) points to the influence of the Japanese electoral system on pro-business policies
formulatedd by the Liberal Democrats (LDP), the ruling party in most of the post-World War II period. Until
1994,, between three and five persons were elected as members of the Diet in each medium-si2ed
constituencyy in Japan. Rosenbluth (2002) argued that because of this system 'multiple LDP members
campaignedd against each other in most districts, so instead of running on a party platform, LDP members
hadd to cultivate groups of voters who would be loyal to them personally'. She further suggests that 'this
systemm generated strong political pressure for regulatory, budgetary and tax reforms for business, in exchange
forr campaign contributions with which to pay for expensive electoral machines.
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Tablee 2.2. A Brief History of Family Policy in Japan.
19466

19477

19755

19800
19855

19900
19911
19922
19944
19955

19977

19999
20000

* Japan's new Constitution was promulgated, stipulating gender equality.
** The Diet approved the amended Civil Code and Japan's traditional family
systemsystem (the lii system) was abolished; equality of the sexes was clearly stated.
* The Labour Standards Act went into effect, stipulating that men and women
performingg the same job must receive equal wages. The Act also established
speciall provisions for women, including maternity leave (six weeks before until
sixx weeks after childbirth) as well as banning late-night work and work entailing
danger. .
** The Child Welfare Act and the School Education Act were established.
* The Childcare Leave Act for female teachers and nurses at public institutions
andd facilities was passed, guaranteeing them leave of absence until the child is
onee year old.
* The Japanese government signed the United Nations' Convention on the
Eliminationn of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women.
* The Equal Employment Opportunity Act was passed. The Act prohibits
discriminationn against women in vocational training, fringe benefits, retirement,
andd dismissal. Maternity leave was lengthened to eight weeks after childbirth.
** The Diet ratified the United Nations' Convention on the Elimination of All
Formss of Discrimination Against Women.
* The fertility problem received recognition by the public ('the 1.57 problem').
* The government submitted a bill to the Diet allowing mothers or fathers to
takee parental leave until the child reaches the age of one.
* The bill on parental leave was enacted and became effective for firms with 30
orr more employees in April.
* The *Basic Direction for Future Child Rearing Support Measures (The Angel
Plan)'' started.
* The Parental Leave Act was extended to firms with fewer than 30 employees.
** Twenty-five percent of income compensation was provided for employees on
parentall leave.
* The amendment to the Equal Employment Opportunity Act was passed. The
Actt includes the provision to prohibit discrimination against women in
recruitment,, hiring, job assignment, and promotion.
* The amended Equal Employment Opportunity Act became effective.
* Forty percent of income compensation is provided for employees on parental
leave. .
** The New Angel Plan' (New Five-Year Plan of improving child-rearing
environment)) started.

Source-.Source-. Japan's Association of International Women's Rights, 1998. Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare,, <http://www.mhlw.go.jp/>.
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Instead,, the driving force behind the establishment of the Act was a kind of
'foreignn pressure {gaiatstif. In Japan, the government has often used demands by
foreignn countries in order to persuade domestic interest groups to accept reforms
towardss deregulation and liberalisation. The intention was not only to satisfy
foreignn pressure but also to benefit domestic consumers. The Ministry of Labour
(currentlyy the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare) took a similar approach for
thee Equal Employment Opportunity Act. It managed to persuade the private sector
too accept the new Act on gender equal treatment against the latter's assertion that
womenn are less efficient and less devoted to their work than men. The Ministry of
Labourr established the Act in order to ratify the 1979 United Nation's 'Convention
onn the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women', which I regard
ass a kind of foreign pressure.
Inn Japan, the 1947 Labour Standards Act specified equal wages for equal work for
menn and women . However, it does not require job opportunities to be equal. As a
matterr of fact, the gender wage difference in Japan has been very large compared to
otherr advanced countries17. Econometric analyses find that the large gender wage
gapp in Japan is mainly caused by the gender difference in workers' human capital
andd job characteristics18. The average female worker is younger and has lower
educationall attainment, shorter work experience, and shorter tenure than the
averagee male worker. Moreover, the female worker is more likely to work for a
smallerr firm rather than for a larger firm and work as a non-regular worker rather
thann as regular staff. These factors have contributed to the fact that female wages
falll below male wages.
Wee can argue that some of these factors originate from formal and informal
institutionall barriers against women's career progress. For example, one of the
166

In 1967, twenty years after the Labour Standards Act, Japan ratified the 1951 ILO 100 Treaty on the Equal
Payy for Equivalent Work (Japan's Association of International Women's Rights 1998: 248,314-315).
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In 1980, the average hourly contract wage for female full-time regular employees amounted to only 59.2
percentt of their male counterparts. In 2000, it still only was 66.3 percent (own computation based on the
BasicBasic Survey on Wage Structure, 2000). OECD (2001b) shows that the gender wage gap in the 24 industrialised
countriess under investigation was the largest in Japan and Korea.
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Sugihashi and Dale (2002) make a comparison of the gender wage gap in Japan (Table 9.5, based on Nakata
1997)) and Britain (Table 9.4, based on the British Labour Force Survey of 1998-99). They show that the
genderr wage gap is much larger in Japan (47.7 percent) than in Britain (26.0 percent) for full-time earnings.
Theyy also present the Blinder-Oaxaca decompositions of the earnings equations. A much larger component
off the Japanese gap is explained by differences in endowments or characteristics (56 percent) when compared
too Britain (12 percent). These variables are educational qualification, years of service with the current
employer,, monthly working hours, si2e of the firm, industry, managerial position, union membership and
region.. See also Osawa (1994) and Hori (1996).
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cruciall informal barriers before the enactment of the Act was the following practice.
Manyy employers required female workers to retire upon marriage or childbirth
notwithstandingg the fact that Japanese lower courts have started accumulating
judiciall precedents that these discriminations are unlawful since 1966 (Edwards,
1988;; Japan's Association of International Women's Rights, 1998: 244).
Thee Equal Employment Opportunity Act was passed in 1985 and took effect in
Aprill 1986 . It prohibits cüscrirriination against women workers with respect to
vocationall training, fringe benefits, retirement, and dismissal. However, it did not
prohibitt discrimination in recruitment, hiring, job assignment, and promotion, but
treatedd these four points as encouragement provisions of employers. These points
weree finally prohibited in 1997 by the Amendment of the Act that entered into
effectt in April 1999. In addition, the amended Act also lifts all protective
restrictionss for women such as the restrictions on overtime and the prohibition of
overnightt work for women, except during pregnancy and after giving birth.

Afterr the enforcement of the 1985 Act, employers have increased the use of a twotrackk personnel system rather than separate personnel management based on
gender.. For instance, the two-track system divides university graduates into two
categories.. One is the managerial track {sogoshoku) in which workers will be in
chargee of decision-making, planning and negotiating with customers, and can be
transferredd both domestically and overseas. The other is the non-managerial track
{ippanshokü){ippanshokü) in which workers will be responsible for routine and auxiliary wor
willl not be transferred20. This system appears to be gender-neutral so that both
womenn and men with higher career motivation have an opportunity to obtain
manageriall jobs. However, in practice, it still functions as a gender-based personnel
managementt system. In 1999, women accounted for only 3.5 percent of the
employeess in the managerial track (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare,
WhiteWhite Paper on Women's Employment, 2000: 68).
Edwardss (1994) examines the effect of the Act. She compares the change in young women's schooling,
childbirth,, starting salaries and labour force participation in two five-year pre-Act periods (1975-80 and 198085)) with the post-Act period of 1985-90. She finds larger increases in women's schooling, starting salaries,
andd labour force participation and more postponement of childbirth in 1985-90 than in earlier periods. We
shouldd be cautious to interpret this result as evidence for the positive effects of the Act, because the results
mayy include the long-term effect of the increase in women's employment and the cyclical effect of the labour
shortagee in the late 1980s.
Thee application of the two-track system has been more common in larger firms than in smaller firms. In
fiscalfiscal year 1998, while only seven percent of all Japanese firms adopted the two-track system, 50 percent of
firmss with more than 5000 employees and 40 percent of firms with 1000-4999 employees apply the system
(Japan'ss Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Basic Survey on the Women's Employment Management, 1999).
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2.5.. Tax and Social Security Contributions
Thee tax and social security systems can create an incentive for married women to
participatee in the labour force. Previous research shows that, other things being
equal,, married women under joint taxation system are more discouraged to work
thann those under individual taxation systems (Gustafsson, 1992; O'Donoghue and
Sutherland,, 1999; OECD, 2001b).
Inn Japan, income taxation has adopted the individual system since 1950 following
thee 1949 Shoup tax report21. Since the majority of married women are either fulltimee housewives or non-regular workers with low pay, the present income taxation
andd social security system should favour them, considering the individual's ability to
payy taxes22. However, in practice this favourable treatment to housewives may
discouragee them to work and earn enough to be independent taxpayers.
Tablee 2.3 summarises whether a married woman is granted exemption from paying
locall tax, income tax, and social security contributions and whether the husband
cann receive tax deduction for dependent spouses. If a woman's annual income is
lesss than 1,000,000 yen (8,658 euro; 1 euro =115.5 yen), she does not have to pay
locall tax, but if her income exceeds this amount, she has to start paying local tax
independendy.. If her income exceeds 1,030,000 yen (8,918 euro), then she also
needss to pay income tax. Moreover, if her income is above 1,300,000 yen (11,255
euro),, she has to pay social insurance contributions independently. Below this
threshold,, she has social insurance coverage via her husband's entitlement. If the
woman'ss income is under 1,410,000 yen (12,208 euro), her husband can receive a
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In 1949, a tax mission headed by Cad S. Shoup came to Japan with die task of reorganizing die tax system as
aa whole (Ishi, 2001:4). In pre-war Japan, the family unit was adopted as me basic tax unit, reflecting the belief
thatt die head of die household (usually the husband) was responsible for filling a tax return of joint income
onn the grounds diat the wife and children were dependent on him. The Shoup Mission recommended diat as
thee primary tax unit, the family should be replaced by the individual. Since then, die Japanese tax system has
maintainedd a system in which the individual is the unit of income taxation, although some exceptions have
beenn allowed such as stated above (Ishi, 2001: 78).
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O E C D (2001b) examines die effect of the tax unit on the labour supply of the second earner (usually the
wife)) in an international comparison. This study takes a hypothetical case, where the second earner earns 40
percentt or 100 percent of the full-time O E C D average production worker (APW) earnings (p. 142, Table
4.6).. In this hypothetical case, it is shown that there is no discouraging effect for the second earner to work in
thee Japanese system. In reality, diis case applies only to a rather small number of households, namely to those
inn which bom spouses are regular workers. In February 2001, only 16 percent of married women worked as
regularr staff (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Report on the Special Survey of the Labour Force
Survey,Survey, 2001: Table 24).
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Tablee 2.3. The Japanese Tax System and Family Income.
Husband d

Wife e
Exemptionn from
Wife'ss income
Locall Tax Incomee Tax
lesss than 1,000,000 yen
1,000,000-1,030,0000 yen
1,030,000-1,300,0000 yen
1,300,000-1,410,0000 yen
1.410,0000 yen or more

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Deduction n
Sociall Security
forr Spouses
Contributions s

Yes s
No o

Yes s
No o

Source:Source: Japan's Tax Bureau (2000: 55); Japan's National Tax Agency (2003a, 2003b).
Note:: Deduction for Spouses includes both die Deduction for Spouses and die 1987 Special Deduction for
Spousess and Social Security Contribution refers to premiums for public healdi insurance and public pension
insurance. .

taxx deduction for dependent spouses. The deduction is gradually reduced from
760,0000 yen (6,580 euro) when the wife earns 1,000,000 yen, to 380,000 yen (3,290
euro)) when the wife earns 1,410,000 yen . In addition, the husband loses the
benefitt for dependent spouses from his company when his wife earns about
1,000,0000 yen (the amount and the regulation of the benefit differ across
companies). .
Inn this way, the tax system is progressive, i.e. the average tax rate for the household
increasess when the income of the wife increases from 1,000,000 yen to 1,410,000
yen.. For instance, the marginal tax rate is very high around 1,030,000 yen of
marriedd women's earnings. Therefore, women who work part-time try to earn less
thann this amount and this is called 'the income ceiling at 1,030,000 yen (8,918
euro)'. .

Accordingg to standard economic theory, the systems explained here are likely to
affectt the labour supply decisions of married women. The results of The General
SurveySurvey of Part-time Workers suggest that a certain number of married women ar
awaree of the income ceilings and adjust their income in order not to exceed the
Forr brevity, I do not make a distinction between the Deduction for Spouses and the 1987 Special Deduction
forfor Spouses. The latter was introduced in order to allow for a gradual reduction of die amount that can be
deductedd as income rises, see Japan's Tax Bureau (2000: 54-5).
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ceilings.. In 1995, 38.6 percent of female part-time workers (excluding students)
adjustedd their income to 'the income ceiling at 1,030,000 yen' (Japan's Ministry of
Labour,, 1997: 265). Moreover, 34.5 percent of the part-time workers answered that
theyy adjusted their income due to other reasons such as the social security and the
taxx deduction of the husband's income (Japan's Ministry of Labour, 1997: 270-1).
Furtherr evidence that the income ceilings give a disincentive to labour market
participationn by married women can be found in the annual income distribution of
part-timee workers. In 1995, 22.3 percent of female part-time workers (excluding
students)) earned between 90,000 and 100,000 yen per month, which was just below
thee yearly income ceiling (Japan's Ministry of Labour, 1997: 258-9).

Marriedd women's income adjustment is implemented not only through working
shorterr hours but also by accepting lower pre-tax hourly wages. Higuchi (1997)
estimatess a probit model in which the dependent variable is defined as the choice
whetherr the woman adjusts her income or not. He controlled for her human capital
andd her husband's educational attainment, using individual data of The 1990 General
SurveySurvey of Part-time Workers. He finds that women who make an adjustment are like
too work shorter hours and earn lower hourly wages before taxes than those who do
nott adjust, other things being equal.

2.6.. Part-Time Employment
Availabilityy of part-time employment and flexibility of working arrangements could
increasee the probability of women with family responsibility to work in the labour
market.. This in turn could yield a positive effect on fertility as well. For example, on
thee one hand, in Scandinavian countries and the United States for which
internationallyy high employment rates among women and mothers have been
observedd (Table A.2.1), the increase in part-time employment rate took place earlier
andd the part-time employment rate is still considerable (see Section 4.2 in Chapter
4).. Moreover, in other countries, such as the Netherlands and, to a smaller extent,
thee United Kingdom, where the employment rate of mothers over the last number
off years increased rapidly (Table A.2.1), the recent growth in part-time employment
hass also been large (Chapter 4). On the other hand, Southern European countries,
apartt from Portugal, have both low overall employment rates for mothers (Table
A.2.1)) as well as low part-time employment rates (Chapter 4). Therefore we could
expectt an association between the labour market arrangements for part-time
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employment,, and possibly also other types of flexible labour arrangements and
mother'ss employment and thus fertility. This potential interrelation is currently
receivingg much attention among researchers (for example, Esping-Andersen, 1999;
OECD,, 2001b; Del Boca, 2002b; Ariza, de la Rica and Ugidos, 2003). Indeed, Del
Bocaa (2002b) studies this association using the regional variation of the incidence of
part-timee employment and child-care coverage in Italy. She finds that the limited
availabilityy of part-time employment and child-care services increases both the
probabilityy of working and having a child.
However,, to examine this effect, it is important to have a closer look at the nature
off part-time employment. For example, Ariza, de la Rica and Ugidos (2003), who
studyy the effect of part-time employment for some European countries, conclude
thatt this effect on mothers' employment and fertility depends on the settings of
part-timee employment in each country. The Japanese situation also hints at the need
off careful examination, because the participation rate of mothers with young
childrenn is low and even decreased in the 1990s (Table A.2.1) whereas part-time
employmentt rate is relatively high and increased, as can be seen in Table 2.4.
Thee definition of part-time employment is sometimes confusing 24 . In Japan,
althoughh such an increase and high incidence are observed in various surveys that
havee utilised different definitions of part-time employment25, there is an important
differencee between 'part-time workers based on working hours' and the definition
thatt is more often used by workplaces. The latter definition is related to the
historicall development of part-time employment in Japan.

Ann OECD study compares the incidence of part-time employment by the national definition, die 30-hour
definitionn and the 35-hour definition (Lemaitre, Marianna and van Bastelaer, 1997). It shows that in some
countries,, this incidence varies significantly according to definitions. For instance, in 1994 the share of parttimee employment in total employment in Sweden by the national definition was 28.4 percent but it reduced
too 17.2 percent applying a definition based on a 30-hours threshold (27.2 percent based on the "35-hour
definition).. On the other hand, in Italy, where the incidence of part-time work by the national definition is
loww (5.9 percent in 1995), there are a large number of people working less than 30 hours and declaring
themselvess as full-time workers in the labour force survey. In this country, the incidence of part-time work
basedd on 30-hour definition is doubled to 11.1 percent (13.9 percent based on the 35-hour definition).
Hayamii and Matsuura (2001) compare the incidence of part-time employment in different data sources from
19800 to 2000. While the definitions are different in different data, the share of part-time employment in total
employmentt was around 20 percent in Monthly Labour Survey (2000), Special Survey on the Labour Forte Survey
(2000),, and Employment Status Survey (1997) as well as Labour Fone Survey (2000).
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Tablee 2.4. Part-Time Employment in Japan (in %)

1960 0
1970 0
1980 0
1990 0
2000 0

Femalee share of partPart-timee aspercentage eoff employment
Womenn & Men timee employment
Men n
Women n
42.9 9
6.3 3
5.2 2
8.9 9
60.2 2
6.7 7
12.2 2
4.0 0
65.6 6
5.2
2
10.0
0
19.3 3
69.4 4
15.2 2
7.5 5
27.9 9
71.6 6
20.0 0
36.1 1
9.5 5

Source:Source: Japan's Statistics Bureau, Labour Forte Survey.
Note:Note: Part-time employment refers to employees in non-agriculture industry who work less than 35 hours per
weekk in their main job.

Inn the 1960s, companies faced a severe shortage of junior high school graduates, or
youngg unskilled workers, because of the rapid increase of the advancement rate into
highh school (for both sexes, from 57.7 percent in 1960 to 82.1 percent in 1970,
Japan'ss Ministry of Education, School Basic Survey). In response to this development,
theyy started hiring housewives whose children did not need intensive care and who
wantedd to supplement to the household income. These women became so called
'part-time'' workers or 'paato' in Japanese. They usually work shorter hours than
regularr staff, as we expect from the definition, but the fundamental difference is the
factt that they are non-regular workers. As such, they fall outside of the so-called
Japanesee style employment system, which generally assures full-time regular staff of
long-termm employment and the seniority wage, i.e. wages that increase steeply in
tenure. .
Thiss definition of part-time employment is still widely used in workplaces. This may
causee confusion when we construct an international comparison of part-time
workerss in Japan and other countries. In the following I first discuss the
distributionn of actual working hours of regular staff and non-regular staff including
'part-time'' workers and then point out the characteristics of these workers, based
onn the widely-used definition in Japan.
Ass seen in Table 2.5, there are approximately 45 percent of so-called 'part-time
workers'' who work 30 hours or more, 30 percent of whom work 35 hours or more,
andd even 20 percent of whom work 40 hours or more, which is the legal contractual
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Tablee 2.5. Actual Hours Worked per Week by Regular and Non-Regular Workers in
Japann in 2001, all employees (in %).

Regular r
All l
employees^ ^ staff f
0-144 hours
15-29 9
30-34 4
35-39 9
40-48 8
49+ +
Total l
NN (million
persons) )

Non-regular r
staff f

Part-time e
workers2* *

Temporary y
Others s
agency y
work k

5.4 4
11.3 3
6.2 2
8.5 5
43.0 0
25.6 6
100.0 0

1.9 9
2.1 1
3.4 4
7.7 7
51.9 9
33.0 0
100.0 0

14.7 7
36.0 0
13.9 9
10.5 5
19.0 0
5.8 8
100.0 0

15.4 4
40.0 0
14.5 5
9.7 7
15.8 8
4.5 5
100.0 0

4.4 4
13.3 3
8.9 9
26.7 7
33.3 3
13.3 3
100.0 0

13.0 0
13.6 6
11.1 1
11.1 1
38.3 3
13.0 0
100.0 0

49.99 9

36.40 0

13.60 0

11.52 2

0.45 5

1.63 3

Source:Source: Japan's Statistics Bureau, Report on the Special Survey of the Labour Force Survey^ February 2001, Table 7
p.103. .
1)) excluding Yahan (executives)
2)) including Arbeit.
Note.Note. The survey was conducted during the last week in February 2001.

amountt of working hours in Japan26. Temporary work agency workers and other
typess of workers on average work longer hours than 'part-time' workers. These
workers,, however, total only one tenth of all non-regular staff.
Becausee of the relatively smaller number of other types of non-regular employment,
II focus on part-time employment in the following and examine the characteristics
off these workers. In short, as we can imagine from the above discussion of the
originn of 'part-time' work in Japan, this type of employment is to be characterised
ass a work arrangement with low status and low wages.
Forr example, 'part-time' workers run the risk of getting fired easily compared to
regularr staff. Half of part-time workers have a fixed-term contract with their
employerss (Houseman and Osawa, 2000). In contrast, part-time workers in
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Osawa (1993: Chapter 6) points out that in Japan the fact that a larger proportion of part-time employees
workk in die manufacturing industry, where average working hours are long compared to other industries,
mayy be one reason for the long working hours among Japanese part-time workers.
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Europeann countries more often have regular contracts. The average proportion of
part-timee workers who have a temporary contract was 18 percent for female and 34
percentt for male part-time workers across twelve European countries in 1997
(OECD,, 1999: 28, Table 1.9).
Furthermore,, according to the Basic Survey on Wage Structure, which is the nation-wide
wagee survey in Japan, the average hourly contract wage of female part-time
employeess was only 66.4 percent of its full-time counterpart in 200127. In the case
off hourly earnings, which I calculated from annual earnings including bonuses,
femalee part-time employees earn only 55.0 percent of the wage of full-time
employeess . These wage differences are larger than in other industrialised
countries.. In sixteen OECD countries (Japan is not included), the median hourly
earningss of female part-time workers were at 86.4 percent of full-time workers in
19955 (unweighted average). Even in the United States, where the figure was the
lowestt among these sixteen countries, it was 62.5 percent (OECD, 1999: 24, Table
1.5). .
Itt is true that part of such wage differences arise from human capital differences
suchh that a typical part-time employee has lower educational attainment and shorter
workk experience. However, according to previous research, after controlling for
workers'' personal characteristics, wage differences between part-time and full-time
workingg married women still remain about 20 percent (for example, Houseman and
Osawa,, 1994). This also coincides with the fact that part-time workers have litde
opportunityy to receive job training and are rarely promoted, thus part-time workers
facee smaller wage increases with tenure.
Thee survey is conducted by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare every June for private and public
enterprisess that employ ten or more regular employees and a supplementary survey is conducted at the same
timee for private enterprises with 5-9 regular employees. In these surveys, 'regular employees' include three
employmentt categories: (1) employees without any contract on the duration of employment, (2) employees
whoo are employed on a contract for more than one month, (3) employees who work at least 18 days for each
monthh in two consecutive months, regardless of whether employees are employed on contracts within a
month,, or daily. Part-time workers in this survey are regular employees who work shorter scheduled hours
perr day or shorter scheduled days per week than the other regular workers.
Thee wage difference between part-time and full-time workers is larger for men than for women. In 2001, on
average,, the hourly contract wage of male part-time workers was 50.7 percent of that of regular employees
andd hourly earnings were 41.0 percent {the Basic Survey on Wage Structure). The larger wage difference between
part-timee and full-time workers for men than for women is mainly driven by the fact that the proportion of
youngg workers with shorter tenure is much larger among male part-timers than among female part-timers. In
2001,, for men, the average tenure was 3.1 years for part-timers, and 13.6 years for full-timers. In contrast, for
women,, the average tenure was 5.1 years and 8.9 years, respectively (the Basic Survey on Wage Structure). Such
wagee difference between the sexes is also observed in the other OECD countries (OECD, 1999: 24, Table
1.5). .
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Whyy has the proportion of part-time employment increased? Houseman and
Osawaa (2000) emphasise on the importance of the demand side factors in Japan.
Thatt is, during the recent period of low economic growth, higher labour costs due
too the ageing population give large incentives to companies to employ low-cost
part-timee workers. Moreover, as seen in the previous section, a large proportion of
part-timee workers make use of the tax and social security exemption. This means
thatt the government tax and social security systems create an incentive for these
workers,, mostly married women, to stay at the lower status of part-time
employment.. Phrased differently, policies discourage women with family
responsibilityy from working full-time and often even cause them to refrain entirely
fromm labour market participation.
Too sum up, part-time workers in Japan have lower wage and lower status than fulltimee regular workers. This lower status of part-time employment does not seem to
bee attractive for mothers of young children to work in the labour market.

2.7.. Conclusions
Thiss chapter discussed the developments and the present state of family policies in
Japan.. I hereby focused on the main characteristics and the driving forces of the
changee in policy direction. Japanese policy has shared the features of the
conservativee welfare state as identified by Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999) and the
malee breadwinner model of Sainsbury (1994,1996). The fundamental philosophy of
thee system was the belief that mothers should stay at home and take care of the
childrenn at least up to the age of three.
Beforee the Equal Employment Act of 1985, there was a crucial informal
institutionall barrier against women's career progress as many employers required
femalee workers to retire upon marriage or childbirth. Unsurprisingly, the gender
wagee difference in Japan has also been very large compared to other advanced
countries. .
Child-caree services for working parents are mainly provided through authorised day
nurseriess that have been developed as child welfare facilities for young children
whosee parents are unable to care for their children during daytime. Authorised day
nurseriess were initially designed under the so-called 'sodri' system, where
administrativee offices decide and provide certain services. Under this system, child31 1

caree policy mainly targeted low-income and single-parent families and thus day
nurseriess could only partially meet the needs of middle-class families in which both
partnerss work. Therefore, there is a shortage of accommodation in day nurseries for
childrenn under three and in larger cities. There is also a severe lack of early-morning
andd evening facilities, care for sick children and part-time or occasional use are
limited. .
Taxation,, since 1950, is based on the separate taxation of married couples.
However,, the system allows for deductions from the husband's taxes if the wife is a
full-timee housewife or a part-time worker with low pay. As a result, this system is
veryy likely to discourage married women from working outside of the home and
becomee independent taxpayers. Studies report that married women adjust their
incomee to the thresholds for the tax deductions and the exemption of social
securityy contributions by working not only shorter hours but also by accepting
lowerr pre-tax hourly wages.
Thee proportion of part-time employment in total employment in Japan is fairly
largee in an international comparison. In some countries, availability of this work
modee seems to have a positive effect on mothers' labour market participation rate.
However,, part-time employment in Japan is characterised both by low status as well
ass low wages. These two factors do not incite married women with young children
too engage in paid employment.
Despitee these policies based on traditional role models, policies have recendy
experiencedd a gradual change of direction. After the establishment of the 1985
Equall Employment Opportunity Act and especially since 1990, Japanese family
policiess have become more encouraging for both parents to combine market work
andd family responsibility. The chapter argues that two driving forces account for
thee change in policy. The first factor was the severe labour shortage around 1990
andd the second impetus was given by the recognition, also around that time, of the
loww fertility problem. For instance, the Parental Leave Act was enacted in 1991 and
sincee then it has been gradually extended. Since 2000, mothers and fathers that are
regularr employees with at least one-year tenure are provided 12-month parental
leavee with 40 percent of pre-parental earnings compensation. Moreover, the childcaree service was reformed and expanded in the 1990s, such that at the moment
moree than 20 percent of the two-year-olds attend full-time childcare.
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Figuree A.2.1. Cross-Country Correlation between Total Fertility Rate and Female
Labourr Force Participation in the OECD Countries, 1970-2000.

Source:Source: Author's own computations based on the following data:
1))

For the total fertility rate (TFR), OECD Health Data 2003. For Japan, Japan's Ministry of Health,
Labourr and Welfare, Vital Statistics. For West Germany in 1970-90, Council of Europe (2001), Recent
DemographicDemographic Developments in Europe.

2))

For the female labour force participation rate (LFP) in 1970-81, O E C D (1991), Eabour Force Statistics
1970-1990,1970-1990, and in 1982-2000, O E C D (2003), Labour Force Statistics 1982-2002.

Notes: Notes:
1))
2))

3))
4))

LFP - total female labour force/ female population between 15 and 64 years (in %).
The analysis includes 22 countries out of the 24 OECD member states of the early 1990s except for
Icelandd and Turkey, where the information on the LPF is not available for a considerable number of
years.. The following countries reported no data on the LPF for the year(s) within parentheses.
Belgiumm (2000), Denmark (1980), Greece (1970, 1972-76, 2000), Italy (1972-76), the Netherlands
(1970-74),, Norway (1971), and Portugal (1970-79).
From 1991, German data refer to the reunified Germany and before that year to West Germany.
This Figure replicates the findings by, for example, Ahn and Mira (2002; 1970-1995 for 22 countries)
andd Engelhardt, Kogel, and Prskawertz (2001; 1960-1994 for 12 countries). That is, the correlation
betweenn TFR and LFP across advanced countries was negative and significant up to the early 1980s
butt since then it became weaker and turned positive by the end of the 1980s. The Figure further
showss that it remained statistically significantly positive in 2000.
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Figuree A.2.2. Total Fertility Rate and Female Labour Force Participation in the
OECDD Countries, 2000.

Source:Source: For the total fertility rate, OECD Health Data 2003. For Japan, Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare,, Vital Statistics. For the labour force participation rate, OECD (2003), Labour Force Statistics 1982-2002.

Notes: Notes:
1))

The country abbreviations are based on the ISO-3166 country codes. The analysis includes 22
countriess out of the 24 O E C D member states of the early 1990s. Switzerland and Turkey are not
includedd due to insufficient data.

2))

The labour force participation rate for women aged 20-44 is the weighted average of participation
ratess for women aged 20-24, 25-34, and 35-44.

3))

Correlation coefficient = 0.460 (p-value = 0.03).
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Sonne.Sonne. OECD, Health Data 2003.
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Tablee A.2.1 Employment Rates of Married (or Cohabiting) Women with Children
underr Six Years Old in 1989 and 1999 (in %).
1999 9

1989 9
Country y

Employment t
rate e

Sweden^ ^

86.6 6

Norway^ ^

Ranking g

Employment t
rate e

Ranking g

77.8 8

65.3 3

(1) )
(2) )

72.8 8

(1) )
(2) )

Canada a

64.3 3

(3) )

70.0 0

(5) )

Portugal l

59.1 1

(4) )

70.2 2

(4) )

Belgium m

57.8 8

(5) )

71.8 8

(3) )

Unitedd States

55.7 7

(6) )

60.6 6

(8) )

Finland d

53.8 8

(7) )

57.7 7

France e

52.2 2

(8) )

56.8 8

(9) )
(10) )

Germany y

49.4 4

51.4 4

Poland d

47.5 5

(9) )
(10) )

Unitedd Kingdom

45.3 3

Australia a

49.5 5

(11) )
(12) )

61.3 3

V) V)

44.1 1

(11) )
(12) )

48.0 0

(14) )

Greece e

41.4 4

(13) )

48.4 4

(13) )

Italy y

40.7 7

(14) )

44.9 9

(17) )

35.9 9

(15) )

33.3 3

(19) )

Luxembourg g

35.9 9

46.1 1

(15) )

Netherlands s

32.5 5

(15) )
(17) )

62.3 3

Spain n

29.5 5

(18) )

41.5 5

(6) )
(18) )

Ireland d

25.8 8

(19) )

45.5 5

(16) )

Average e

48.6 6

Japan

3) )

56.3 3

Source.Source. Employment rates of mothers in couple families from O E C D (2001b: 134, Table 4.1).
1)) Mothers aged 25-54. Employment rate of all mothers including both lone-parents and mothers in couple
familiess with child under 6.
2)) Employment rate of all mothers including both lone-parents and mothers in couple families with child under
sixx years.
3)) Mothers aged 25-54, children under 7. Data refer to February of the year. The information is restricted to
familiess with no one over 60. Children are defined as under 20 and adults as 20 and over. Multi-familyhouseholdss are excluded.
Note:Note: The countries in which the year studied was different from 1989 were Sweden (1990), Norway (1991),
Finlandd (1995), Germany (1991), Poland (1994), Australia (1990), and Japan (1990). The countries in which
thee year studied was different from 1999 were Sweden (2000), Finland (1998), Australia (2000), Japan (2000),
andd Ireland (1997).
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Tablee A.2.2. Summary Indicators of Formal Child-Care Coverage and Maternity
Leavee in Selected OECD Countries.
Proportion noff children jsingg
\
formalMaternity/child-caree leave indicators
child--caree arrangements15

Agedd 3 to

Country y

Year r

forr 1999-2001
Durationn of

maternity y
Agedd under
mandatory y
leave e
three e
schooll age
(weeks) )

Maternity y
(%of f

maternity/ /

average e

child-care e

25 5

wages)
Australia a

1999 9

Total l

benefits s durationn of

leavee (weeks)

15 5

60 0

00

00

52 2

Austria a

1998 8

44

68 8

16 6

100 0

112 2

Belgium m

2000 0

30 0

97 7

15 5

77 7

67 7

Canada a

1999 9

45 5

50 0

15 5

55 5

50 0

Czechh Republic

2000 0

11

85 5

28 8

69 9

28 8

Denmark k

1998 8

64 4

91 1

30 0

100 0

82 2

Finland d

1998 8

22 2

66 6

52 2

70 0

164 4

France e

1998 8

29 9

99 9

16 6

100 0

162 2

Germany y

2000 0

10 0

78 8

14 4

100 0

162 2

Greece e

2000 0

33

46 6

16 6

50 0

42 2

70 0

42 2

3) )

1998 8

38 8

56 6

14 4

Italy y

1998 8

66

95 5

21.5 5

80 0

64.5 5

Netherlands s

1998 8

66

98 8

16 6

100 0

68 8

Neww Zealand

1998 8

45 5

90 0

00

00

52 2

Norway y

1997 7

40 0

80 0

42 2

100 0

1164) )

Portugal l

1999 9

12 2

75 5

24.3 3

100 0

128.3 3

Spain n

2000 0

55

84 4

16 6

100 0

164 4

Ireland

Sweden n

1998 8

Unitedd Kingdom

2000 0

48 8
345)

)

54 4
Unitedd States
1995 5
Sam*Sam* O E C D (2001b: 144, Table 4.7).

80 0

64 4

63 3

85 5

6055 5

18 8

44 4

44 4

70 0

00

00

12 2

l ) T h ee data include both public and private provision and cover the four types of formal child-care
arrangements:: 1) group-care in child-care centres (nurseries, kindergartens, play-schools), 2) residential care,
3)) childminders, 4) care provided by a carer who is not a family-member but frequendy lives in with the
family.. The data do not cover primary schools. Under 'aged under 3', for Canada, the under 5 years are
covered;; for the United Kingdom, 0-4.
2)) Where benefits are paid on a flat-rate basis, they have been converted to a percentage by using data on the
averagee female wage in manufacturing.
3)) Proportion of children aged below five years in paid childcare.
4)) Provisional data.
5)) England only.
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Chapterr 3
Women'ss Employment around Birth of the First Child in
Japann and Four European Countries1

3.1.. Introduction
Women'ss employment rate generally decreases around childbirth. For example,
theree is a pronounced 'M-curve' in female labour force participation in Japan,
wheree many women drop out of the labour force with the birth of their first child
(seee Figure A.3.1). However, there is substantial and intriguing variation across
industrialisedd nations in this link between employment and motherhood. In some
otherr countries, many women continue to work, largely wiping out the drop in
markett participation that produces the M-shape. In this chapter, I examine how
publicc policies affect the choice a woman makes to work in the market or to be a
full-timee mother. More in specific, this chapter investigates the effect of family
policiess on mothers' employment around the birth of the first child in Japan,
Britain,, West Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden in the 1980s and the 1990s.
Previouss work on these countries (Gustafsson et al., 1996; Wetzels, 2001;
Gustafsson,, Wetzels and Kenjoh, 2002) studied the length of the period between
thee birth of the first child and the first labour market transition. Gustafsson,
Kenjohh and Wetzels (2002b) analyse first-time mother's labour force transitions
betweenn the following three labour force statuses: employed full-time, employed
part-timee and not employed.
11

This chapter is a revised version of Kenjoh (2003a). This work is part of the EU MOCHO project, The
Rationalee of Motherhood Choices: Influence of Employment Conditions and of Public Policies (Contract
No.. HPSE-CT2001-0096) and partly based on work carried out during my visit to the European Centre for
AnalysisAnalysis in the Social Sciences (ECASS) at the Institute for Social and Economic Research, University of
Essexx supported by the Access to Research Infrastructure action under the EU Improving Human Potential
Programme. .

Thiss chapter extends previous work in several directions. First, I augment the
numberr of countries in the sample to include Japanese data. Second, the fivecountryy comparison together with the examination of two periods, notably the
1980ss and the 1990s, allows for a straightforward analysis of the effects of family
policyy on the employment status of first-time mothers. Indeed, the five countries
andd two time periods provide sufficient variation in family policy status and
objectivess such that effects of different emphasis can be isolated empirically. Third,
II present a graphical illustration of the monthly (yearly for Japan) employment
statuss around childbirth of women who gave birth to the first child in the 1980s
andd 1990s. Forth, estimation of multinomial logit models on women's employment
choicee among full-time employment, part-time employment and not at work after
firstfirst childbirth, using monthly data (yearly data for Japan) is a further novel aspect
off this chapter.
Thee results of the econometric analyses are in line with the (actual) development in
thee 1980s and the 1990s of the policy environment in each of these five countries
andd support the notion that modern family policies go in hand with a stronger
commitmentt to paid work among mothers. Adequate design of family policies
aimingg at facilitating the combination of motherhood and paid employment thus
provee to be effective means in improving the labour force participation rate of firsttimee mothers.

II use household panel data from five countries: for Britain I use the British
Householdd Panel Survey (BHPS) (see Taylor, 1999; Halpin, 1997); for West
Germany2,, the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) (see Wagner, Schupp and
Rendtel,, 1991; Haisken-De New and Frick, 1998); for the Netherlands, the Labour
Forcee Supply Panel collected by the Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarktonderzoe
(OSA,, Netherlands' Institute for Labour Studies) (see Allaart et al., 1987); for
Sweden,, the Hushdllens ekonomiska leimadsfórhallanden (HUS, Household Market and
Non-Markett Activities) (see Flood, Klevmarken and Olovsson, 1997) and for
Japan,, the Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSC) (Japan's Institute for
Researchh on Household Economics).
Thee outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 reviews family policies in Japan
andd the four European countries during the 1980s and 1990s. Section 3.3 describes
22

For West Germany, I use Sample A of the GSOEP data, which solely includes Germans living in die former
Westt Germany.
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thee data, the construction of the variables and presents summary statistics on
women'ss employment status around first childbirth in the 1980s and 1990s. Section
3.44 performs multinomial logit analyses of mothers' employment status for the five
yearss after first childbirth, using monthly data (yearly data for Japan). Section 3.5
presentss the conclusions. 3.2. Parental Leave, Child Care and Related Public
Policies3 3

3.2.. Parental Leave, Child Care and Related Public Policies
Afterr childbirth, a woman has to make decisions on whether she remains working
att home with her newborn baby, or returns to paid work and if so whether she will
workk part-time or full-time. These choices depend partly on her ability to find
affordablee good-quality day care for her child, partly on how much she would earn
onn her job if at work (net for commuting time and money costs) and partly on her
preferencee for assuming the role of a housewife against that of a combined career
andd mother role. The outcome of these choices depends, to a large extent, on the
institutionall and cultural setting with which she is confronted. Public policies can
createe different economic incentives for this choice. This section reviews public
policiess in Japan, Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden from the point of
vieww of the feasibility of combining motherhood and paid work.
Inn the 1950s, mothers in all five countries were primarily housewives and fathers
primarilyy breadwinners, and public policies were organised around the 'single male
breadwinner'' principle4 (see Chapter 2; Goldin, 1990; Pott-Buter, 1993; Gustafsson,
1994;; Sainsbury, 1994,1996; Wetzels, 2001). Incomes were joindy taxed, there were
allowancess for dependent wives and children and in most countries women derived
pensionn rights and health insurance cover from their husband's entitlements. The
33

The policy review for the four European countries is based on Section 2 in Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels
(2002b)) and that for Japan is based on Chapter 2 in this thesis.
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The female labour force participation rate in Japan was 54.6 percent in 1953 (women aged 15 years and over,
ownn computation based on Japan's Statistics Bureau, Labour Forte Survey, Japanese figures below are based on
thee same source). This figure is perhaps surprisingly high compared to both the Japanese figure for 2000 of
49.33 percent as well as figures for Western countries in 1950, which were, for example, 19.5 percent in the
Netherlands,, 36.3 percent in the UK, 33.0 percent in the US and 35.2 percent in Sweden (OECD, 1988).
However,, this high rate in Japan can be explained by the fact that a large proportion of women in those days
weree working in agriculture, in family businesses as family workers or as self-employed workers. Indeed, the
proportionn of employees in total female employment was only 29.5 percent in 1953. In contrast, this
proportionn reached 81.4 percent in 2000.
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rightsrights were not symmetrical. The earnings of married women were regarded as
marginall family income and added to the (male) breadwinner's earnings for taxation
purposes.. Women had no individual unemployment insurance if their husbands
weree employed, since benefits were computed on the basis of the family income.
Manyy of these negative incentives for women to enter the job market have been
changed,, but the changes have occurred at different paces in the five countries
underr investigation here (see Chapter 2; Wetzels, 2001). Only Sweden has adopted
equall roles for men and women as the guiding principle for policy reform since
19688 (see Gustafsson, 1984). The assumption that males are the breadwinners has
remainedd in place much longer in the other countries, though recent changes seem
too shift policy in Sweden's direction.
Statutoryy protection for mothers and children in Germany forbids employers to put
womenn to work until eight weeks after delivery, while the same principle applies in
thee Netherlands six weeks before and eight weeks after delivery. For individual
women,, the length of the statutory maternity leave (that is, the period during which
womenn have a right to return to their jobs) and the level of maternity benefits are
importantt factors in their decision on when to return to work. The European
Unionn has ruled that statutory maternity leave cannot be less than sixteen weeks.
Womenn in the European Union thus have the right to return to their jobs after
sixteenn weeks. In Japan, the statutory maternity leave period extends from six weeks
beforee until eight weeks after childbirth.
Theree are two institutional arrangements that are crucial in determining whether
motherss will stay at home with their children during the period of statutory
maternityy leave, whether they return to work before this period ends, or whether
theyy not even return to work at all when the statutory maternity leave expires. The
firstfirst is the availability of affordable, good-quality child care. The second is whether
shee can afford to stay at home as a full-time mother. In Sweden, the job protection
periodd due to childbirth has been eighteen months since 1974 and in Germany, it
wass extended from ten months in 1986 to three years in 19935. In the Netherlands,
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Such an increase in the job protection period is likely to have an impact on the timing for mothers to return
too work in paid labour. However, it is not certain that the ultimate impact of increasing the job protection
periodd will be negative for women's labour force participation. It may be the case that in a regime of short
jobb protection periods more women drop out of the labour market for good, because they fail to find new
jobss after having spent time in full-time caring at home. Rönsen and Sundström (1996) show that Swedish
andd Norwegian women have returned on average earlier to the job market when the parental leave period has
beenn extended.
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itt is not longer than the sixteen weeks6 required by European legislation. Since the
latee 1990s, British mothers are entitled to 40 weeks' maternity leave provided they
havee been working with the same employer for one year before the birth of the
childd (before 1999 the qualification period was two years). Similarly in Japan,
parentall leave requires an indefinite employment contract and one-year tenure with
thee current employer for a mother or father to take leave up to the time when the
childd reaches the age of one7. During the parental leave period, 25 percent of preleavee earnings were compensated by employment insurance from 1995 onwards
andd benefits were raised to 40 percent from 2000 onwards (see Chapter 2).
Child-caree services for working parents in Japan are mainly provided by authorised
dayy nurseries8. Authorised day nurseries are established as child-welfare facilities
providingg child-care service to pre-school children whose parents are unable to care
forr their children during daytime because both of them are working or for some
otherr reasons9 (The 1947 Child Welfare Act). Day nurseries were designed under
thee so-called ""socb? system, where administrative offices decide and provide certain
servicess until the amended Child Welfare Act of 1997 (effective in April 1998)10.
Underr this system, with its limited budgets and facilities, lower-income families and
singlee parents had the priority to use day nurseries over higher-income families and
two-parentt families, because their children face a potentially more severe lack of
care.. Full-time workers were also given a priority over part-time workers for the
samee reason. Therefore, Japanese day nurseries can only partially answer the needs
off middle-class families. There is a shortage of space in day nurseries, particularly
forr children under three and in large cities. Also, care in the early morning and
evening,, care for sick children, and part-time or occasional use are limited.
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Since 1997, after the sixteen weeks of maternity leave of which six weeks is before delivery, a mother has a
legall right to stay home either full-time for three months or part-time for six months in the Netherlands. She
cann also opt for taking this leave later than immediately after the sixteen weeks. However, the leave must be a
minimumm of thirteen weeks and each parent is only allowed one spell of parental leave.
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This act was established in 1991 and became effective in April 1992 for firms with 30 or more employees and
wass extended to firms with fewer than 30 employees in April 1995.
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Institutional childcare in Japan is organised along two separate lines, namely kindergartens and day nurseries.
Kindergartenss are to be seen as an educational institution for young children from the age of three until they
joinn primary school at age six. In that vein, kindergartens are in general only available for four hours a day.
Thus,, only day nurseries provide sufficient child-care service to meet the needs of working parents.

99

Day nurseries provide full-day child-care service to pre-school children after the statutory maternity leave
untill they reach age six, and after-school childcare to children at primary school,
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The amended Child Welfare Act of 1997 finally changed the 'socbt system into a user-contract system where
userss can select and use the services based on their decision.
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Howw does Japan compare in the child-care dimension with other developed
countries?? Sweden began subsidising its child-care system from around 1970 and
expandingg it considerably in the 1970s and 1980s. By 1990, legislation required local
authoritiess to supply subsidised day care to all children whose parents wished them
too have a place. In the Netherlands, parents, employers and the government each
bearr the costs of childcare. Germany has a tradition of kindergartens for children
agedd between three and six, but few of these provide full-time childcare. In Britain,
theree has been hardly any government involvement in the provision of day care for
veryy young children, although local authorities have already for a long time
providedd a limited number of nursery places for older but still pre-school children.
Onlyy since 1999, the central government has sought to stimulate the development
off day care for pre-school children. As in the United States, the British child-care
servicess for very young children rely mainly on commercial, private-sector
initiatives. .
Child-caree fees to parents are higher in the Netherlands than in Sweden and
accountt for around 28 percent and 15 percent, respectively, of total costs in the
coveredd sector (Dobbelsteen, Gustafsson and Wetzels, 2000). This gives Dutch
parentss an incentive to save on day-care time and to use part of the week to look
afterr their children in their own homes. There is also a statutory right for parents to
takee six months' half-time parental leave during the child's first year. Some Dutch
parentss receive a parental leave benefit because collective bargaining agreements
providee for such payments. In the public sector and in some other collective
bargainingg agreements benefits are paid at a rate of 75 percent of previous earnings.
Parentall leave benefits in Germany cover a shorter period than the job protection
periodd and they are never computed as a percentage of pre-maternity earnings as,
forr instance, is the case in Sweden. In Germany, mothers receive 600 DM (307
euro)) per month for six months unless family income during this period exceeds
100,0000 DM (51,130 euro) per year for a married couple. From the seventh month
too the 24th month, lower income ceilings are applied and the benefit is reduced
accordingg to their income. Important changes to the German parental leave system
weree introduced in January 2001. For the first time in Germany, fathers are now
ablee to take parental leave.
Byy the end of the job protection period, the mother decides whether to return to
workk on a part-time or full-time basis. The opportunities to work part-time in any
job,, also in career tracks were developed most in the Netherlands in the 1990s.
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Dutchh employees are now allowed to shorten and again increase work hours in any
jobb upon advance notice to their employer (see Chapter 4). It is up to the employer
too prove that his business cannot accommodate part-time employment by a
particularr employee.
Inn Sweden, one of the parents, at his or her own cost, has the right to work a
reducedd six-hour day in any occupation until the youngest child is eight years old.
Thirty-hourr working weeks are therefore rather popular among Swedish women.
Note,, however, that by international statistical standards, such working weeks count
ass part-time because they fall below the full-time threshold of 35 hours per week11.
Thee Swedish parental leave system can be described as a 'banking system'
(Sundström,, 1996, cited by Wetzels, 2001: Chapter 2). Since 1980, parents have
beenn able to use the eighteen months' leave to which they are entided with
considerablee flexibility until the child reaches the age of eight. The options are as
follows.. Either the mother or the father can remain at home full-time. Alternatively,
theyy can both stay at home part-time, with any combination of hours being claimed
ass parental leave. Moreover, the combination can be changed from one month to
thee next. That parent who claims parental leave also has the right to parental leave
benefits;; the rates are computed on the basis of either pre-parental leave earnings or
mostt recent earnings, whichever is higher. The compensation rates are one month's
leavee each for the mother and father at 90 percent and another ten months for
eitherr the mother or the father at 75 percent of the earnings of the one who stays at
home.. The extra incentive for the father to share parental leave is that his month at
900 percent of earnings is paid at 75 percent of the mother's previous earnings if she
takess that month instead of him12.
Thiss brief review shows the considerable variation across the five countries with
respectt to child-care leave and child-care subsidies. It is fair to say that Japan and
Swedenn bracket the low and high ends of the continuum on these policy
dimensions,, with the other European countries examined here falling somewhere in
11
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Recently, the OECD recommended its members to adopt a 30-hour working week threshold for die
distinctionn between full-time and part-time employment (Lemaitre, Marianna and van Bastelaer, 1997). Under
thiss definition, Swedish mothers who make use of this scheme of reduced work-time would be counted as
full-timee workers.

Comparing the fact that only 1.9 percent of all workers that took parental leave were men in Japan in 2001
(seee Section 2.3 in Chapter 2), many more Swedish fathers contributed to take care of their children. In 2000
off those who enjoyed parental benefits, 38 percent were men, and 62 percent were women. However, even in
diiss country, the women were caring for the children many more days, so that if we look at proportion days
usedd by fathers it was twelve percent as against 88 percent by mothers (Riksförsakringsverket, 2003).
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between.. However, the distance between Sweden and Japan has narrowed when
comparingg the 1990s with the 1980s (see Chapter 2). The other European countries
havee also seen their policies move closer to the Swedish 'benchmark' that already
sincee the 1970s was based on the dual-earner family model. Whether or not these
policyy shifts were sufficient to deliver measurable effects from the point of view of
mother'ss labour market participation will be the subject of the following sections.

3.3.. Data and Summary Statistics
Thee remainder of this chapter analyses women's employment around birth of the
firstfirst child. In this section, I introduce the data sets, explain the construction of
variables,, and present summary statistics on women's employment status around
firstfirst childbirth in the 1980s and 1990s.

3.3.1.. Data sources and observation periods
Tablee 3.1 shows the data sets and observation periods. I make use of household
panell data sets from Japan (JPSC), Britain (BHPS), West Germany (GSOEP), the
Netherlandss (OSA), and Sweden (HUS). For Japan, I use the sample of women
agedd 24-34 in 1993 (born in 1959-69). The information on women's employment
statuss around childbirth is taken from the retrospective information on yearly
labourr force status in the 1997 wave. For the four European data sets, I use all the
surveyss and retrospective information on employment status available from the
1980ss to 1998. These data allow us to track, on a monthly basis, the labour force
statuss (employed full-time/part-time, unemployed, unpaid work at home, full-time
student,, retired) of all individuals interviewed in these surveys.
II have selected sub-samples containing only those women who gave birth to their
firstfirst child during the observation period defined in Table 3.1. Further, these subsampless are restricted to women for whom information on the labour force status
iss available from 12 months before to 60 months after (from two years before to
fivefive years after in the case of Japan) the first birth. This provides a picture of each
woman'ss labour market activity over a six-year period (seven-year period for Japan)
aroundd the birth of her first child.
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Tablee 3.1. Data Sources and Observation Periods.
Britain n Westt Germany Netherlands s
Dataa Source

BHPS S

GSOEP, ,

OSA A

Sweden n

Japan n

HUS S

JPSC C

Germanss in
formerr West
Germany y
(Samplee A)
Yearss of

1991-1998 8

1984-1998 8 1985,1986-1998 8 1984,1986, ,

1993-1997 7

Surveys s

(Annually) )

(Annually) )

(Bi-annually) )

(Annually) )

1988,1991, ,
1993,1996, ,
1998 8

Retrospective e

1980-1990 0

1980-1985 5

Yearly y

information n

employment t

o nn employment

statuss since
woman'ss age 18

Observationn periods
Firstt birth

Jan 1981-

Jann 1984-

Jann 1981-

Jann 1984-

1980-1997 7

Decc 1996

Decc 1996

Decc 1996

Decc 1996

(Cohortt bom

Jann 1980-

Jann 1983-

Jann 1980-

Jann 1984-

Woman'ss age

1959-1969) )
Employment t

status s
Decc 1997
Decc 1997
Decc 1998
18-1997 7
Decc 1998
Note:Note: BHPS: the British Household Panel Survey. GSOEP: the German Socioeconomic Panel. OSA: the
Labourr Force Supply Panel collected by the Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarkiondersgek (Netherlands'
Institutee for Labour Studies) HUS: the Hushallens ekonomiska kvnadsfórhallanden (Household Market and NonMarkett Activities). JPSC: Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers conducted by Japan's Institute for Research
onn Household Economics.

Thee number of observations and the average observation period are presented in
Tablee A.3.1. In some cases, a shorter period is observed, either because of attrition
orr because of birth taking place later in the observation period13. The average
observationn period tends to be shorter for the Dutch and Swedish data sets, which
havee a lower survey frequency than for the British and German data sets, of which
surveyss take place annually. Moreover, it also tends to be shorter for women who
gavee birth to their first child in the 1990s compared with those who gave birth in
thee 1980s, because for a woman giving birth in 1994, the British data, for example,
133

In order to avoid decreasing the number of observations, I also include the women without complete
employmentt information in the whole observation period. However, if women have no employment
informationn during the period from one month to twelve months after first birth, I exclude them from the
sample. .
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providee information on her employment record only for the three years following
thee birth.

3.3.2.. Construction of variables14
Thee variables in the household panel data sets on employment status and the level
off education differ substantially across countries. A meaningful empirical analysis
thenn requires prior standardisation, which I will achieve by creating appropriate and
internationallyy comparable variable definitions. This will be the subject of this
section. .

EmploymentEmployment status

Employmentt status is classified into full-time employment, part-time employment,
self-employment,, being on (maternity) leave, unemployment and being out of the
labourr force. The definition of each type of employment status is not exactly the
samee across the five data sets, because each data set has its own division of
employmentt statuses (see Tables A.3.2-A.3.3).
Thee Japanese data give information on the respondents' main employment status
onn a yearly basis. There are no categories for 'on leave' and 'unemployed' (Table
A.3.2).. Moreover, employees are classified as being either full-time regular or nonregularr workers (including part-time workers) as is the custom in Japanese
employmentt practices, rather than on the distinction between full-time and parttimee employment in function of the number of working hours. The Dutch data do
nott distinguish between full-time and part-time on a monthly basis. Further, the
Britishh and Dutch data distinguish between self-employed and paid employed
workers,, whereas there is no such distinction for the Swedish and German data.
Therefore,, full- and part-time types of employment in the latter data sets include
self-employedd workers, whereas in the British data set, only employees are included.
Furthermore,, the division into part- and full-time for the British and German data
iss based on self-reports by respondents, while for the Swedish data, this is based on
14

11 refer to Wetzels (2001: Chapter 3) for more detail on the creation of the data sets on fertility and the work
statuss for the four European countries. I am grateful to Cécile Wetzels for her assistance in the construction
off the data.
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thee number of actual working hours per week. More in particular, the Swedish data
havee two spell files: one is on employment status (at work, on leave, unemployed,
outt of the labour force) and the other is on working hours per week. In this
analysis,, I first look at the spell file on employment status. Then, I follow the
womenn who are at work in the file on working hours and classify these workers into
full-timee (35 hours per week or more), long part-time (25-34 hours), and short parttimee (1-24 hours) (see Table A.3.3).

Education Education

Informationn on women's education is also essential in the following analyses,
becausee women's labour force participation behaviour is very likely to be affected
byy their pre-maternal human capital accumulation. In order to create comparable
educationall variables across countries, I take the highest educational level attained
byy each of the women and calculate its standard required number of years of
schooling.. Based on these standard years of schooling, education will be split into
threee levels: high education (longer than fourteen years), medium education
(betweenn twelve and fourteen years) and low education (shorter than twelve years).
Forr more detail on the creation of these educational variables, see Section 5.4 and
Appendixx 5.1 in Chapter 5.
Educationall classification for Japan is somewhat different from that for the other
countries.. High education corresponds to university graduation or graduate school,
whichh requires at least sixteen years of schooling. Medium education includes junior
collegee or technical college graduation, which needs at least one year of schooling
afterr graduation from high school, namely, in total between thirteen and fifteen
yearss of education (typically, fourteen years). Low education includes high school
graduation,, which means twelve years of schooling, or less than high school15.
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If the classification for the four European countries were utilised also for the Japanese data, high school
graduatess would be classified as medium education, together with junior college and technical college
graduates.. In that case, more than 80 percent of the women in the sample would fall into this educational
category.. Thus, considering the fart that women with less than high school education form the smallest, and
alsoo shrinking educational group, high school graduation is included into low education for Japanese data in
thiss chapter.
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3.3.3.. Summary statistics on the employment status of women around birth of
thee first child
Figuress 3.1.1-3.5.2 depict the employment status of mothers around the birth of the
firstfirst child in each of the five countries. For each country, there are two graphs: one
forr mothers who gave birth to the first child in the 1980s and one for mothers who
gavee birth in the 1990s16. In order to also investigate upon the women's labour
markett situation before pregnancy, I start looking at the employment status from
twelvee months before the childbirth for the four European countries, for which
monthlyy labour force information is available. For Japan, two years before the
childbirthh is to be taken as the starting point as some of the women are already
pregnantt one survey year before the year of the birth. In the graphs, month 0 (year
00 for Japan) refers to the month (year for Japan) in which die birth took place,
monthh -12 (year -1 for Japan) is one year before the date of birth and in month 12
(yearr 1 for Japan) the child is one year old. Month 0 (year 0 for Japan) therefore
referss to different calendar times for different women.
Thee figures show that the employment status of mothers changes dramatically
aroundd the birth of the first child. Moreover, in these figures, the following patterns
aree commonly observed. The employment rate of women was at or above 80
percentt in month -12 and it decreased sharply around a few months before
childbirth.. After childbirth, it gradually increases, although it never again reaches
thee level observed prior to pregnancy, with Sweden being the only exception.
Further,, the composition of employment also changes considerably around
childbirth.. Before first childbirth, the majority of women work full-time, but after
childbirthh a significant proportion of mothers start to work part-time. As for
differencess among the countries, for example, 60 months after childbirth, mother's
employmentt rate was higher in Sweden than in any of the other countries both in
thee 1980s and 1990s. In these countries, the employment rate was lower than 50
percentt in the 1980s. However, in the 1990s, it increased quite sharply in Britain
andd the Netherlands, while it decreased in West Germany and remained low in
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In the following, 'in the 1980s' refers to the situation in which die first birth took place in the 1980s and 'in
thee 1990s' refers to the first birth occurring in the 1990s.
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Japan.. I will now discuss the patterns for each country in more detail since the
labourr market situation of new mothers differs quite substantially across countries.

Inn Japan, as in the other countries, 80 percent of women work before pregnancy (in
yearr —2) and most of them are full-time regular workers (Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). In
yearr 0, the proportion of regular workers was only 20 percent and the employment
ratee including the other forms of employment drops to 30 percent. As children
grow,, the proportion of non-regular workers increased. Nevertheless, only 40
percentt of women are in employment in year 5. This, together with the German
figuresfigures for the 1990s in Figure 3.3.2, is the lowest level in the five countries
consideredd here. In addition, little change has been observed between the 1980s
andd the 1990s except for the increase in part-time employment under the severe
economicc conditions in the 1990s.
Inn Britain (Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), the proportion of women being on leave and
beingg employed, especially in full-time employment, after childbirth sharply
increasess from the 1980s to the 1990s. Interestingly, the sum of the proportions of
motherss being on maternity leave, being employed full-time, part-time or selfemployedd remains virtually constant over the five years following first childbirth.
Thiss observation may suggest a clear division of British mothers between those
whoo take maternity leave and work immediately after the leave and those who quit
theirr jobs just before childbirth and do not re-enter paid work for the five years
afterr having the first child. In line with this observation, Davies, Joshi and Peronaci
(2000:: 299) also report 'the upward shift in the propensity of British women to be
inn paid work, even when they have young children'. Moreover, they note that 'the
lowestt skilled are least affected by these trends, and their labour force attachment
mayy even have deteriorated since 1980'.
Inn Germany (Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), women's employment rate in month 0
becamee extremely low and the proportion of women that took maternity leave was
muchh higher than in Britain, especially for those who gave birth to the first child in
thee 1990s. Therefore, German mothers intensively use the statutory right to (long)
maternityy leave. In month 12, 40 percent of mothers worked in the 1980s, whereas
onlyy 20 percent of them worked in the 1990s. This change is in accordance with
whatt could be expected from the extension of the job protection period from the
mid-1980ss to the mid-1990s. In addition, in the 1990s, the sum of the proportions
off women being on maternity leave and being employed full-time or part-time
increasedd from the period before the childbirth to the period of several months
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afterr the childbirth. This is also the result from the German maternity leave
legislationn that requires no employment record before childbirth for taking
relativelyy long maternity leave.
Thee employment rate of Swedish mothers after the birth of the first child shows
littlee change from the 1980s to the 1990s (Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2). Both in the
1980ss and 1990s, around 70 percent of the mothers were at work in month 60,
whichh was the highest percentage in the five countries studied here17. This high
employmentt rate of mothers from the 1980s onwards is in line with the fact that
thee Swedish family friendly policy, which enables both women and men to combine
paidd work and raising children, was already well established by the mid-1980s.
Additionally,, the following changes are found from the 1980s to the 1990s. The
proportionn of women who took leave after the first childbirth increased slighdy.
Moreover,, the proportion of unemployed women became higher in the 1990s,
reflectingg increased unemployment in the mid-1990s. Note that a major shift took
placee within the type of part-time employment causing more women to opt for
shorterr working weeks from the 1980s to the 1990s. This increase may be also
relatedd to the weak employment situation of the early 1900s. A large share of
Swedishh part-time workers refers to themselves as part-time unemployed (see
Chapterr 4).
Inn the Netherlands, women's employment rate after childbirth increased
dramaticallyy from the 1980s to the 1990s (Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). For instance, in
monthh 60, the employment rate was about 40 percent in the 1980s, but increased to
600 percent in the 1990s. Unfortunately, there is no information on the division
betweenn part-time and full-time employment on a monthly basis in the Dutch data
sett (OSA)18. However, it is reasonable to assume that most of the employed women
withh young children are working part-time in the Netherlands. For instance, 74.7
percentt of women aged 35-44 worked part-time, or less than 35 hours per week in
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Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2002b), who study first-rime mothers' labour force transitions around
childbirthh using the HUS data, give a higher employment rate of mothers in month 60 in Sweden. This
differencee is due to die fact that diis chapter focuses on whether women are at work (or actually working) or
not,, whereas the former focuses on whether they are employed or n o t In Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels
(2002b),, to construct the variable on employment status, we only use the spell file on working hours. Thus,
womenn being on leave are counted as being employed as long as diey reported actual working hours.

188

In addition, the Dutch data do not distinguish between Toeing at work' and "being on leave'. Therefore, die
dipp in die employment rate around month 0 is not as sharp as in the British, German and Swedish data.
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20022 (CBS, 2003a)19. The large increase in the employment rate from the 1980s to
thee 1990s can be explained by the wider acceptance of working mothers and the
revolutionn of part-time employment in the 1990s. In the Netherlands, the status of
part-timee employees improved significantly in the 1990s and finally the 2000 Act on
Adjustmentt of Working Hours assures the right to employees in firms with more
thann ten employees to shorten or increase working hours if they have been
employedd for at least one year. This is the most advanced treatment of part-time
employmentt in the OECD countries. Moreover, hourly wages of part-time workers
aree as high as those of full-time workers for both men and women, holding other
characteristicss of workers constant (see Chapter 4; Visser, 1999).
Thesee results on employment of mothers around childbirth in the five countries
underr consideration already hint at the conclusion that family friendly policies can
bee effective in allowing women to combine work and having a child. I pursue
analysiss more in depth in the next section through multinomial estimation
approaches. .

3.4.. First-Time Mothers' Employment Choice after Childbirth
Thiss section analyses women's employment choices in the five years after the birth
off the first child. The main question is whether labour force participation behaviour
off first-time mothers with the same human capital is different from or similar to
eachh other in the five countries under different family policies in the 1980s and
1990s.. I estimate multinomial logit models of employment choices of first-time
mothers,, using yearly data for Japan and monthly data for the four European
countries.. For Britain, Germany and Sweden, employment statuses are classified
intoo full-time employment, part-time employment and not at work (including being
onn leave, unemployed and out of the labour force). For Japan, an additional
categoryy of 'self-employed or family workers' 20 is added as an option, since a
significantt proportion of women work in this employment status as can be seen

Seee footnote 3 in Chapter 4 for the definition of part-time employment. According to OSA 1998, 89 percent
off female employees with children younger than six years worked part-time i.e. less than 35 hours per week
(thee sample size is 178 women; own computation).
Forr brevity, I will often refer to this category as 'family workers'.
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fromm Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.221. Thus, it is assumed that Japanese mothers can
choosee one of the following employment statuses: being employed as full-time
regularr workers, as non-regular workers (part-time and temporary workers), as
familyy workers, and not being employed. For the Netherlands, due to data
limitationss in OSA, the employment status only distinguishes between being
employedd and not being employed.
II first briefly describe the empirical strategy that is used. Subsequendy, I present
andd discuss the estimation results. The final part of this section is devoted to a
predictionn exercise on the basis of the point estimates of the multinomial logit
models. .

3.4.1.. The econometric model
Afterr first childbirth, individual women are assumed to choose one employment
statuss out of/ choices (from two to four choices depending on the country due to
dataa availability) in month / (year / for Japan). The probability that an individual i
makess choice j at time /can be written as follows (Greene, 2003: 719-723).

exp(X.,tf.) )PV tHj)
ft(S»=y)=ft(S»=y)=
'

for

j = l,..,J.

Z,exp(^A) )
wheree Xit denotes the vector of individual characteristics. If fix = 0 is set for
normalisation,, the probability of a woman taking employment status j can be rewrittenn as follows:

MS*=J)=MS*=J)=
*
ll + ^ e x p ^ A )

211

,tHj

forj = 2,..,J.

For the British and the Dutch data sets, self-employed workers are excluded from the sample because of die
smalll number of observations.
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MSMSitit=j)=j)

= ——

forj = l.

ll + 2>xp(Jr,.,/y
Inn the following, the parameter vector ft'j is estimated using a maximum likelihood
procedure.. Since the direct interpretation of the estimated coefficients is difficult,
thee results are reported in the form of the exponential value of the coefficients,
exp($$ ), which is the relative risk ratio (RRR) for a one-unit change in the
correspondingg variable. The RRR is the relative probability of choosing statusy (S —
j;jj;j — 2,... J) with respect to the base or reference category (S — 1), and is given as

Pr(

^^ j)=eXp(XitJ3l.) J
Pr(S,.,, =1)
"

forj

= 2,...,J.

Thee reference category is 'not at work' or 'not employed' for each of the five
countries.. As mentioned above, depending on the country and data availability,
beingg employed is divided further into 'full-time employment' and 'part-time
employment'' (Britain, West Germany and Sweden) and 'regular workers', 'nonregularr workers' and 'family workers' (Japan). For the Netherlands, the data set
unfortunatelyy does not provide a distinction between full-time and part-time
employment. .
Thee results of the multinomial logit analyses for Britain, Germany, Sweden and
Japann and the binary logit analysis for the Netherlands are presented in Tables 3.23.6.. The interpretation of an RRR smaller than one (larger than one) is that the
variablee in question decreases (increases) the relative probability of 'being in an
employmentt status' to 'being not at work (or not employed)'. It should be noted
thatt in this model type, the RRR for a one-unit change in the corresponding
variablee is per definition assumed to be constant for all individuals and the whole
observationn period. Z-values are computed as ratios between the estimated
coefficientss and standard deviations. Robust variances are calculated by controlling
forr personal identification. Finally, descriptive statistics on the independent
variabless are presented in Tables A.3.4-A.3.8 of the Appendix.
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3.4.2.. Estimation results
Thiss subsection presents the results for the five countries against the background of
thee analysis of public policies in Section 3.2. I discuss the effects variable by
variablee for all the models across the five countries (see Tables 3.2-3.6).
Thee first set of variables in the tables indicates the effect of education on the
probabilityy of working in paid labour compared to being a full-time housewife after
becomingg a mother. Women's education is expected to have a positive effect on
women'ss labour force participation after the birth of the first child, since highereducatedd women on average earn more than lower-educated women22. Moreover, if
child-caree services are available in the private market and public subsidies would
nott exist, affordability of childcare will solely depend on the earning powers of the
family.. The positive effect of education is detected in Japan, the Netherlands,
Britain,, and West Germany, albeit to a differing degree. The most prominent effect
iss found for the Netherlands; the probability of being employed for highly educated
womenn is four times as large as that for low-educated women, holding other
variabless constant. On the other hand, there is no statistically significant effect of
educationn in Sweden. This can be explained by the egalitarian access to subsidised
dayy care and paid parental leave.
Thee positive effect of education is stronger on full-time employment than on parttimee employment in Britain and, to a lesser extent, in Germany. Whereas bettereducatedd women in Japan are more likely to work in full-time regular employment,
theyy are less likely to work in non-regular employment such as part-time and
temporaryy employment. This peculiar result on non-regular work can be explained
byy the fact that part-time employment provides significantly lower wages and other
disadvantageouss labour conditions compared to full-time regular employment in
Japann (Section 2.6 in Chapter 2). Therefore, mothers with high educational levels
havee almost no incentive to work part-time.

Thee effect of an increase in women's wage rates on their labour supply theoretically depends on the size of
thee negative income effect and the positive substitution effect However, the bulk of empirical research on
thee female labour supply in North America and Europe demonstrates that the positive substitution effect
dominatess the negative income effect, resulting in a positive gross effect of women's wage (see, for instance,
Killingsworth,, 1983; Killingsworth and Heekman, 1986).
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Tablee 3.2. Multinomial Logit Model of Mothers' Employment Status from the Year
off Birth of the First Child to Five Years after the Birth in Japan (*Not employed' is
thee reference category).
Non-regular r

Regular r
RRRR
Educationn medium
1.43**
3.27****
Educationn high
0.711
Mother'ss age at first birth
Mother'ss age at first birth,squared d 1.011
0.733
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child
1.12*""
0.51*""
Presencee of second child
0.822
Unemploymentt rate
3.87*""
Livingg with parents or in-aws s
Numberr of obs. (woman-years) )
Numberr of women
Waldd chi2 (27)
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2
Logg likelihood

Z-valueRRR R
1.05 5
1.8
0.38* *
4.0
-1.2 0.42*** *
1.01*" "
1.3
-1.4 2.59*" "
2.9
1.74*" "
0.25*" "
-3.8
-1.3 0.66" "
7.3
1.53** *

Family yworkers s

Z-value eRRR R
0.3 3 0.82 2
-1.7 7 1.02 2
-3.0 0 1.90 0
2.6 6 0.99 9
4.1 1 0.79 9
12.3 3 1.23*" "
-7.7 7 0.79 9
-2.4 4 0.91 1
2.4 4 4.21*" "

Z-value e
-0.8 8
0.0 0
1.4 4
-1.4 4
-0.8 8
4.6 6
-1.2 2
-0.5 5
6.9 9

4818 8
913 3
361 1
0.00 0
0.090 0
-4589 9

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% leveL
Source:Source: Author's own computations based on JSPC 1993-1997.

Mother'ss age at first childbirth and its square enter the regressions in order to
examinee the effect of human capital accumulation at first birth (see Table A.3.9 for
thee means of mother's age at first birth according to educational levels and whether
thee birth occurred in the 1980s or in the 1990s). The hypothesis is that higher age
impliess the acquisition of a larger amount of human capital that increases the
likelihoodd of full-time or part-time employment. Similar to the effect of education,
mother'ss age at first birth has a positive effect on being employed in the
Netherlands,, Britain and increases the likelihood of full-time employment in
Germany.. In these countries, older mothers thus are more attached to the labour
markett than younger mothers. In Sweden, the mothers' age has no statistically
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Tablee 3.3. Multinomial Logit Model of Mothers' Employment Status from the
Monthh of Birth of the First Child to 60 Months after the Birth in Britain ('Not at
work'' is the reference category).
Full-time e
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth
Mother'ss age at first birth,squared d
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate
Numberr of obs. (woman-months) )
Numberr of women
Waldd chi2 (16)
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2
Logg likelihood

RRR R
1.66** *
2.20*" "
1.28** *
1.00 0
1.84*** *
1.30*** *
0.29*** *
0.95* *

Part-time e
Z-value e
2.5 5
4.4 4
2.2 2
-1.5 5
4.0 0
7.7 7
-7.3 3
-1.9 9

RRR R
1.51** *
1.58*** *
1.69*** *
0.99*** *
1.58*** *
1.49*** *
0.50*** *
1.00 0

Z-value e
2.5 5
2.7 7
3.8 8
-3.5 5
3.4 4
13.2 2
-5.3 3
0.2 2

59045 5
1128 8
341 1
0.00 0
0.077 7
-48812 2

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level
Source.Source. Author's own computations based on BHPS 1991-1998.

significantt effect, as was the case for the educational variables. In Japan, the
coefficientt of this variable for non-regular work again shows an effect opposite to
whatt could haven been expected. That is, older mothers are less likely to work as
non-regularr workers than younger mothers which can be explained by Japanese
labourr market characteristics as argued earlier.
Thee next variable captures the development over time by comparing the
employmentt status of mothers who had their first child in the 1990s with that of
motherss in the 1980s. In order to be able to interpret this variable as a proxy for the
effectt of policy changes from the 1980s to the 1990s, I control for the labour
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Tablee 3.4. Multinomial Logit Model of Mothers' Employment Status from the
Monthh of Birth of the First Child to 60 Months after the Birth in West Germany
(TSIott at work' is the reference category).
Part-time e

Full-time e
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth
Mother'ss age at first birth,squared d
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate

RRRR
1.00 0
1.78* *
1.50* *
0.99* *
0.39*" "
1.51*** *
0.18*** *
1.13 3

£-value
e
:
0.0 0
1.9 9
1.9 9
-1.9 9
-3.8 8
7.8 8
-5.3 3
1.5 5

Z-value e
RRR R
-0.3 3
0.91 1
1.54** *
2.0 0
1.4 4
1.27 7
1.00 0
-1.4 4
-1.9 9
0.73* *
1.72*** * 14.6 6
0.22*** * -8.1 1
-1.5 5
0.93 3

31754 4

Numberr of obs. (woman-imonths) )
Numberr of women
Waldchi 2 (16) )
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2
Logg likelihood

250 0
0.00 0
0.080 0
-24253 3

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% leveL
Source.Source. Author's own computations based on GSOEP 1984-1998, Sample A=Germans in the former West
Germany. .

markett situation by including the monthly unemployment rate (the yearly
unemploymentt rate for Japan). On the one hand, the number of British and Dutch
motherss working in paid employment in the 1990s nearly doubled compared to the
1980s,, holding other variables constant. On the other hand, German mothers in the
1990ss stayed at home more after childbirth than in the 1980s, which is in line with
thee expansion of the maternity leave period from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s.
Inn Sweden, there was no significant change between the 1980s and the 1990s. In
thiss country, the relevant policies had already been in effect since the 1970s with
paidd parental leave, subsidised day care for pre-school children, full-day schools that
accommodatee parents' working hours and separate individual taxation of earnings
thatt stimulates shared responsibility in generating the family income. In Japan, this
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Tablee 3.5. Multinomial Logit Model of Mothers' Employment Status from the
Monthh of Birth of the First Child to 60 Months after the Birth in Sweden (*Not at
work'' is the reference category).
Full-time e
RRR R
1.12 2
1.34 4
0.68 8
1.01* *
0.91 1
2.14*** *
0.20*** *
0.98 8

Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth
Mother'ss age at first birth,squared d
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate
Numberr of obs. (woman-imonths) )
Numberr of women
Waldd chi2 (16)
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2
Logg likelihood

Part-time e
Z-value e
0.3 3
0.9 9
-1.6 6
1.8 8
-0.2 2
7.1 1
-4.3 3
-0.4 -0.4

RRR R
0.69 9
0.79 9
0.86 6
1.00 0
0.77 7
2.17*** *
0.25*** *
1.01 1

Z-value e
-1.5 5
-1.0 0
-0.7 7
0.8 8
-0.7 7
9.6 6
-5.7 7
0.2 2

10086 6
259 9
144 4
0.00 0
0.094 4
-9000 0

significantt at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level.
Source:Source: Author's own computations based on HUS 1984-1998.

timee variable is only significant for non-regular employment. Mothers who gave
birthh to the first child in the 1990s are nearly three times as likely to be non-regular
workerss compared to those who gave birth in the 1980s. These findings for the five
countriess under investigation strongly corroborate my starting hypothesis that
adequatelyy designed public policies are an effective means to increase labour force
participationn of new mothers.
Thee age of the first child has a positive effect on employment for mothers after
birthh except for the Netherlands. As the child grows older, women are more likely
too work in paid labour. The effect of this variable was the largest in Sweden,
followedd by Germany, Britain, and Japan. In Sweden, where the most generous and
flexiblee parental leave system is offered to parents, a larger proportion of women
returnn to paid work as the child becomes older. In contrast, in the Netherlands,
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Tablee 3.6. Binary Logit Model of Mothers' Employment Status from the Month of
Birthh of the First Child to 60 Months after the Birth in the Netherlands (*Not
employed'' is the reference category).
Employed d
Oddss ratio
1.80*" "
4.11*** *
1.50** *
0.99* *
1.86*** *
1.05 5
0.80 0
0.89* *

Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth
Mother'ss age at first birth, squared
Firstt child bom in 1990s
Agee of first child
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate

Z-vs
3.4 4
5.7 7
2.2 2
4.9 9
2.9 9
1.3 3
-1.3 3
-1.9 9

24679 9
569 9
97 7
0.00 0
0.097 7
-15305 5

Numberr of obs. (woman-months)
Numberr of women
Waldd chi2 (8)
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2
Logg likelihood
**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level.
Source.Source. Author's own computations based on OSA 1985-1998.

theree is no effect of this variable, which indicates a clear distinction between
workerss and non-workers. Considering the above results on the strong influence of
educationn and mother's age at first childbirth, it appears to be typical that Dutch
motherss with larger human capital, namely better-educated and older mothers, have
beenn continuously working in the labour market for five years after childbirth,
whereass those with smaller human capital have been staying at home throughout
thatt period.
Moreover,, the effect of the age of the first child is slightly stronger for working
part-timee than for working full-time. In other words, during the first five years after
childbirth,, mothers (re-)enter the labour market more often as part-time workers
thann as full-time workers. This is unsurprising, since part-time work is more easily
compatiblee to care for children. The difference in the size of the effect between
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full-timee and part-time employment is particularly large in Japan. That is, most of
thee mothers who re-enter paid work after giving birth are not full-time regular
workers,, but non-regular workers such as part-time and temporary workers. This
cann be also attributed to the fact that the availability of full-time regular jobs is
limitedd for potential re-entrants with children under Japanese employment
practices. .
II also enter a variable to control for the potential presence of a second child in the
household 23 .. This variable is expected to have a negative effect on mother's
employment,, since having another very young child raises mother's value of time at
home.. If she works in the labour market, additional childcare would be required.
Thiss expectation is confirmed in the countries studied here except in the
Netherlandss as the expected negative effect shows up but is not statistically
significant.. The negative effect is particularly strong in Sweden and Germany,
wheree longer job protection is available after childbirth so that women are likely to
takee parental leave after giving birth to the second child. Having a second child
decreasess the probability of being in the labour market more for full-time
employmentt than for part-time work in Britain, Germany and Sweden. This
finding,finding, again, suggests that part-time employment is more compatible with caring
forr two children than full-time employment. In Japan, on the contrary, the negative
effectt is stronger on non-regular employment than for regular employment, which
oncee more indicates the peculiarity of part-time employment in Japan.
Finally,, in the estimations for Japan, a (time-variant) variable of living with parents
orr in-laws is included, since many couples are still living with their parents24. A
positivee effect of this variable on married women's labour force participation,
especiallyy on full-time employment, is repeatedly observed in previous studies on
Japann (see, for example, Ogawa and Ermisch, 1996; Shimada and Higuchi, 1985;
Nakamuraa and Ueda, 1999). This is due to the fact that under less-developed public
policiess for mothers to combine market work and family responsibility, the role of

23

11 also experimented by letting this variable take on the value one already a few months prior to die birth of
thee second child since women are likely to wididraw from paid work already (some time) before childbirth.
Thee results, however, were almost virtually identical to those presented in Tables 3.2-3.6.

244

In the Japanese data set, JPSC, there is a detailed question on living arrangements with parents or in-laws. The
dummyy variable of living with parents or in-laws equals one in case that the respondents reported that they
livedd in the same household as their parents or in-laws or lived on the same building site but in a separate
building.. This information has been available every year since the first wave of 1993. For the years before
1993,, the value for 1993 is assigned.
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grandparentss in childcare, especially of the grandmothers, has been traditionally
veryy important. In my data set, 40 percent of mothers are living with their parents
orr in-laws (see Table A.3.4). The expected positive effect on mothers' employment
iss confirmed in Table 3.2. Women living with their parents or in-laws are four times
moree likely to be regular workers or family workers compared to those who do not
livee with their parents or in-laws. This result can be seen as additional evidence that
policyy reforms in Japan have not yet been able to generate the desired objective of
facilitatingg the pursuit of both paid employment and motherhood. Indeed, reliance
onn childcare provided within the family remains fairly strong. Japanese policy
makerss recognised the necessity of policy reform already in 1990 (for instance, the
'1.577 shock' see Chapter 2). However, in my view, actual policy reform reaches not
farr enough to generate strong improvement. In fact, this could be seen as the
reasonn for the lack of unambiguous supportive results in Table 3.2. Note, however,
thatt the reforms only took place in the mid-1990s such that the implementation lag
mayy well have obscured part of the beneficial effects as the observation period in
thiss chapter ended in 1997.

3.4.3.. Predicted probability of employment of new mothers
Inn order to further clarify the difference in employment choices of first-time
mothers,, the predicted probability of taking employment is calculated from the
abovee results of the multinomial logit analyses (binary logit analysis for the Dutch
data).. The probability is computed for a hypothetical woman who is 27 years of age
att the birth of the first child, whose child is currently 36 months old (three years old
forr Japan) and who does not have a second child. The unemployment rate is set to
thee mean for each country. Additionally, in the case of Japan I assume that the
womann does not live with her parents or in-laws.
Tablee 3.7 presents the predicted probabilities. The table reveals that the probability
off being in employment is higher in Sweden than in the other countries, especially
inn the 1980s. For mothers in the 1990s, this probability increased sharply in Britain
andd the Netherlands. In contrast, the probability has decreased in Germany and
Swedenn and only increased to a limited extent in Japan. Again, this points to the
beneficiall effects of supporting policy designs. The decrease in Germany reflects
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Tablee 3.7. Predicted Probability off Employment Statuss of Mothers according to
Educationall Levels and whether the Child Was Born in the 1980s or the 1990s.
1980s s
Low w

1990s s

Medium m High h

Low w

Medium m High h

Britain Britain

0.17 7
0.25 5
0.58 8

0.23 3
0.31 1
0.47 7

0.28 8
0.30 0
0.43 3

0.24 4
0.31 1
0.45 5

0.31 1
0.35 5
0.34 4

0.36 6
0.33 3
0.30 0

0.19 9
0.36 6
0.45 5

0.20 0
0.34 4
0.47 7

0.25 5
0.41 1
0.34 4

0.10 0
0.33 3
0.57 7

0.10 0
0.31 1
0.60 0

0.13 3
0.41 1
0.46 6

0.31 1
0.69 9

0.45 5
0.55 5

0.65 5
0.35 5

0.46 6
0.54 4

0.61 1
0.39 9

0.78 8
0.22 2

Full-time e
Part-time e
Nott at work

0.17 7
0.53 3
0.29 9

0.23 3
0.43 3
0.34 4

0.25 5
0.44 4
0.31 1

0.19 9
0.47 7
0.34 4

0.24 4
0.37 7
0.38 8

0.27 7
0.39 9
0.35 5

Japan Japan
Regular r
Non-regular r
Self-employed d
Nott employed

0.11 1
0.11 1
0.09 9
0.70 0

0.15 5
0.11 1
0.07 7
0.67 7

0.30 0
0.03 3
0.07 7
0.59 9

0.07 7
0.25 5
0.06 6
0.62 2

0.10 0
0.25 5
0.05 5
0.60 0

0.23 3
0.09 9
0.06 6
0.62 2

Full-time e
Part-time e
Nott at work
WestWest Germany

Full-time e
Part-time e
Nott at work
TheThe Netherlands

Employed d
Nott employed
Sweden Sweden

Source:: Author's own computationss basedonn BHPS 1991-1998, GSOEP 1984-1998, OSA 1985-1998, HUS
1984-19988 and JPSC1993-1997. .
Note:: A hypothetical woman who is 27 years old at die bkdi of die first child, of which die child is currendy 36
mondiss old (diree yearsforJapan) and who does not have a second child. Unemployment rates are set at die
samplee average for each country. In die case ofJapan, die woman does not live with her parents or in-laws.
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thee extension of statutory parental leave. In Sweden, policy remained advantageous
andd the increase in the probability of being not at work in Table 3.7 is not
statisticallyy significant as can be inferred from the fact that the variable 'first child
bornn in the 1990s' is insignificandy different from unity, see Table 3.5.
Tablee 3.7 further shows the importance of part-time employment as an
employmentt status for mothers during the five years following first birth. In
Germany,, Britain and Sweden, the probability of being in part-time employment is
30-500 percent for women who gave birth to the first child both in the 1980s and
1990ss whatever the educational level. In Sweden, many mothers make use of the
parents'' right to shorten working hours to 30 hours as regular workers. Moreover,
inn the Netherlands, it is inferred that a majority of mothers work in part-time
employment,, although no direct information on the distinction between part-time
andd full-time employment is available in the data. However, in Japan, the
probabilityy of being a non-regular worker (part-time or temporary worker) is not as
highh as in the other countries. The probability is particularly low for women with
thee highest educational level. Given the limited availability of day care for children
underr age three and the less generous and inflexible parental leave arrangements,
thee low employment rate of Japanese mothers can also be attributed to the lack of
part-timee employment with reasonable pay.
Thee difference in probability of employment according to mother's educational
levelss is negligible in Japan. However, this does not imply that highly educated
women'ss labour force participation behaviour is the same as that of lower-educated
women.. As shown in the table, this can be explained by the mixed result that the
probabilityy of a highly educated woman working as a regular employee is high, but
thatt of working as a non-regular employee is very low compared to a woman with a
lowerr educational level.

3.5.. Conclusions
Thiss chapter has analysed women's employment around the birth of the first child
inn Japan, Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden. The international
comparativee approach makes it possible to ascertain whether public policies have
ann effect on labour force participation of mothers who gave birth to their first child
inn the 1980s and 1990s.
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II have argued that the length of parental leave, the level of the benefit paid during
thee leave, the flexibility of leave arrangements and the availability of affordable child
caree all have an impact on the employment status of new mothers. Sweden is the
firstfirst country of the five studied here that has had equal roles for fathers and
motherss as the guiding principle in family policies already since the 1970s. Recendy,
thesee policies in the other countries have moved into the direction of Sweden.
However,, actual policies developed in each country have had a different emphasis
ass described in the policy review.
II have utilised household panel data sets from Britain (BHPS, 1991-1998), Germany
(GSOEP,, 1984-1998), the Netherlands (OSA, 1985-1998), Sweden (HUS, 19841998)) and Japan (JPSC, 1993-1997). Graphs show the distribution of women
amongg different labour market statuses (full-time employment, part-time
employment,, on leave, unemployment and out of the labour force) from twelve
monthss before to sixty months after first childbirth. The employment pattern of
Swedishh mothers that gave birth to their first child in the 1980s was very different
fromm that in the other countries. Sixty months after birth, for instance, 70 percent
off Swedish mothers were (back) at work, whereas less than half of the mothers in
eachh of the other four countries were employed. For mothers in the 1990s, the
employmentt rate in Sweden remained the highest within these five countries.
However,, the Netherlands and Britain have experienced a drastic increase in the
employmentt rate of new mothers. In contrast, the employment of mothers in
Germanyy decreased in reaction to the expansion of the statutory maternity leave
periodd from the mid-1980s to the 1990s. Japan's employment pattern remained
fairlyy stable. The graphical appraisal thus already provides a strong indication that
specificallyy designed family policies could effectively increase labour force
participationn of new mothers.
Inn the econometrical part of this chapter, I have performed multinomial logit
analysess (a binary logit analysis for the Netherlands) of the employment choice of
neww mothers during the five years following the birth of the first child. The human
capitall variables of education and the mother's age at first birth have the expected
positivee effect on employment, especially on full-time employment. These effects
aree stronger in the Netherlands and Britain, where child-care services largely rely on
markett provisions that thus require a higher income level. In contrast, the Swedish
mothers'' employment pattern shows little difference according to educational levels
ass a result of the egalitarian access to day care and the advantageous parental leave
system.. In all countries except for the Netherlands, as the first child grows older,
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womenn are more likely to enter the labour market as part-time workers rather than
full-timee workers.
Thee role and influence of family policies enters the regression through the inclusion
off the information whether or not the first child was born in the 1990s. Birth in the
1990ss significandy improves labour market participation in the Netherlands and
Britainn as could be expected from the policy change driven by the acceptance of
workingg mothers, the revolution of part-time employment in the Netherlands and
thee expansion of market-oriented child care and maternity leave in Britain. In
Sweden,, the effect of this time variable is not significant in line with the fact that its
generouss family policy was already in place earlier, namely from the 1970s onwards.
Thee policy variable is also not significant in Japan, but in the latter country the
reasonn is completely the opposite of that in the Swedish case. The nation's serious
concernn about low fertility led to a broadening of the scope of family policy.
However,, the improvement of family policies proved yet less effective due to, for
instance,, the remaining lack of care for very young children. The extension of the
maternityy leave period in West Germany can be seen as the driving force behind the
negativee effect detected for that country as women, unlike before, now opt for
maternityy leave.
Thee econometric analyses have also pointed to the importance of part-time
employmentt as an employment status for mothers during the first five years in the
fourr European countries. However, the probability of being in part-time
employmentt in Japan is relatively low, particularly for highly educated mothers.
Underr the limited availability of day care for children under age three, and the less
generouss and inflexible parental leave system, the low employment rate of mothers
inn Japan can also be attributed to the lack of part-time employment with
appropriatee quality. This is akin to the explanation of the low labour force
participationn rate of mothers in the Southern European countries such as Italy,
Spainn and Greece as put forward in, for instance, Del Boca and Lacatelli (2002).
Thee results of this chapter are thus consistent with the idea that modern family
policiess give rise to a stronger commitment to paid work among mothers. The
designn of family policies that facilitate the combination of motherhood and paid
employmentt thus prove to be effective means in increasing the participation rate of
first-timee mothers. The results also indicate that the availability and stimulation of
part-timee employment will provide additional strong incentives for new mothers to
regainn active employment. The next chapter therefore investigates upon part-time
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employmentt and other types of non-standard work arrangements in Japan and the
fourr European countries. It is very likely that the increased ability to combine
motherhoodd with paid full- or part-time employment will also encourage more
womenn to have children and to have them earlier. Timing of maternity in the four
Europeann countries is the topic of Chapter 5, whereas the Japanese situation is
examinedd in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Figuree A.3.1. Female Labour Force Participation Rate by Age Groups
inn Japan and Four European Countries

Source:Source: Japan's Statistics Bureau, Labour Force Survey. Eurostat, Labour Force Survey: Results 1997, Table
Note:Note: The data are for 2000forJapan and 1997 for the other countries.
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Tablee A.3.1.. Number of Observations in thee Sample according to Educational
Levelss and whether the Birth occurred in thee 1980s or 1990s s (fromm 12 months
beforee until 60 months after first birth*).
Numberr of woman-months"

Numberr of women

Educationall level

Educationall level

Average e
observation n
periodd per
*** *
woman n

Low w Med d High h All l Low w Med MedHigh h All l
Britain Britain
33,085 5 7,047 7 7,729 947,861 1 465 5 101 1 110 0 676 6 70.8 8
1980s s
81 1 136 6 452 452 56.3 3
13,323 3 4,685 5 7,445 525,453 3 235 5
1990s s
46,408 8 11,732 2 15,174 4 73,314 4 700 0 182 2 246 6 1,128 8 65.0 0
Total l
WestWest Germany
15,191 1 2,660 0 2,471 1 20,322 2
1980s s
13,749 9 1,668 8 3,418 8 18,835 5
1990s s
28,940 0 4,328 8 5,889 939,157 7
Total l

224 4
241 1
465 5

38 8
30 0
68 8

39 9
60 0
99 9

301 1 67.5 5
331 1 56.9 9
632 632 62.0 0

Sweden Sweden
2,253 3 1,630 0 1,159 9 5,042 2
1980s s
2,822 2 1,489 9 2,218 8 6,529 9
1990s s
5,075 5 3,119 9 3,377 7 11,571 1
Total l

52 2
68 8
120 0

30 0
36 6
66 6

22 2
51 1
73 3

104 4 48.5 5
155 5 42.1 1
259 9 44.7 7

TheThe Netherlands
7,998 8 8,141 1 2,527 7 18,666 6
1980s s
4,261 1 6,002 2 2,183 3 12,446 6
1990s s
12,259 9 14,143 3 4,710 0 31,112 2
Total l

132 2
87 7
219 9

131 1
126 6
257 7

45 5
48 8
93 3

308 8
261 1
569 9

60.6 6
47.7 7
54.7 7

Japan Japan
1980s s
1990s s
Total l

279 9
224 4
503 3

153 3
172 2
325 5

23 3
62 2
85 5

455 5
458 8
913 3

6.9 9
5.7 7
6.3 3

2,208 8 1,223 3
1,552 2 1,149 9
3,760 0 2,372 2

184 4 3,615 5
370 0 3,071 1
554 4 6,686 6

Source.Source. ownn
Author's
computationsbasedd onBHPSS 1991-1998, GSOEP 1984-1998,OSAA 1985-1998, HUS
1984-19988 andJPSCC 1993-1997.
*:: For Japan, two years before first birth tofiveyears after the birth.**:: Number of woman-years for Japan. ***:
Averagee observation period per woman is calculated as follows:{numberr of woman-months (woman-years
forr Japan)/ number of women} — 1. The unit of the observationperiodd is one month for the four European
countriess and one year for Japan.
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Tablee A.3.2. Description of the Employment Status for Britain, Germany, the
Netherlandss and Japan.
Countryy
Britainn

Classification in the data sets
Full-time employment
Part-timee employment
Self-employed d
Onn maternity leave
Unemployed d
Outt of the labour force (OLF)

(Excluded) )
Germanyy

Full-time employment
Part-timee employment
Onn maternity leave
Unemployed d
Outt of the labour force (OLF)

Netherlandss Gainfully employed
Self-employed d
Unemployed d
Outt of the labour force (OLF)

Classification in the original data source
Full-timee (employees)
Part-timee (employees)
Self-employed d
Onn maternity leave
Unemployment t
Retired d
Familyy care
Full-timee student
Longg time sick or disabled
Undeterminedd full-time/part-time
Full-timee employment
Part-timee employment
Shortt work
Onn maternity leave
Unemployment t
Vocationall training
School l
Housewife e
Other r
Differentt job with the same employer
Gainfullyy employed
Self-employed d
Familyy worker
Noo job, looking for a job
Noo job, not looking for a job
(Full-timee student)

Regularr workers (joukin)
Part-timee workers
Temporaryy workers, others
Self-employedd and family workers Self-employed
Home-basedd piece-rate workers
Familyy workers
Nott gainfully employed
Students
Withoutt an occupation
Soumr.Soumr. BHPS 1991-1998, GSOEP 1984-1998, OSA 1985-1998, and JPSC 1993-1997.

Japan n

Regularr workers
Non-regularr workers
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Tablee A.3.4. Means of Independent Variables in Table 3.2 (Japan).

Regular r

Non-- Family
Not
regularr workers employed

Educationn low (base)
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth, in years
Firstt child born in 1980s (base)
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child, in years
Non-presencee of second child (base)
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate, yearly
Livingg without parents or in-laws (base)
Livingg with parents or in-laws

0.46
0.39
0.15
25.9
0.61
0.39

Numberr of observations

744 4 547 7 458 8

6
9
5
9
1
9

0.64
0.33
0.02
24.8
0.50
0.50

2.2 2
0.66
0.34
2.60
0.38
0.62

6
4
0
8
2

4
3
2
8
0
0

3.0 0
0.65
0.35
2.68
0.61
0.39

5
5
8
1
9

0.62
0.32
0.07
25.5
0.64
0.36

2
2
7
5
4
6

0.57
0.36
0.07
25.6
0.54
0.46

2.7 7
0.50
0.50
2.61
0.34
0.66

0
0
1
4
6

Total l
7
6
7
6
4
6

0.56
0.36
0.08
25.6
0.56
0.44

2.2 2
0.57
0.43
2.66
0.69
0.31

7
3
6
9
1

3069 9

6
6
8
6
6
4

2.3 3
0.59
0.41
2.65
0.60
0.40

9
1
5
0
0

4818 8

Source:Source: Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-1997.

Tablee A.3.5. Means of Independent Variables in Table 3.3 (Britain).
Full-timee

Part-time Not at work

Educationn low (base)
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth, in years
Firstt child born in 1980s (base)
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child, in years (=months/12)
Non-presencee of second child (base)
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate, monthly

0.48 8
0.18 8
0.34 4
27.7 7
0.51 1
0.49 9
2.31 1
0.81 1
0.19 9
8.09 9

0.58 8
0.20 0
0.23 3
25.7 7
0.61 1
0.39 9
2.76 6
0.66 6
0.34 4
8.35 5

Numberr of observations

9666 6

11308 8

Sourer.Sourer. Author's own computations based on BHPS 1991-1998.
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0.70
0.14
0.16
24.8
0.71
0.29
2.24
0.66
0.34
8.55

0
4
6
8
1
9
4
6
4
5

38071 1

Total
0.64
0.16
0.20
25.5
0.66
0.34
2.35
0.68
0.32
8.44

4
6
0
5
6
4
5
8
2
4

59045 5

Tablee A.3.6. Means of Independent Variables in Table 3.4 (West Germany).
Full-timee

Part-time Not at work

Educationn low (base)
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth, in years
Firstt child born in 1980s (base)
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child, in years (=months/12)
Non-presencee of second child (base)
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate, monthly

0.69
0.12
0.19
26.8
0.66
0.34
2.49
0.87
0.13
7.53

Numberr of observations

3073 3

9
2
9
8
6
4
9
7
3
3

0.72
0.11
0.17
26.7
0.59
0.41
2.79
0.82
0.18
7.41

2
1
7
7
9
1
9
2
8
1

7286 6

0.75
0.11
0.14
26.7
0.49
0.51
2.08
0.72
0.28
7.58

Total
5
1
4
7
9
1
8
2
8
8

21395 5

0.74
0.11
0.15
26.7
0.53
0.47
2.29
0.76
0.24
7.54

4
1
5
7
3
7
9
6
4
4

31754 4

Source.Source. Author's own computations based on GSOEP 1984-1998.

Tablee A.3.7. Means of Independent Variables in Table 3.5 (Sweden).
Full-timee

Part-time

Nott at
work k
9
0.43
4
0.28
7
0.29
5
27.0
7
0.41
3
0.59
1
2.01
3
0.63
7
0.37
1
6.48

Educationn low (base)
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth, in years
Firstt child born in 1980s (base)
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child, in years (=months/12)
Non-presencee of second child (base)
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate, monthly

0.37 7
0.28 8
0.35 5
28.4 4
0.46 6
0.54 4
2.77 7
0.70 0
0.30 0
6.51 1

0.49
0.24
0.27
27.5
0.47
0.53
2.91
0.63
0.37
6.61

Numberr of observations

1593 3

3038 8

Source.Source. Author's own computations based on HUS 1984-1998.
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Total l
3
8
9
0
1
9
1
3
7
8

5455 5

0.44
0.27
0.29
27.4
0.44
0.56
2.40
0.64
0.36
6.53

4
7
9
4
4
6
0
4
6
3

10086 6

Tablee A.3.8. Means of Independent Variables in Table 3.6 (The Netherlands).
Employedd
Educationn low (base)
Educationn medium
Educationn high
Mother'ss age at first birth, in years
Firstt child born in 1980s (base)
Firstt child born in 1990s
Agee of first child, in years (= months/12)
Non-presencee of second child (base)
Presencee of second child
Unemploymentt rate, monthly
Numberr of observations

Total l

0.28 8
0.49 9
0.23 3
28.0 0
0.49 9
0.51 1
2.14 4
0.72 2
0.28 8
6.57 7

0.49 9
0.43 3
0.08 8
26.4 4
0.71 1
0.29 9
2.16 6
0.71 1
0.29 9
7.04 4

0.40 0
0.45 5
0.15 5
27.1 1
0.61 1
0.39 9
2.15 5
0.71 1
0.29 9
6.83 3

10941 1

13738 8

24679 9

Source:Source: Author's own computations based on OSA 1985-1998.
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Notemployed d

Tablee A.3.9. Mean Age of Mothers at First Birth according to Educational Levels
andd Whether Birth Occurred in the 1980s or in the 1990s.

1980s s
Loww

1990s s

Medium High h

All l

Loww

Medium HiRh h

All l

Britain Britain
Mean n
Std.. Dev.
NN

24.1 1

25.4 4

28.2 2

25.0 0

25.4 4

26.8 8

28.9 9

26.7 7
5.2 2

4.8 8

4.5 5

4.6 6

4.9 9

5.4 4

4.3 3

4.6 6

465 5

101 1

110 0

676 6

235 5

81 1

136 6

25.3 3

28.2 2

28.6 6

26.1 1

26.5 5

29.0 0

30.1 1

27.4 4

4.5 5

3.9 9

3.0 0

4.4 4

4.1 1

3.9 9

3.4 4

4.2 2

224 4

38 8

39 9

301 1

241 1

30 0

60 0

331 1

452 452

WestWest Germany
Mean n
Std.. Dev.
NN
Sweden Sweden
25.3 3

26.2 2

28.7 7

26.3 3

26.9 9

26.9 9

29.8 8

27.9 9

Std.. Dev.

4.3 3

4.6 6

3.4 4

4.4 4

5.3 3

4.0 0

4.3 3

4.9 9

NN

52 2

30 0

22 2

104 4

68 8

36 6

51 1

155 5

25.8 8

26.4 4

28.9 9

26.5 5

26.8 8

28.3 3

30.4 4

28.2 2

Mean n

TheThe Netherlands
Mean n
Std.. Dev.

4.5 5

3.4 4

3.0 0

4.0 0

3.9 9

3.7 7

4.0 0

4.0 0

NN

132 2

131 1

45 5

308 8

87 7

126 6

48 8

261 1

23.4 4

25.3 3

26.3 3

24.2 2

26.9 9

28.2 2

29.3 3

27.7 7

2.5 5

2.2 2

1.6 6

2.6 6

3.0 0

3.0 0

2.5 5

3.1 1

Japan Japan
Mean n
Std.. Dev.

153 3
279 9
224 4
172 2
62 2
23 3
458 8
455 5
NN
Soune.Soune. Author's own computations based on BHPS 1991-1998, GSOEP 1984-1998, OSA 1985-1998, HUS
1984-19988 and JPSC 1993-1997.
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Chapterr 4
Employmentt Choices and Pay Differences between NonStandardd

and Standard Work Arrangements in Four

Europeann Countries1

4.1.. Introduction
Thee major part of the recent job growth in Japan and in several other industrialised
countriess consists of non-standard work arrangements, namely those other than
full-timee regular work. For example, in the period between 1991 and 2001, the
numberr of paid employees, without executives, increased from 45.36 million to
49.999 million in Japan. In this increase, the growth in regular staff was negligible,
whereass almost all new job opportunities were created through part-time (90
percent)) or other types of work arrangements (10 percent)2. As indicated in Chapter
3,, part-time employment is an important type of work for women to combine paid
workk and caring for children. However, whether part-time employment can
increasee the probability of mothers to participate in the labour market also depends
onn its quality. As argued in Chapter 2, part-time employment in Japan generally
offerss a lower status job with lower level of wages, benefits and job training than
forr full-time regular employment and it does not meet the desire for mothers with
youngg children, especially for highly educated women, to engage in paid labour.

11

This chapter is a revised version of Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2003). Especially, die sections on die
econometricc analyses are organised in a different way compared to die original version.
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In the first half of this period, there was still a slight increase in die number of regular staff, from 36.39
millionn in 1991 to 38.12 million in 1997. After that, however, it decreased to 36.40 million in 2001. In this
period,, part-time employment constandy increased from 7.34 million in 1991 to 11.52 million in 2001
(Japan'ss Statistics Bureau, Report on the Special Survey of the Labour Forte Survey, February 2001).

Thiss chapter analyses two questions. First, how do otherwise similar people in the
fourr countries end up in either standard or non-standard work arrangements? This
chapterr refers to full-time work with a regular contract as standard work. Nonstandardd work arrangements comprise three categories, namely 1) part-time with a
regularr contract, 2) fixed-term contract, either full-time or part-time, and 3) selfemployment.. Second, how do wages differ between otherwise similar people in
thesee different work arrangements in each of the four countries?
Becausee the chapter specifically focuses on the effects of policy on employment
choicess and opportunities across the four countries, it begins by reviewing policies
thatt may result in different choices by otherwise similar people. The analysis puts
thee Netherlands into the centre because not only a majority of female employees
workk part-time (65.6 percent in 2002) but also a significant fraction of men work
part-timee (13.3 percent) (CBS, 2003a) 3 . Therefore, we present a more detailed
policyy analysis for this country and treat the Netherlands as the reference country in
ourr empirical analysis.

Sectionn 4.2 positions non-standard work arrangements in these four countries
withinn a European perspective. Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 discuss the policies
thesee countries apply to non-standard work arrangements. These sections focus
particularlyy on measures that may explain different outcomes for the employment
distributionn across standard and non-standard work of otherwise similar people.
Sectionn 4.3 compares recent policy on balancing workers' rights and introducing
flexibilityflexibility into the labour market across the four countries. Section 4.4 discusses
governmentt policy on part-time employment. More in particular, we trace back the
policyy origins for the Netherlands as that country has transformed part-time work
fromm an inferior work mode into a general right to shorten or lengthen working
hourss in any job. This is because we think that such advanced treatment of parttimee employment is an essential element for the internationally high proportion of
part-timee employment in this country.
Sectionss 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 present the results of our micro-data analyses on
employmentt choices and pay differences between standard and non-standard work
arrangementss for both men and women. The analyses are carried out using the
19988 wave of four household panel data sets, namely, the British Household Panel
33

The numbers within parentheses show the share of workers who work less than 35 hours per week in all
workerss aged 15-64. Both employees and self-employed workers who work at least twelve hours a week are
included. .
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Surveyy (BHPS) for Britain, the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) for
Germany,, the Labour Force Supply Panel collected by the Organisatie voor Strategisch
ArbeidsmarktonderzoekArbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA) for the Netherlands, and the Hushal
levnadsförhallandenn (HUS) for Sweden. Section 4.5 presents descriptive statistics
onn the non-standard types of work arrangements as documented in our data sets.
Sectionn 4.6 gives the results of our empirical exercises in which we estimate
multinomiall logit models for the employment choice. The estimation results for the
wagee regressions will be at the centre of Section 4.7. These sections also interpret
thee results in the light of policy differences. Section 4.8 offers the conclusions.

4.2.. Non-Standard Work in Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, and
Sweden n
Beforee starting policy discussions on the four European countries, this section
positionss non-standard work in these countries within a European perspective. The
figuresfigures for Japan and the United States are also presented for comparison. We look
att the data on part-time work, and two types of temporary employment, namely,
fixed-termfixed-term contracts and temporary agency work.
Tablee 4.1 presents the data on the proportion of part-time workers in all employed
menn and women. As in Japan, the proportion of part-time employment has
considerablyy increased in most of the countries in the table. Especially in the
Netherlands,, it has grown rapidly since the mid-1980s and the Netherlands ranked
firstfirst in the fifteen European Union member states (EU-15) in 19984. Since two
thirdss of employed women work part-time, one could even claim that it is debatable
too call part-time work 'non-standard' work in this country. The other three
countriess in our study also have high rankings with respect to the proportion of
part-timee employment: Britain ranks second, Sweden third and Germany fifth.
Whilstt the Netherlands, Germany and Britain currendy experience an upward trend,
thee proportion of part-time employment in Sweden has slighdy declined. Such a
downwardd trend is also observed in Denmark and in the United States. In these

44

The Dutch figures in Table 4.1, based on the European Labour Force Survey, are mostly higher than those
publishedd by CBS: the share of part-timee employment in all workers aged 15-64 was 30.2 percent in 1998, the
correspondingg figures for men and women were 11.3 percent and 60.0 percent, respectively (CBS, 2003a, see
footnotee 3 in this chapter for the definition).
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Tablee 4.1. Part-Time Employment in Percentage of Total Employment in the
Europeann Union, Japan and the United States.
Menn andwomen n

Netherlands s
Unitedd Kingdom
Sweden n
Denmark k
Germany y
France e
Ireland d
Austria a
Belgium m
Finland d
Portugal l
Luxembourg g
Spain n
Italy y
Greece e

Japan n
Unitedd States

Men n

Women n

1985 5

1990 0

1995 5

1998 8

1998 8

1998 8

23 3
21 1
25 5
24 4
13 3
11 1
77
77
99
88
66
77
66
55
55

32 2
22 2
24 4
23 3
15 5
12 2
88
88
11 1
77
66
77
55
55
44
14.287 7
18.789 9

37 7
24 4
26 6
22 2
16 6
16 6
12 2
14 4
14 4
12 2
88
88
88
66
55

39 9
25 5
23 3
22 2
18 8
17 7
17 7
16 6
16 6
12 2
11 1
10 0
88
77
66
18.897 7
17.4" "

18.1 1
8.8 8
9.1 1
10.9 9
4.7 7
5.7 7
7.8 8
4.4 4
3.5 5
5.7 7
6.2 2
1.8 8
3.0 0
3.5 5
3.3 3

67.6 6
44.8 8
39.0 0
35.7 7
36.4 4
31.6 6
30.1 1
30.3 3
33.2 2
31.6 6
17.2 2
22.5 5
17.2 2
14.4 4
10.5 5

6.397 7
10.5" "

37.897 7
25.3" "

11.082 2
20.082 2

16.192 2
n.a. .

Source:Source: For the European Union countries: Fagan and Ward (2000), Tables 1 and 5 (the original source is the
EuropeanEuropean Labour Force Survey 1998: tables 34 and 36). For Japan and the US: Houseman and Osawa (200
Tabless 1 and 3 (die original source are Japan's Statistics Bureau, Employment Status Survey 1982-1997 and
CurrentCurrent Population Survey 19824999 for the United States).
Note:Note: German data from 1991 onwards refer to reunified Germany. For the European Union countries, the
definitionn on part-time employment is based on self-assessment of full/part-time status. For Japan and the
Unitedd States, the figures present as a percentage of employees. For Japan, part-time employment is defined
basedd on employment status at work places. For the United States, part-time employment includes employees
whoo work less dian 35 hours per week.

countries,, part-time employment became an import form of employment earlier
thann in other countries and the present decrease is linked to the fact that women
noww enter more and more into full-time employment. Although part-time work
amongg men is much less common than among women, the Netherlands, Sweden,
andd Britain still rank first, third, and fourth, respectively, in the fifteen European
Unionn member states. Germany, in contrast, has relatively litde part-time work
amongg men and ranks eighth.
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Tablee 4.2 shows the share of employees with fixed-term contracts. As can be seen
inn the table, in some countries, particularly in Spain, the proportion of fixed-term
employmentt has grown rapidly since the mid-1980s. However, in the four countries
underr our study, it is not as high as that of part-time employment and it has
remainedd almost constant since the mid-1980s. More in detail, the table shows that
thee Netherlands, Sweden, and Germany rank in the middle among EU member
states,, whereas the United Kingdom, ranks twelfth for men and thirteenth for
women.. Fagan and Ward (2000) report that an employer in Britain has no reason to
offerr a fixed-term contract of less than a year because all employment-related
benefitss require more than twelve months employment with one firm. For shorter
periodss of employment, the employer has the exclusive right to hire and fire, similar
too the 'employment at will' doctrine of the United States, where the percentage of
employeess with fixed-term contracts is very low compared to the other countries in
thee table.
Inn Japan, the proportion of fixed-term employment is comparable to German and
Swedishh levels. However, the gender difference is large when compared to other
countries.. This is because a large proportion of workers under fixed-term contracts
aree in fact work part-time (78 percent in 1997, calculated from Houseman and
Osawa,, 2000: Table 3) and these part-time workers are overwhelmingly to be
observedd among women.
Fagann and Ward (2000) present figures on the percentage of people employed in
temporaryy work agencies within thirteen European countries5. In 1997, 2.5 percent
off employed people in the Netherlands were performing temporary agency work,
andd in Britain such people consist of one percent. The Netherlands ranks second
afterr Luxembourg, and Britain ranks fifth in the percentage of workers in
temporaryy jobs. Note that it is not necessary for all of these temporary agency
workerss to have fixed-term contracts. Some people may have permanent contracts
withh temporary work agencies. Germany and Sweden have relatively few workers in
temporaryy agency work: 0.6 percent in Germany and 0.4 percent in Sweden, which
placess these two countries at numbers eight and nine, respectively. The situation in
Japann is again similar to the one of Germany and Sweden with 0.5 percent in 1997
(Housemann and Osawa, 2000: Table 2).

Thee thirteen European countries include Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Luxembourg,, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK (the original data are taken
fromfrom Michon, 2000).
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Tablee 4.2. Proportion in Total Employment of Employees with a Fixed-Term
Contractt in the European Union, Japan and the United States.
Menn andwomen n
Spain n
Finland d
Portugal l
France e
Greece e
Netherlands s
Germany y
Sweden n
Denmark k
Italy y
Austria a
Belgium m
Ireland d
Unitedd Kingdom
Luxembourg g
Japan n
Unitedd States

Men n

Women n

1985 5

1990 0

1995 5

1998 8

1998 8

1998 8

16 6
11 1
14 4
55
21 1
88
10 0
12 2
12 2
55
n.a. .
77
77
77
55
11.582 2
n.a. .

30 0
12 2
18 8
11 1
17 7
88
11 1
10 0
11 1
55
n.a. .
55
99
55
33

35 5
17 7
10 0
12 2
10 0
11 1
10 0
13 3
12 2
77
66
55
10 0
77
n.a. .
11.292 2
n.a. .

32.9 9
17.7 7
17.4 4
13.9 9
13.0 0
12.7 7
12.3 3
12.1 1
10.1 1
8.5 5
7.8 8
7.8 8
7.7 7
7.1 1
2.9 9
11.897 7
4.1" "

32.1 1
13.3 3
16.5 5
13.0 0
12.0 0
10.2 2
12.1 1
10.6 6
9.3 3
7.4 4
8.0 0
5.9 9
5.9 9
6.0 0
2.4 4
6.797 7
3.8" "

34.4 4
21.9 9
18.5 5
15.0 0
14.7 7
16.1 1
12.5 5
15.2 2
11.0 0
10.2 2
7.7 7
10.4 4
9.8 8
8.3 3
3.7 7

12.087 7
n.a. .

19.697 7
4.3" "

Source.Source. For the European Union countries: Fagan and Ward (2000), Table 2 (the original source is the Europea
LabourLabour Force Survey. Data for 1985-96 are extracted from the European Commission survey on Employmen
inn Europe, 1996 and 1997 editions. The data for 1998 are calculated from Tables 28 and 31 of the European
LabourLabour Force Survey) and Table 4 (original source is the European Labour Force Survey 1998: Table 28). For Jap
andd the United States: Houseman and Osawa (2000), Tables 2 and 4 (the original source is Japan's Statistics
Bureau,, Employment Status Survey 1982-1997 and Current Population Survey 1982-1999 for the United States).
Note:Note: German data from 1991 onwards refer to reunified Germany. For die European Union countries, the
definitionn on employees wim fixed-term contracts is as follows: 1) Persons with seasonal employment 2)
Personss engaged by an agency or employment exchange and hired to a third party to perform a specific task,
3)) Persons wim specific training contracts. However, if there are no objective criteria for the end of a job or
workk contract, this should be considered permanent of unlimited duration. For Japan, the figures include
bothh 1) temporary workers, who are employed on a contract lasting at least one month but less than one year,
andd 2) day labourers, who are employed on contract of less than one month's duration. For the United States,
thee figures are those jobs that are temporary for economic reasons.

Schömannn and Schömann (2000) characterise European Union member states by
thee degree of legislation covering non-standard work. Countries with the most
stringent,, and often discouraging, legislation include France, Germany, Italy and
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Spain.. The countries with less restrictive regulation are Denmark, Sweden and the
Netherlands,, whereas Britain has hardly any regulations at all.
Inn sum, the figures discussed in this section lend support to the two notions that
part-timee employment has become a significant form of employment in most
advancedd economies and that this form of non-standard work predominandy
appliess to women. Fixed-term employment has a fairly moderate share in total
employmentt and differences according to gender are limited with exception of the
situationn in Japan.

4.3.. Flexibility of the Labour Market and Protection of Workers
Thee growth in the share of non-standard work arrangements can be seen as a
responsee to firms' demands for a flexible labour force in meeting customer
demandss when they apply the 'just in time' production practice. The wish for a
moree flexible labour force is often in conflict with workers' justified wishes to have
aa stable and secure income. Various regulations, that condition employers' rights to
deviatee from the general rule that an employment contract is full-time and of
indefinitee length, have been introduced in European countries. In general terms,
Europee experienced periods of increasing regulations in the 1970s and 1980s
followedd by periods of deregulation in the 1990s. Britain deviated from this pattern
inn that there was regulation in the 1970s, deregulation under Margaret Thatcher in
thee 1980s, and some re-regulation during the Government of Tony Blair since
1997. .
Thee 1980s were characterised by slow economic growth and high unemployment
ratess in most of the EU-15 countries, whereas the United States experienced both
employmentt and economic growth. Various observers ascribed the high European
unemploymentt rates to their regulated labour markets. Blank and Freeman (1994),
inn a volume devoted to the question of whether there is a trade-off between
economicc flexibility and regulations in the labour market, find no clear evidence
thatt protection of workers necessarily must lead to a less flexible labour market.
Thee connection between protection and rigidity depends to a very large extent on
howw worker protection is organised.
Europeann Union countries have deregulated their labour markets in the 1990s to
differentt extents and with different effects on job-protection rights of workers. In
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thee mid-1990s, the Netherlands could be described as a 'happy deregulator.'
Introducingg flexibility into the labour market was seen as one of the important
steps,, together with wage restraint and a decreasing government sector, which
turnedd the 'Dutch disease' into the widely-cited 'Dutch miracle' (Hartog, 1998;
Visserr and Hemerijck, 1997).
Afterr the first oil crisis of 1973, the 'golden era' of strong economic growth and low
unemploymentt in the Netherlands ended and was followed by a period with
double-digitt unemployment and low economic growth (Hartog, 1998). The unions
weree defensive and promoted work sharing as a remedy for unemployment. Early
retirementt and propaganda to keep women at home as full-time housewives were
usedd to decrease labour supply.
Inn 1982, the so-called "Wassenaar Agreement' was concluded on a national level
betweenn employers and union representatives. In retrospect, this agreement was the
turningg point for the Dutch economy. A key feature of the agreement was that
unionss agreed to lower wage demands in exchange for shorter working weeks.
Tijdenss (1998) sees that flexibility in the labour market has been achieved internally
ass firms have gained increased rights to intensively use their regular labour force in
timess of increased demand without having to pay overtime premiums. Such a
bargainingg agreement was made attractive for the unions because it was
accompaniedd by a shorter regular full-time working week. Van den Toren (1998)
observess that half of the employees whose working conditions are determined by
collectivee bargaining agreements have a 36-hour working week. About 30 percent
off the employed are members of a union and collective bargaining agreements
regulatee working conditions for 80 to 90 percent of the Dutch labour force. This
followss from the erga omnes clause that stipulates that bargaining agreements
concludedd for a specific industry are automatically extended to also non-members
workingg in the same industry.
Althoughh there is extensive job protection, flexible work arrangements in the
Netherlandss gained momentum since the early 1990s. Temporary work agencies
havee become a big business, and Dutch agencies such as Randstad have become
multinationals.. For instance, Randstad is the market leader in the Netherlands,
Belgium,, Germany, and in the Southeast of the United States (Randstad, 2001).
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Temporaryy work agencies sell flexible labour to their user companies, but they are
obligedd to offer job security to their employees as determined in the so-called
'Flexicurityy Act' (Wetflexibiliteiten %ekerheid) of January 1999. When a temporary
agencyy worker has been employed for eighteen months by one user company or 36
monthss by several user companies, he or she receives a permanent contract with
thee agency6.
Theree is even a specialised labour union for temporary agency workers in the
Netherlands.. As a result, temporary agency workers in the Netherlands often have
regularr contracts, which fundamentally differs from the situation in Britain (Fagan
andd Ward, 2000). The Dutch 'on call' workers are also covered by the 'Flexicurity
Act'.. If the firm has its own collective bargaining agreement, however, the 'on call'
workerr is covered by that agreement, of which the specifications are allowed to
differr from those of the 'Flexicurity Act' (Netherlands' Ministry of Social Affairs
andd Employment, 2001).
Hartogg (1998) cites a study that shows that, in the early 1990s, about 50 percent of
temporaryy agency workers were looking for a permanent job. Another 25 percent
off these workers preferred temporary work because they in fact happened to be
studentss who were working during holidays. The remaining 25 percent preferred
suchh work because it gave them the opportunity to work in new and varying
environments.. On the demand side, it turned out that firms hired temporary
workerss for specific fixed-term tasks (44 percent), as substitutes for personnel on
leavee (31 percent) and as a way to screen potentially new employees (16 percent).
Byy the mid-1990s, the Dutch economy was booming with a stable employment
growth,, whilst Germany and, especially Sweden, were in a recession that was
accompaniedd by substantial employment losses in Sweden and practically no job
growthh in Germany. Foreign observers travelled to the Netherlands to admire the
'Dutchh miracle' (Visser and Hemerijck, 1997). The 'Dutch miracle' had taken place
alongsidee with the introduction of substantial flexibility into the labour market. The
volumee of full-time regular jobs in 1996 was the same as in 1970, about 3.7 million
people,, and the steady job growth in the early 1990s consisted entirely of part-time
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Workers having worked for fewer than 18 (or 36) months also receive job protection. During the first 26
weekss of a temporary contract (phase 1), there is no special regulation. In the following six months (phase 2),
thee temporary agency worker begins accumulating pension benefits and receives career advice. After 26
weeks,, he or she obtains a renewable 3-month contract until the 18 months or 36 months are reached
(Netherlands'' Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 2001).
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jobss (1.8 million in 1996) and flexible jobs (0.7 million in 1996) as indicated by
Hartogg (1998).
Iff the Netherlands can be characterised as a 'happy deregulator' in the 1990s,
Swedenn can be characterised as a reluctant deregulator. Private job mediation firms
weree allowed in Sweden in 1993, which was only two years after the state monopoly
inn job mediation was officially lifted in the Netherlands. However, the demands by
firmsfirms for more flexibility in Sweden came about during the economic recession of
thee mid-1990s. It was not until 1998-1999 that Sweden experienced an economic
boomm with renewed employment growth.
Thee Swedish 1974 Job Protection Act, in fact, prohibited hiring on a fixed-term
basis.. Because fixed-term employment contracts had already existed for seasonal
jobss and jobs dedicated to the completion of a well-defined task, it became
increasinglyy necessary to allow exceptions to the basic rule. Employers were later
allowedd to employ workers on a fixed-term basis for certain specific reasons:
seasonall work, work to perform a well-defined task, to substitute for someone who
iss on leave, to augment the workforce if there are temporary increases in the
workload,, or to employ students during summer breaks (SOU, 1999, no. 27).
Beginningg in 1997, a new form of temporary employment was introduced, called
Temporaryy Employment for an Agreed Period'. Under this agreement, restrictions
onn temporary employment were further relaxed. However, a person could only be
hiredd on a fixed-term contract for a maximum of twelve months over three years.
Otherwise,, the contract would turn into regular one. Moreover, employers could
placee new employees under a probation period for six months.
Thee discussions on the changes to the 1974 Job Protection Act aroused strong
politicall opposition. Flexibility was introduced in January 1994 by the Carl Bildt
coalitionn government. Later that year, the social democratic government under
Gorann Persson came into power and 'restored' the rules on probation and
temporaryy employment For example, the extension of allowed fixed-term
employmentt to twelve months by the Bildt government was cut back to six months.
Inn Germany, an employment contract is meant to be of indefinite length. However,
thee Employment Promotion Act of 1985 started to regard the fixed-term contract
ass an instrument to reduce unemployment. It sought to temporarily relax the
demandss on justifications when desiring to use fixed-term contracts. This act has
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beenn extended twice and was valid until the end of 2000. As of 1996, employment
lastingg less than 24 months needed no longer to be justified explicidy (Hoffman and
Walwei,, 2000). Further, there is no time limit on the length of fixed-term contracts
forr people over age 60.
Inn Britain, firms have no incentive to offer fixed-term contracts of duration less
thann one year because employment benefits only apply to workers who have been
employedd for at least twelve months (Fagan and Ward, 2000). British legislation
doess not even view such short arrangements as employment contracts. Therefore,
Britishh employment data may include those who work for duration less than a year
butt who are not classified as working under a fixed-term contract. Fagan and Ward
(2000)) further observe that Britain remains a neo-liberal welfare state that does not
guaranteee the pay for temporary agency workers. The agency is also not responsible
forr the way its client, the user firm, treats the worker. This is very different from the
Dutchh situation where temporary work agencies have to offer permanent jobs to
thee workers as discussed above.

4.4.. The Changing Status of Part-Time Work
Thee Netherlands has been called 'the first part-time economy in the world' (Visser,
1999).. As seen in Section 4.2, , the Netherlands ranks number one among the 15
memberr states of the European Union with 39 percent of the workforce in parttimee jobs. Visser (1999) also asks whether this system is functioning well. His
answerr is 'yes'. Not only is the Netherlands a 'happy deregulator' but also a liappy
part-timee economy'.
Thee 1997 European Union Directive on part-time work states: 'Member states and
sociall partners should identify and review obstacles which may limit the
opportunitiess for part-time work' (article 5). Furthermore, 'employers should give
considerationn to requests by workers to transfer from full-time to part-time work
andd the reverse when such work becomes available.'
Thee Netherlands has gone much further than demanding that employers should
'givee consideration' to employees who wish to switch from full- to and part-time
work.. The Act on the Adjustment of Working Hours (Wet Aanpassing Arbeidsduur,
popularlyy known as the Deeltijdwei), which came into effect on 1 July 2000, gives
employeess of firms with more than ten employees the right to shorten or increase
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workingg hours on request if they have been employed for at least one year and have
nott asked for a change in working hours within the past two years. At the latest
fourr months prior to the preferred date to change working hours, the employee
shouldd notify the date at which the new working hours should take effect, the
numberr of working hours, and the preferred distribution of working hours over the
week.. The employer is, in principle, assumed to agree and is required to indicate any
reasonn if he or she fails to agree. It is the employer that has to give reasons and
provee in court that changing working hours is damaging to his business in case of
disagreement.. The hourly wage remains the same. Because this measure only
appliess to workers that were employed for at least one year, the scheme excludes
temporaryy workers with contracts of less than one year.
Whyy was the right to shorten or lengthen working hours accepted in the
Netherlands?? When a labour law is passed in the Netherlands, it usually codifies
practicess that already exist and are defined in collective bargaining agreements
(Collectieve(Collectieve Arbeidsovereenkomsten, CAO)1. As of 1993, the Advisory Council
Labourr Market Issues proposed that collective bargaining agreements should allow
thee 'social partners' in this 'consensus economy', i.e. the representatives of
employerss and employees, to arrange part-time work. Between 1990 and 1996, the
percentagee of firms covered by a collective bargaining agreement that entitles the
employeee to demand part-time work increased from 23 percent to 70 percent (De
Vriess and Van Hoorn, 1997). By 2000, two-thirds of employed women and 20
percentt of employed men worked part-time.
Thee employment of part-time workers in the private sector increases flexibility
allowingg the firm to adjust hours to meet business demands. Two part-time workers
whoo share a job can substitute for each other in case of sickness and vacation by
occasionallyy working full-time. Further, employers consider part-time workers to be
ass committed to their job as full-time workers (Tijdens, 1998). Kalleberg and
Reynoldss (2000) find that also in many other advanced countries part-timers are as
committedd as full-timers.
Thee increase of the importance of part-time work in the Netherlands would not
havee occurred had it not been for the large supply of workers who prefer a parttimee job. Since the mid-1980s, unions in the Netherlands have been raising
77

This rather 'passive' approach of policy makers also implied that many feminist demands have materialised
latee in die Netherlands (Gustafsson, 1994). In the Swedish social democratic tradition of'social engineering',
inn contrast, legislative changes are meant to change behaviour.
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demandss for increasing part-time work and equalisation of the employment
conditionss across full- and part-time workers. Earlier, the women's movement had
demandedd shorter working days, but realising that travel time would not be reduced,
thee interest for part-time work among women had grown. Women also wanted to
stayy in the labour market after marriage and/or after giving birth to children8.
Skilledd women increasingly wanted to combine part-time work with family
responsibilities.. Moreover, women's increasing skills made the costs of replacing
thesee employees higher. Besides, with high unemployment, women's incomes were
neededd in the family. Towards the end of the 1980s, 40-45 percent of potential
femalee re-entrants, after childbirth, were looking for a job. By the early 1990s, there
weree 100,000 female re-entrants per year (OSA, 1995). Many of these women
preferredd to work part-time. Employers began to recognise the benefits of parttimetime work in optimising personnel strategies, for example, in the banking sector
(Tijdens,, 1997). In the tight labour market of the 1990s, fears of labour shortages
furtherr encouraged employers who otherwise would have been reluctant to accept
part-timee workers (Tijdens, 1998).
Thee situation in Sweden in the late 1990s was the opposite of that in the
Netherlands.. In Sweden, women's demands for part-time jobs were receding after
thee peak of the 1970s. Swedish legislation views full-time, regular contracts as the
normm for both men and women, and special leaves are in place to make it possible
too combine a regular full-time job with family responsibilities. Since 1974, parental
leavee covers both fathers and mothers, and they can choose to split the twelve
monthss of leave with benefits of 75-90 percent of previous earnings. A couple can
choosee between the mother staying home full-time, the father being full-time at
home,, both part-time at home or any other combination. They can also change the
mixx as many times as they wish. When the child is 18 months old, the job
protectionn period expires, but the mother or the father has the right to shorten
workingg hours in her or his regular job to 30 hours a week until the youngest child
iss eight years old. Mostly it is the mother who uses this right (Gustafsson, 1994).

Thee labour force participation rate of Dutch women was traditionally very low compared to other European
countries.. From the second half of the nineteen century until die mid-1980s, the participation rate of Dutch
womenn had continuously been die lowest among die following seven European countries: the Netherlands,
Belgium,, Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden and Britain (Pott-Buter, 1993: 21). However, the participation
ratee of women aged 15-64 increased rapidly from 36.1 percent in 1980 to 64.5 percent in 1999 (OECD
2001c). .
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Inn 1997, Sweden adopted a variant of the European Union 1997 directive, which
allowss a part-time employee to request full-time work, and obliges the employer to
givee priority to the part-time worker should a full-time job become available. This
obligation,, however, is only valid if the part-time employee has given prior notice,
thee part-time employee is qualified for the job and the transfer is compatible with
thee requirements of the job (SOU, 1999, no. 27).
Inn Sweden, there is the concept of part-time unemployment, which refers to parttimee workers who wish to work full-time, but who cannot work full-time because
off bad economic conditions9. In 1997, the proportion of the part-time unemployed
amongg part-time female workers was 30 percent and amounted to 25 percent
amongg part-time male employees (SOU, 1999, no 27: 153). This was up from
twelvee percent of part-time working females in 1990 and ten percent of part-time
workingg males. The reason was connected to the deepening of the economic
recessionn during this period with unemployment peaking in 1997. It should be
notedd that Swedish unemployment benefits can be paid as a difference between
whatt the worker would have earned if he or she had found a full-time job and what
thee worker earns in his or her part-time job. This legislation of course balances on
ann assumption that part-time unemployed worker can prove that he or she really is
lookingg for a full-time job and looking a part-time job in the meantime as a second
bestt (SOU, 1999, no 27).
Thee large proportion of the part-time unemployed among Swedish part-time
workerss could explain the observation of Kalleberg and Reynolds (2000) that
Swedishh part-time workers are significantly less happy than full-time employees,
whichh contrasts with the findings for other countries they study. Swedish part-time
workerss have less job satisfaction, less organisational commitment, more
absenteeism,, and are less willing to supply extra effort if it needed temporarily by
thee employer.
Germanyy has adopted a legislation that is largely based on the European Union
19977 directive on part-time work and that shows broad similarities with Sweden's
legall framework. If an individual employee wishes to switch from full-time to parttimee work, the employer must inform the worker of any part-time vacancies
(Schömannn and Schömann, 2000). However, there is no guarantee of such a
transfer.. Part-time jobs are usually not available in high-skilled professions, and
99

This corresponds to the notion of an involuntary part-timer as defined by the OECD. See OECD (1995).
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therefore,, a general right to shorten working hours in any job is far from being
realisedd in this country. Furthermore, the introduction of part-time work is subject
too co-determination by the work councils (Schömann and Schömann, 2000), which
mayy be eager to protect the principle of full-time employment. However, new
Germann legislation is being devised that will closely mirror Dutch laws and
stipulatess the almost automatic right for the employee to work the desired number
off hours in any job (Evans et al., 2001).
Thee Netherlands, Sweden, and Germany have legislated that part-time workers are
too be treated the same as full-time workers in terms of wages and work-related
benefitss (proportional to the hours worked). Such legislation has, until recently,
beenn absent in Britain. British part-time workers, who are mainly women, can
appeall to the Labour Courts under the sex and race discrimination legislation
(Schömannn and Schömann, 2000), a situation similar to that in the United States
(Housemann and Osawa, 2000). A government proposal for the 'Prevention of Less
Favourablee Treatment' was introduced in 2000. This proposal, however, does not
coverr temporary agency workers (Schömann and Schömann, 2000; Eironline,
2000). .

4.5.. Data and Summary Statistics
Thee previous sections have identified characteristics in institutions and policies in
thee four countries that may explain differences between their approaches to nonstandardd work. In the following sections, we turn to analyses of micro data using
thee 1998 wave of household panel data sets: BHPS for Britain, GSOEP for
Germany,, OSA for the Netherlands and HUS for Sweden. We examine the
Germann data for the western part and the eastern part of Germany separately,
ratherr than aggregating these data. One important reason in doing so is that, in
manyy respects, the eastern part of Germany turns out to be very different from the
westernn part (see below).
Thiss section presents more detail on the proportion of workers in non-standard
workk arrangements in the total number of workers, using our data sets. Table 4.3
givess information on the number of the dependent employed and the selfemployed,, according to the type of contract and whether they work full-time or
part-time.. The dividing line between full-time and part-time is set at the
internationall standard of 35 working hours per week. The variable definitions are
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Tablee 4.3. Employment by Type of Contract and Whether Working Full-Time (FT)
orr Part-Time (PT), 1998 (% of those who are gainfully employed).
M:: Men, W: W o m e n

Britain n

Western n
Germany y

Eastern n
Netherlands s
Germany y

Sweden n

MM WW MM WW MM WW MM WW MM WW
Employees s
Off which:
Regular,, FT
Regular,, PT
Fixed-term,, FT
Fixed-term,, PT

84.9 9 93.3 3 87.9 9 91.9 9 90.9 9 93.0 0 89.7 7 90.8 8 80.8 8 93.1 1
74.8 8
3.5 5
4.3 3
2.3 3

48.7 7
35.2 2
2.8 8
6.5 5

75.9 9
3.6 6
7.3 3
1.0 0

42.5 5
39.9 9
6.8 8
2.7 7

76.5 5
2.2 2
11.4 4
0.9 9

60.8 8
15.7 7
13.2 2
3.3 3

77.1 1
9.0 0
2.6 6
1.0 0

25.6 6
58.5 5
1.5 5
5.1 1

72.4 4
3.8 8
3.4 4
1.2 2

55.5 5
30.1 1
3.8 8
3.8 8

19.2 2 6.9 9

Self-employed d
Off which:
FT T
PT T

15.1 1 6.8 8

12.1 1 8.1 1

9.1 1

7.0 0

10.3 3 7.1 1

13.0 0 3.4 4
2.1 1 3.4 4

10.7 7 4.9 9
1.5 5 3.2 2

8.4 4
0.6 6

5.8 8
1.2 2

8.9 9
1.3 3

All l
NN

100.0 0100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0
2,992 23,007 71,351 1 1,000 0 818 8 688 8 1,266 6 983 3 1,226 6 1,120 0

3.0 0 17.1 1 4.9 9
4.2 2 2.1 1 2.0 0

Sotmr.Sotmr. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note:Note: Self-employed workers include family workers. Self-employed workers for Sweden include those who
workk both as employees as well as self-employed workers (7.8 percent of men and 2.4 percent of women
whoo are gainfully employed).

explainedd in detail in Appendix 4.1. The proportion of not employed and the
gainfullyy employed are shown in Table A.4.1.
Ass can be seen in Table 4.3, the proportion of dependent employed workers
(employees)) to all gainfully employed workers are between 80 and 90 percent in
thesee four countries. The figures for women are generally higher than those for
men.. In other words, self-employed workers are more often observed among men
thann among women.
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Amongg dependent employed women, the percentage of full-time employment with
regularr contracts varies largely from 60.8 percent in Eastern Germany to 25.6
percentt in the Netherlands. This figure for Dutch women is rather small, but it is
nott surprising because two thirds of Dutch women work part-time (see also Table
4.1)) whilst still having a regular contract. Accordingly, 58.5 percent of Dutch
womenn who have a job work part-time with regular contracts. In East Germany,
regularr part-time employment accounts for much smaller proportion of female
workerss with 15.7 percent. In contrast to such a large variation for women, the
proportionn of full-time regular employment for men is around 75 percent without
muchh variation. The proportion of regular part-timers are between two and four
percentt except in the Netherlands, where part-time regular workers are found more
often.. Furthermore, the proportion of fixed-term employment including both fulltimee and part-time is slighdy higher for women than men. For both men and
women,, the highest percentage is observed in East Germany, followed by West
Germany. .

4.6.. Empirical Analysis of the Choice between Standard and N o n standardd Work
Inn this section, we analyse how otherwise similar people end up in different work
arrangements.. We merge the data from the four countries into one data set with the
purposee of interpreting country dummies in the light of policy differences discussed
above.. We also examine what the common characteristics are of people employed
inn non-standard work arrangements. We estimate three multinomial logit models on
thee country-pooled data. Employment choices are classified into four: a) full-time
withh a regular contract ('Full-time'), b) part-time with a regular contract ('Parttime'),, c) fixed-term contract full-time or part-time ('Fixed-term'), and d) selfemployedd ('Self-employed5).
Inn order to compare otherwise similar people across countries, we use their
demographicc variables, such as gender, age, the presence of young children and the
numberr of children. We restrict attention to children under age 12 as we assume
thatt they still require (intensive) care and thus may influence the employment
choicee of their parents. Further, we use information on the person's industry and
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occupation10.. The analyses are carried out separately for men and women because
thee distribution of employment across standard and non-standard work is very
gender-driven.. The estimation results are presented in Tables 4.4-4.6 in the form of
thee relative risk ratio (RRR), which indicates the effect of a one-unit change in the
correspondingg variable. The risk is measured as the risk of the corresponding
categoryy relative to the base category of working full-time with a regular contract
(standardd work) (see Section 3.4 in Chapter 3 for more detail on multinomial logit
model).. Descriptive statistics on the variables are shown in Tables A.4.2 and A.4.3.
Wee first focus on common characteristics in these European countries (Section
4.6.1)) after which we digress on country-specific factors in order to analyse the
policyy dimension (Section 4.6.2).
4.6.1.. Common characteristics of employment choice in the four countries
Housemann (1999) notes that an individual in the United States who works in a nonstandardd work arrangement is likely to be female, young and low paid. She also
findsfinds that a large proportion of them desire a standard work arrangement, which
furtherr stresses the unfavourable status of non-standard working arrangements. In
Japan,, non-standard work is also low paid and predominantly to be observed
amongg women, as is typically the case for part-time employment (see Section 2.6 in
Chapterr 2).
Inn this subsection, we examine what kinds of characteristics are to be commonly
observedd among workers who are in non-standard employment in the four
Europeann countries. Tables 4.4-4.6 reveal that, in general, the observations of
Housemann also apply to these countries albeit that some difference are to be
detected.. In the following, we look at the estimation results in more detail. Note
thatt the entries in the tables are to be interpreted as the results compared to fulltimetime regular employees (standard work) as the latter category is our benchmark. We
doo not yet discuss the country dummies, but postpone their interpretation until the
nextt section where we intend to link them explicitly to the above policy discussions.
Lett us start with the question whether non-standard work arrangements are more
frequentlyy observed among women than among men. This question can be
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Industry (eight categories) and occupational (seven categories) dummy variables are included but, for brevity,
nott reported. The complete estimation results are presented in Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2001c).
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Tablee 4.4. Multinomial Logit Analysis: Relative Probability of Employment States
forr Both Sexes (The Reference State is Full-Time Regular Work)
Regular,, part-time Fixed-term m
RRR R
Women n
Menn = base
Country y
Britain n
Westt Germany
Eastt Germany
Sweden n
Netherlandss = base
Educationall group
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Married/cohabiting g
Singlee = base
No.. of children (<12 years)
11 child
22 or more children
Noo children = base
Agee of youngest child
0-22 years
3-55 years
NN
Logg likelihood
Pseudoo R2

Z-value e RRR R

12.42** * 35.3 3

0.43** * -11.3 3
0.50** * -7.7 7
0.15** * -15.7 7
0.31** * -13.0 0

Self-em ployed
m
d

Z-value e RRR R

Z-value e

2.01** *

9.05 5

1.20** *

2.6 6

1.10 0
1.74** *
2.16** *
1.30 0

0.8 8
4.2 2
5.7 7
1.9 9

1.25* *
1.26* *
0.66** *
1.25* *

2.4 4
2.1 1
-3.3 3
2.2 2

-0.9 9
-0.7 7

1.09 9
1.38** *

1.0 0
4.0 0

0.58** *
0.90 0

-7.7 7
-1.6 6

0.92 2
0.94 4

0.86 6
0.61** *

-1.5 5
-6.8 8

5.84** * 15.6 6
1.31** * 2.7 7

0.21** *
0.62** *

-8.4 4
-5.5 5

1.41** *
2.58** *
1.18* *

4.5 5
9,8 8
2.4 4

0.79 9
0.99 9
0.55** *

-1.9 9
-0.1 1
-7.3 3

1.55** *
2.22" "
0.91 1

5.4 4
8.0 0
-1.1 1

2.26" " 9.5 5
3.21** * 11.6 6

1.12 2
1.61** *

0.8 8
3.0 0

1.24* *
1.76** *

2.1 1
4.9 9

1.31** * 2.4 4
1.27** * 2.1 1
14,451 1
6675 5
0.22 2

0.83 3
1.01 1

-1.0 0
0.0 0

0.97 7
0.99 9

-0.2 2
-0.1 1

**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% level.
Sourer.Sourer. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note:Note: Industry (eight categories) and occupational (seven categories) dummy variables are included but, for
brevity,, not reported. The complete estimation results are presented in Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels
(2001c). .
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answeredd by looking at the relative risk ratios for the dummy variable for 'women'
inn Table 4.4. The table shows that, in comparison to standard work, women are
twelvee times as likely as men to work part-time, are twice as likely to have a fixedtermm contract, and they are also 20 percent more likely than otherwise similar men
too be self-employed.
Tabless 4.5 and 4.6 allow us to gauge the results for men and women separately in
vieww of examining the impact of the other variables. For men, first of all, we do not
havee any statistically significant association between the level of education and the
relativee probability of being employed in a non-standard work arrangement.
However,, we see distincdy significant results for the age groups. More in particular,
thee relative probability of being in part-time employment with a regular contract
displayss a V-shape in function of age, namely the probability is high among the
youngg and the old, and low among middle-aged workers. The probability of having
aa fixed-term contract is particularly high for young people aged 16-24 who are eight
timess as likely to adhere to this occupational group than workers aged 35-44.
Subsequendy,, older workers are less probable fixed-term contract workers such that
thee V-shape for part-time employment does not materialise. The probability of
beingg self-employed monotonically increases with age. In sum, young males are
moree likely to work part-time and in fixed-term employment than middle-aged
people,, whereas older men are more likely to work part-time or to be self-employed.
Next,, we look at the correlation between men's employment mode and family
statuss such as marital status, the number and the age of young children in the
household.. Married or cohabiting men have 50-70 percent of the likelihood of
beingg in non-standard work when compared to single men. Non-standard types of
employmentt thus are more likely to be observed among single men. The presence
off children younger than twelve is only significant in two cases. First, men with
moree than one child are 1.5 times more likely to be self-employed, compared to
standardd work, than men who do not have any children under twelve11. Second, the
probabilityy of being in part-time employment doubles for men with children
youngerr than three years old than those with no such children. This result could
havee been derived by a strong influence of the recent Dutch fathers of young
childrenn who reduce their working hours to take care of their children instead of
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This relation might be yield by the opposite causality such that self-employed workers are more likely to have
moree children compared to full-time regular workers. Below, we discuss more on an interpretation of the
resultss on family status.
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Tablee 4.5. Multinomial Logit Analysis: Relative Probability of Employment States
forfor Men (The Reference State is Full-Time Regular Work).
Regular,, part-time Fixed-term m
RRR R
Country y
Britain n
Westt Germany
Eastt Germany
Sweden n
Netherlandss = base
Educationall group
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Marriedd or cohabiting
Singlee = base
No.. of children (< 12 years)
11 child
22 or more children
Noo children = base
Agee of youngest child
0-22 years
3-55 years
NN
Logg likelihood
Pseudoo R2

Z-value e RRR R

Self-em ployed
m
d

Z-value e RRR R

Z-value e

0.38" "
0.44" "
0.27" "
0.47" "

-6.3 3
-4.5 5
-4.9 9
-4.1 1

1.31 1
2.64" "
3.40** *
1.99" "

1.5 5
5.0 0
6.0 0
3.1 1

2.09" "
1.73" "
0.95 5
2.40" "

6.3 3
4.0 0
-0.3 3
6.8 8

0.96 6
1.12 2

-0.3 3
0.8 8

1.06 6
1.14 4

0.4 4
1.0 0

0.87 7
1.14 4

-1.4 4
1.3 3

3.19" "
1.04 4

5.1 1
0.2 2

8.56" " 12.1 1
1.57" " 2.7 7

0.25" "
0.67" "

-6.0 0
-3.6 6

1.29 9
3.50" "
0.68* *

1.3 3
6.2 2
-2.5 5

0.92 2
0.88 8
0.51" "

-0.5 5
-0.5 5
-5.1 1

1.72" "
2.36" "
0.73" "

5.4 4
7.1 1
-2.9 9

0.63 3
0.78 8

-1.7 7
-0.8 8

0.67 7
0.55 5

-1.6 6
-1.9 9

1.04 4
1.47" "

0.3 3
2.6 6

1.99* * 2.2 2
1.80 0
1.8 8
7,653 3
-5205 5
0.16 6

1.16 6
0.92 2

0.5 5
-0.2 2

0.99 9
0.97 7

-0.1 1
-0.2 2

**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% leveL
Sonne.Sonne. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OS A 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Notr.Notr. See footnote for Table 4.4.
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Tablee 4.6. Multinomial Logit Analysis: Relative Probability of Employment States
forr Women (The Reference State is Full-Time Regular Work).
Regular,, part-time Fixed-term m
RRR R
Country y
Britain n
Westt Germany
Eastt Germany
Sweden n
Netherlandss = base
Educationall group
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Marriedd or cohabiting
Singlee = base
No.. of children (< 12 years)
11 child
22 or more children
Noo children = base
Agee of youngest child
0-22 years
3-55 years
NN
Logg likelihood
Pseudoo R2

Z-value e RRR R

0.32** * -11.6 6
0.42** * -7.4 4
0.10** * -15.9 9
0.19** * -14.5 5

Self-em ployed
m
d

Z-value e RRR R

Z-value e

0.72* *
1.04 4
1.21 1
0.62* *

-2.0 0
0.2 2
1.0 0
-2.5 5

0.41** *
0.66* *
0.30** *
0.30** *

-5.7 7
-2.2 2
-5.6 6
-6.4 4

0.53** *
0.90 0

-7.5 5
-1.3 3

0.84 4
0.85 5

-1.4 4
-1.4 4

1.50** *
1.80** *

3.0 0
4.2 2

0.54** *
0.44** *

-4.8 8
-9.2 2

3.95** *
0.93 3

9.1 1
-0.5 5

0.15** *
0.44** *

-5.9 9
-5.6 6

1.46** *
2.37** *
1.55** *

4.2 2
7.3 3
5.5 5

0.71* *
1.04 4
0.70** *

-2.1 1
0.2 2
-3.4 4

1.44* *
2.30** *
1.42* *

2.5 5
4.5 5
2.6 6

3.30** * 11.5 5
6.48** * 14.3 3

1.59** *
3.84** *

2.7 7
6.8 8

1.95** *
3.94** *

3.9 9
6.8 8

1.51** * 2.7 7
1.46** * 2.5 5
6,798 8
-6377 7
0.18 8

0.94 4
1.29 9

-0.2 2
1.1 1

1.18 8
1.21 1

0.7 7
0.8 8

**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% level
Samplee
Sourer.Sourer. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP
1998: A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSAA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note.Note. See footnote for Table 4.4.
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usingg expensive day care facilities. In the other cases, the association between
employmentt status and the number and age of children is small but insignificant or
evenn completely absent. The overall weak association may already suggest that
childrenn do not greatly affect the mode of work of the father. As we will see below,
thee employment choice of women is more strongly impacted upon by parenthood.
Inn other words, few fathers engage, for instance, in part-time work to care for their
offspring,, except when the child is still very young.
Estimationn results for women are reported in Table 4.6. Contrary to the results for
men,, we find some statistically significant correlation between the educational level
andd the relative probability of being in a non-standard work arrangement. The
relativee probability of being in part-time regular employment is significantly lower
forr high-educated women than for low-educated women. This should come as no
surprisee as the larger human capital of highly educated women renders them more
attractivee for full-time employment. Self-employment is more prominent for highandd medium-educated women compared to low-educated women. Again, the larger
humann capital level implies a superior skill level that can be successfully exploited
withinn self-employment.
Ass to age dummies, the results for women are similar to those for men for fixedtermm contracts and self-employment, but not for part-time employment. The
probabilityy of being on a fixed-term contract is the highest for women aged 16-24
(fourr times more likely compared to women aged 35-44) like the case for men. The
probabilityy of self-employment rises with age. In contrast, the probability of women
youngerr than 35 working in part-time regular employment is lower than that of
womenn aged 35-44. Beyond this age, this probability increases with age. Thus, for
menn part-time regular employment grows more likely the younger or the older they
aree (the V-shape), whereas for women the incidence of this work mode rises with
age. .
Ass to the effect of marital status, married women are more likely to work part-time
andd in self-employment compared to single women, but are less likely to have fixedtermm contracts. This is different from the fact that marriage is associated with men
workingg considerably more in full-time regular employment. This gender difference
furtherr corroborates the results discussed with respect to Table 4.4 according to
whichh women, as also argued by Houseman (1999), are move heavily working in
non-standardd work arrangements. Further, the presence of children younger than
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twelvee in the household increases the likelihood of all three non-standard work
modes.. Moreover, having children younger than six years old raises the probability
off women to work part-time 1.5 times, although there is no statistically significant
associationn between having such young children and the probability of having
fixed-termfixed-term contracts or working in self-employment. Parenthood thus affects
employmentt choice of the mother, when measured against the yardstick of the fulltimee regular female worker, to a much larger extent than it does with men.
Inn sum, women are (far) more likely to work in non-standard types of employment
thann men. In this respect, the findings for the United States in Houseman (1999)
alsoo extend to these European countries. However, the age profile is less clear-cut
ass in the United States as various additional and sometimes more complex
likelihood-agee patterns emerge. The correlation between family status and the
probablyy of being in non-standard arrangements for men and women can be
summarisedd as follows. Men with spouse and/or children are more likely to work in
standardd work arrangements than single men and non-fathers. This suggests the
strongerr labour market attachment of married men and/or fathers. In contrast,
marriedd women and mothers are more likely to work in non-standard work
arrangements.. Of course, we should be cautious to interpret these findings in terms
off causality. That is, it can be the case that men are single or do not have children
becausee they do not have full-time regular jobs. Similarly, women can be single and
havee no children because they have full-time regular jobs.
4.6.2.. Difference in employment choice in the four countries
Thee previous subsection has offered an appraisal of the characteristics of people
whoo work in non-standard work arrangements in function of gender, education, age,
maritall status and the presence of children. This sub-section focuses on the
coefficientss of the country dummy variables. These variables are of special interest
fromm a viewpoint of policy and institutional differences between countries.
Ass seen in Tables 4.4-4.6, ceteris paribus, there are many more men and women
workingg part-time in the Netherlands than in the other countries as the coefficients
off the country dummies are significandy below unity (remember that the
Netherlandss is the base country). Thus, our results confirm that the Netherlands is
thee most pronounced 'part-time economy' within this set of countries. We hereby
treatt eastern and western Germany as two different countries. The estimated
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coefficientss justify such a treatment because these two parts of Germany often
reveall sharper distinctions than one would expect as the two are affected by the
samee set of institutions. For example, there is very little part-time work in eastern
Germany,, whereas it is considerably more common in West Germany, placing the
latterr region second in ranking after the Netherlands for men and women
combinedd and for women only (Tables 4.4 and 4.6). Note, however, that probability
off working part-time is only 40 percent to 50 percent of that in the Netherlands.
Amongg women in East Germany, the likelihood of working part-time is only onetenthh of that in the Netherlands after controlling for the other explanatory
variables. .
Alll else equal, the probability of a Swedish woman working part-time in comparison
withh working full-time is only one-fifth of that of a similar Dutch woman (Table
4.6).. This shows different attitudes and policies for women's work in these two
societies.. Swedish legislation views full-time, regular contracts as the norm for both
menn and women, and special leaves allow them to make it possible to combine a
regularr full-time job with family responsibilities. In contrast, in the Netherlands, a
combinationn lifestyle has only become acceptable and supported by public policies
sincee the 1990s and most women with family responsibility work part-time under
lesss developed family policies compared to Sweden (also see Chapters 3 and 5).
Inn both East and West Germany, the relative probability of working under a fixedtermm contract to being in standard work is much higher than in the other countries,
especiallyy among men. For men, it is 2.6 to 3.4 times more common in Germany
thann in the Netherlands after controlling for other characteristics. Such high
incidencee of fixed-term contracts in Germany could be explained by the fact that
sincee the 1980s, a fixed-term contract in Germany became regarded as an
instrumentt to reduce unemployment (see Section 4.3).
Inn Britain, there are relatively few fixed-term contracts. As discusses in Section 4.3,
theree is no reason for a British firm to offer a fixed-term contract for a period
shorterr than one year because all workers' rights in Britain only apply after the
workerr has been employed for at least one year. In Sweden, there are more
restrictionss on the use of fixed-term contracts, since a Swedish firm must specify
thee reason why a fixed-term contract is offered rather than a regular contract. In the
Netherlands,, where the introduction of flexibility into the labour market is
advanced,, the probability of temporary employment is less common after
controllingg for other factors. In this country, workers of temporary work agencies
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havee a permanent contract with agency and these workers are not counted as being
inn fixed-term employment in our data sets.

4.7.. Empirical Analysis of Hourly Wages for Standard and Non-Standard
Work k
Housemann (1999) has detected that workers in non-standard work arrangement in
thee United States face a clear wage disadvantage compared to their colleagues who
havee a standard work contract. The same observation can be made for Japan as
arguedd in Section 2.6 in Chapter 2. This section therefore examines whether the
wagee gap also shows up in the four European countries under investigation. More
inn particular, we compare hourly wages for workers in standard and in non-standard
workingg arrangements. We refrain from also examining self-employed workers
becausee the definitions of earnings for these workers are not directly comparable to
thosee of the dependent employed across the four country data sets we use.
Tablee 4.7 presents the medians of hourly wages, in national currency, for full-time
workerss with regular contracts, part-time workers with regular contracts, full-time
andd part-time workers with fixed-term contracts. As can be seen from the table, the
wagess of females are generally lower than those of males. Exceptions to this rule
aree the wages for fixed-term employment in East and West Germany and Britain,
wheree women have higher hourly wages than men. Further, as we could expect
fromm the findings from the US and Japan as mentioned earlier, wages are the
highestt for full-time workers with regular contracts. This is followed by the wages
forr part-time workers with regular contracts and workers with fixed-term contracts.
AA few exceptional cases are also observed. That is, part-time workers with regular
contractss earn higher hourly wages than full-time workers with regular contracts for
Dutchh men and women and for British and Eastern German men. In addition, in
Britain,, women with fixed-term contracts earn more than part-timers with regular
contracts. .
Too see whether these results are still valid after controlling for personal and
occupationall characteristics, we estimate country-specific wage regressions. The
samee set of explanatory variables as in the multinomial logit models in the previous
sectionn is included in these wage estimations. We, however, do not run separate
regressionss for each employment type but instead include dummies for part-time
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Tablee 4.7. Medians of Hourly Wages in National Currency, 1998.
Regular,,
~~ „ .
Full-timee

Regular.
„
Part-time

„. ,
Fixed-term

x,

Britain Britain
Men n
Women n

7.45 5
6.24 4

4.89 9
4.52 2

4.35 5
4.76 6

2,317 7
2,567 7

WesternWestern Germany
Men n
Women n

27.91 1
22.12 2

23.26 6
19.28 8

9.20 0
11.53 3

1,125 5
839 9

EasternEastern Germany
Men n
Women n

18.27 7
17.38 8

34.15 5
15.19 9

8.35 5
9.91 1

699 9
601 1

TheThe Netherlands
Men n
Women n

28.06 6
22.06 6

33.43 3
23.26 6

18.90 0
16.35 5

940 0
717 7

103.36
90£7

116.28
8^19

88.93
7^58

962
1,004

Sweden Sweden
Menn
Womenn

N

Source.Source. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for die
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.

andd fixed-term employment. We thus continue to treat full-time regular
employmentt as the benchmark. The estimation results are presented in Table 4.8
forr both sexes, Table 4.9 for men and Table 4.10 for women. Since the dependent
variablee is the logarithm of the hourly wage, the coefficients in our OLS regression
modell are to be interpreted as the percentage change in the hourly wage for a oneunit,, i.e. absolute, change in the explanatory variables12. To see the gender wage
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The dependent variable is the logarithm of the wage, whereas the independent variables enter as levels, not as
logaridims.. As a result, the coefficient estimates do not measure the percentage change in the dependent
variablee due to a percentage change in the independent variables (elasticities), but give die percentage change
duee to an absolute change in the independent variables (semi-elasticities). For example, in Britain (Table 4.9),
thee coefficient of me dummy for part-time employment is -0.09. This coefficient can dien be interpreted as
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Tablee 4.8. OLS Regressions of the Logarithm of the Hourly Wage in National
Currencyy for Both Sexes.
Britain n

Women n
Menn = base
Contract t
Part-time e
Fixed-term m
Full-timee = base
Education n
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Married d
Singlee = base

Western n
Eastern n
Netherlands s Sweden n
Germany y
Germany y
Coef. . T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-value e
-0.16** *-12.2 2 -0.14" " -7.8 8 -0.13" " -5.0 0 -0.18" " -9.9 9 -0.17" "-14.8 8

-0.13** * -8.4 4 -0.20" " -9.5 5 -0.04 4 -0.9 9 -0.01 1 -0.3 3 0.02 2 1.5 5
-0.12" " -5.8 8 -0.47" "-16.2 2 -0.42" "-13.2 2 -0.18" " -5.5 5 -0.08** * -4.1 1

0.14" " 10.7 7 0.23** * 9.5 5 0.21" " 6.3 3 0.23" " 11.1 1 0.21" " 16.5 5
0.09** * 5.8 8 0.07" " 3.5 5 0.10" " 3.8 8 0.11" " 6.4 4 0.08** * 6.5 5

-0.31** *-16.5 5 -0.52** *-15.0 0 -0.43" " -10.8 8 -0.40" "-13.7 7 -0.19" " -6.8 8
-0.08" " -5.6 6 -0.11" " -5.7 7 0.02 2 0.5 5 -0.15" " -7.7 7 -0.09" " -5.8 8
-1.7 7 0.07" " 3.4 4 0.01 1 0.3 3 0.07" " 3.6 6 0.05" " 3.5 5
-0.03 -0.03
-0.07" " -3.0 0 0.06* * 2.2 2 -0.02 2 -0.4 4 0.14" " 4.8 8 0.07** * 4.7 7
0.05" " 3.4 4 0.02 2 0.9 9 0.08" " 2.9 9 0.08" " 3.9 9 0.01 1 0.7 7

N o .. of children (<12 years)
0.02 2
11 child
0.02 2
22 or more
N oo child = base
Agee of youngest child
0.04 4
0-22 years
0.02 2
3-55 years
Constant t
NN
Adj.. R 2

0.9 9 0.00 0 0.1 1 -0.02 2 -0.5 5 0.01 1
1.1 1 0.09" " 3.0 0 -0.05 5 -1.1 1 0.04 4

0.3 3 0.04* * 2.2 2
1.5 5 0.04 4 1.8 8

1.8 8 0.02 2 0.5 5 0.04 4 0.7 7 0.03 3 0.9 9 0.01 1 0.3 3
0.8 8 0.02 2 0.7 7 -0.04 4 -0.8 8 -0.02 2 -0.6 6 0.03 3 1.3 3
1.84" " 89.3 3 3.20" " 127 7 2.74** * 73.1 1 3.12" " 109 9 4.58** * 241 1
1,927 7
4,787 7
1,927 7
1,274 4
1,624 4
0.35 5
0.45 5
0.57 7
0.51 1
0.54 4

**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% level.
Sonne.Sonne. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note.Note. See footnote for Table 4.4.

ann expected wage differential of approximately nine percent (see Verbeek, 2000: 66). If a full-time worker is
expectedd to earn an (absolute) wage of wf t a comparable part-time worker is expected to earn wp = exf>{lqg w
ff
—— 0.09}- wJexp(-0.09) = wJ0.91, which corresponds to a difference of approximately nine percent.
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Tablee 4.9. OLS Regressions of the Logarithm of the Hourly Wage in National
Currencyy for Men.
Britain n

Western n
Eastern n
Netherlands s Sweden n
Germany y
Germany y
Coef. . T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-value e

Contract t
Part-time e
Fixed-term m
Full-timee = base
Education n
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Married d
Singlee = base

-0.09* * -2.3 3 -0.22" " -4.6 6 -0.06 6 -0.6 6 0.05 5 1.8 8 0.07* * 2.0 0
-0.18" " -5.7 7 -0.47" "-12.3 3 -0.46** * -9.3 3 -0.20" " -4.1 1 -0.11" " -3.1 1

0.13" " 7.1 1 0.26" " 8.4 4 0.16" " 3.1 1 0.26" " 9.5 5 0.21" " 9.5 5
0.10" " 4.2 2 0.06" " 2.5 5 0.13" " 3.5 5 0.11" " 4.9 9 0.09" " 4.6 6

-0.37" "-13.2 2 -0.64" "-13.0 0 -0.40** * -6.4 4 -0.47** *-10.8 8 -0.18" " -4.4 4
-0.10" " -4.6 6 -0.12" " -5.2 2 0.04 4 1.0 0 -0.19" " -7.6 6 -0.11" " -4.7 7
-0.01 1 -0.4 4 0.09" " 3.3 3 0.03 3 0.8 8 0.10" " 4.1 1 0.06** * 3.0 0
-0.09" " -2.8 8 0.06 6 1.8 8 -0.08 8 -1.5 5 0.18" " 4.8 8 0.07" " 2.8 8
0.08" " 3.8 8 0.06* * 2.3 3 0.08 8 1.7 7 0.11" " 4.1 1 0.03 3 1.6 6

N o .. of children (<12 years)
0.06* * 2.0 0
11 child
0.09" " 2.8 8
22 or more
N oo child = base
Agee of youngest child
-0.07 7 1.9 9
0-22 years
-0.05 5 -1.2 2
3-55 years
1.87" " 66.8 8
Constant t
2,264 4
NN
0.44 4
Adj.. R 2

-0.01 1 -0.4 4 -0.01 1 -0.3 3 0.01 1
0.08* * 2.1 1 -0.08 8 -1.3 3 0.04 4

0.2 2 0.07* * 2.4 4
1.2 2 0.06 6 1.8 8

0.05 5 1.2 2 0.04 4 0.5 5 0.00 0 0.1 1 -0.05 5 -1.1 1
0.01 1 0.2 2 0.01 1 0.1 1 -0.04 4 -1.1 1 0.03 3 0.6 6
3.20** * 109 9 2.75" " 54.7 7 3.12" " 88.8 8 4.55" " 167 7
1,106 6
916 6
682 2
944 4
0.6 6
0.56 6
0.49 9
0.28 8

**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% level
Source.Source. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note-.Note-. See footnote for Table 4.4.
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Tablee 4.10. OLS Regressions of the Logarithm of the Hourly Wage in National
Currencyy for Women.
Eastern n
Western n
Netherlands s Sweden n
Germany y
Germany y
Coef. . r-valuee Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-value Coef. T-valuee Coef. T-value e

Britain n

Contract t
Part-time e
Fixed-term m
Full-timee = base
Education n
High h
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
16-24 4
25-34 4
35-444 = base
45-54 4
55-64 4
Married d
Singlee = base

0.0 0 0.02 2 1.2 2
-0.10** * -5.6 6 -0.14** * -4.9 9 -0.02 2 -0.6 6 0.00 0
-0.06** * -2.4 4 -0.42** * -9.4 4 -0.39** * -9.4 4 -0.13** * -2.9 9 -0.07** * -3.0 0

0.13** * 7.4 4 0.23** * 5.7 7 0.27** * 5.8 8 0.18** * 5.8 8 0.21** * 14.0 0
0.07** * 3.1 1 0.08** * 2.5 5 0.06 6 1.7 7 0.09** * 3.8 8 0.07** * 4.0 0

-0.26** *-10.2 2 -0.43** * -8.5 5 -0.43** * -8.2 2 -0.38** * -9.5 5 -0.20** * -5.3 3
-0.06** * -2.8 8 -0.07* * -2.3 3 0.01 1 -0.3 3 -o.ir* *-3.7 7 -0.06** * -3.2 2
-0.05* * -2.0 0 0.04 4 1.2 2 -0.01 1 -0.2 2 0.00 0
-0.07* * -2.0 0 0.05 5 1.1 1 0.07 7 1.3 3 0.04 4
0.01 1 0.4 4 -0.04 4 -1.6 6 0.08** * 2.1 1 0.01 1

-0.1 1 0.03** * 1.4 4
0.9 9 0.07** * 3.1 1
0.4 4 -0.01 1 -0.4 4

N o .. of children (< .22 years^
))
-0.02 2 -0.8 8 -0.01 1 -0.3 3 -0.01 1 -0.3 3 -0.03 3 -0.8 8 0.01 1
11 child
-0.04 4 -1.4 4 0.04 4 0.7 7 -0.02 2 -0.3 3 0.02 2 0.5 5 0.01 1
22 or more

0.5 5
0.5 5

N oo child = base
Agee of youngest child
0-22 years
0.12** 3.6 6 -0.17 7 -2.0 0 0.06 6 0.4 4 0.07 7 1.5 5 0.04 4 1.3 3
0.05
5 1.4 4 0.06 6 1.0 0 -0.10 0 -1.2 2 0.01 1 0.1 1 0.02 2 0.7 7
3-55 years
1.60** * 45.7 7 3.01** *58.0 0 2.61** * 41.1 1 2.94** * 45.5 5 4.45** * 142 2
Constant t
983 3
708 8
592 2
821 1
2,523 3
NN
0.30 0
0.45 5
0.55 5
0.47 7
0.41 1
Adj.. R 2
**:: significant at 1% level, *: significant at 5% level.
Some.Some. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note:Note: See footnote for Table 4.4.
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differences,, after controlling for other determinants, we can look at the coefficients
off the dummy variable 'women* in Table 4.9. In the four European countries, the
wagee of females turns out to be 12-18% lower than the wage for otherwise similar
men. .

Now,, let us look at the wage differences between non-standard workers (part-time
regularr workers, fixed-term workers) and standard workers (full-time regular
workers)) in the four countries. Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show that working under a
fixed-termfixed-term contract carries a negative wage effect in all countries. Especially in Wes
andd East Germany, such negative effect is strong for both men and women. The
tabless show that the coefficients of fixed-term are between -0.47 and -0.39, which
meanss that the hourly wage in fixed-term employment is only 63 to 68 percent of
thatt of full-time regular employment
Wagess for part-time regular workers are also lower than those for full-time regular
workerss in Britain and West Germany for both men and women as is also the case
inn the United States and Japan. However, this finding does not apply to the other
countriess we study. In the case of Swedish men, part-time workers even earn
slighdyy more than full-time workers (Table 4.9).
Moree in detail, the hourly wage of part-time workers in western Germany is
approximatelyy 20 percent lower for men and 13 percent for women than for
otherwisee similar full-time workers (Tables 4.9 and 4.10). This result is at odds with
thee equal treatment of part-time work and full-time workers as required by the
Europeann Union 1997 directive and by German legislation. On the other hand, it is
inn line with the remark by Schömann and Schömann (2000) that part-time work still
iss not widely available in skilled occupations, as discussed in Section 4.3. Part-time
workerss are likely to be predominantly found in low-skill occupations that carry a
negativee wage premium. This reasoning could also apply to Britain, although it
shouldd be remembered that there is no equal-pay legislation for part-time workers
inn this country. Result for the Netherlands and Sweden thus match with the
Europeann Union aspiration of guaranteeing equal pay. In these two countries parttimee work has become an acceptable and accepted work mode that no longer is
associatedd with low status also in terms of the pay packet as is still the case in the
Unitedd States and Japan. The Dutch and Swedish legal frameworks also enable
and/orr support employees to shorten working hours irrespective of their
professionall type or industry. In the Netherlands, there is a general right to shorten
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orr lengthen working hours in any job. In Sweden, regular workers with young
childrenn have a right to shorten their working hours to 30 hours per week. Thus it
iss possible for higher skilled workers to work part-time and also have the same level
off hourly wage in these two countries
Next,, we look at the effect of the other variables for men and women separately in
Tabless 4.9 and 4.10. As can be seen in these tables, the higher the educational levels,
whichh indicates higher human capital accumulation, the higher the hourly wages are
forr both men and women. Moreover, the coefficients of these are very similar
betweenn men and women in these countries. The coefficients of the age variables,
whichh are also indicative for human capital accumulation, generally show a positive
associationn between age and wage. However, the peak in wages comes at different
agee categories across countries. For example, for Britain, men aged 35-44 have the
highestt hourly wage compared to other age categories. Such peak comes at age 45544 for East and West Germany and age 55-64 for Sweden and the Netherlands.
littlee systematic relation is found between family variables and hourly wages except
forr the following observations. British, West German and Dutch married or
cohabitingg men have statistically significantly higher wages than single men. In
Britain,, as the number of children under twelve increases, the wage of the father
alsoo increases. West German men with more than two children and Swedish men
withh only one child earn more than those with no children. On the other hand, we
obtainn the following results for women. Married women have statistically
significandyy higher wage than single women in East Germany. Mothers of children
youngerr than three have higher wages than non-mothers in Britain (Table 4.10),
whichh could be affected by the sample selection bias, namely among these mothers
onlyy those who face high hourly wage will seek employment. Again, the explanation
couldd be put forward as to which these results indicate the opposite causality that
peoplee with higher wages have more opportunity to marry and have children.
Inn sum, the wage regressions broadly distinguish two groups within the European
countriess under investigation. In Britain and West Germany, the wage of a parttimee worker is substantially lower than the wag of a full-time regular worker in line
withh the findings reported for the United States and Japan. Part-time work, on the
contrary,, is widely accepted in the Netherlands and Sweden where part-timers, as
requiredd by European legislation, enjoy equal pay and can be found across the
entiree spectrum of the economy.
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4.8.. Conclusions
Thiss chapter analysed employment choices and hourly wage differences in the
Netherlands,, Sweden, Britain and Germany. First, we looked at macro data on nonstandardd work arrangements in these four countries and presented a comparison
withh other European countries, the United States and Japan. The four countries
underr investigation in this chapter have the highest percentage of part-time workers
amongg European Union countries. Especially in the Netherlands, two thirds of
femalee workers are engaged in part-time employment. Fixed-term work is not as
commonn in these four countries as is part-time work.
Wee then proceeded to discuss the policies on non-standard work arrangements of
thesee four countries. First, we described the policies that were implemented in
orderr to increase the flexibility of the labour market. The deregulation of the labour
markett played an important role in allowing the Dutch economy to conquer the
'Dutchh disease' after the first oil crisis and developing into the 'Dutch miracle' of
thee 1990s. Moreover, the Dutch Tlexicurity Act' (Wetflexibiliteit en zekerheid), that
obligess temporary work agencies to offer job security to their employees, is an
epoch-makingg legal framework.
Wee looked at the policies on part-time employment in each of these four countries.
Amongg these countries, the Netherlands has come closest to the intentions of the
Europeann Union's Directive on Part-Time Work of 1997, with Sweden and
Germanyy following at some distance, and Britain being the country that still is the
furthestt from meeting the requirements of the directive. Therefore, we attributed a
centrall role to the analysis of the Dutch background on part-time employment, as
thee Netherlands is clearly a forerunner within a European context. Up to 1980,
part-timee work in the Netherlands was considered as an inferior type of work
arrangementt with low wages and benefits as was also the case in other countries.
Sincee that date, Dutch legislation has aimed at improving the position of this mode
off work. For instance, in 2000, this country adopted the Act on Adjustment of
Workingg Hours (Wet Aanpassing Arbeidsduur, popularly also known as De deeltijdwei),
whichh gives employees the right to shorten or increase working hours on request.
Wee connected these policy discussions to our empirical analyses on employment
choicess and wage differences between standard and non-standard work
arrangements.. First, we merged the data from each of the four countries into one
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dataa set with the purpose of interpreting country dummies in the light of policy
differences.. This was done within the empirical framework of multinomial logit
modelss on employment choices. Second, we estimated hourly wage functions for
eachh country. For both analyses, the multinomial logit models and the wage
regressions,, we use three samples, namely men and women together, men only and
womenn only. The data used in these analyses are taken from the 1998 waves from
thee household panel data sets of these four countries, namely BHPS for Britain,
GSOEPP for Germany, OSA for the Netherlands and HUS for Sweden.
Thee probability of having a non-standard work arrangement relative to a full-time
regularr employment (standard work) is, ceteris paribus, higher among women than
amongg men. Young people are more likely to be in fixed-term employment, and
olderr people are more likely to work in self-employment and this holds for both
menn and women. However, the age pattern in the case of part-time work is
differentt between men and women. For men, the young and old are more likely to
bee found in this category than middle-aged workers. For women, in contrast, the
probabilityy of working part-time increases with age. This coincides with the fact
thatt married women and women with children under twelve are more likely to work
part-time.. Being married and having children thus are connected with larger
probabilityy of part-time employment for women. For men, however, this
connectionn is not found, with the exception of fathers with children younger than
six. .
Thee analyses also confimed that, other things being equal, Dutch male and female
workerss are more likely to work in regular part-time employment when compared
too other countries. One explanation for this large incidence, and even increase of
part-timee employment in the Netherlands, can be drawn from a comparison with
Sweden,, where recently the proportion of part-time employment slighdy decreased.
Swedenn saw an increase in part-time work among women in the 1970s, when
combiningg work and motherhood became commonly accepted and stimulated by
governmentall pro-active initiatives. In contrast, in the Netherlands, the
combinationn lifestyle has only become acceptable and supported by public policies
sincee the 1990s. Nowadays, Dutch mothers are encouraged to work part-time
whereass before these women remained full-time housewives.
Inn the four countries under investigation here, hourly wages under fixed-term work
aree lower than of those working in full-time regular employment. Especially, in
easternn and western Germany, the wage differences are extremely substantial as
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wagess for the former group were lower by more than 30 percent than wages under
full-timee regular employment. In Germany, policy discussions have often seen
fixed-termm contracts as an alternative to unemployment. Some part of this result
mayy be caused by the fact that workers in this employment category may have some
unobservedd characteristics. Also it may be true that these people enjoy a weaker
bargainingg position.
Part-timee workers are relatively better paid in Sweden and the Netherlands than in
Britainn and Germany. As argued in the policy review, part-time work in the
Netherlandss is often just as a 'shortened form' of full-time work and not a distinct
typee of work in itself (see the discussion on the DeelHjdwt). In Sweden, part-time
workk is seen as a temporary solution, and one of the parents of young children has
thee widely-used legal right to shorten working hours to 30 hours a week until the
youngestt child is eight years old. Further, part-time work in Sweden and the
Netherlandss can be found in all types of occupations and across all educational
groups.. This explains why wages in part-time employment in these two countries
aree the same as for full-time regular employment. In Britain, on the contrary, parttimee work is very often limited to low-skilled jobs. Part-time work is also not
availablee in higher-level jobs in Germany where work councils have a right to veto
thee use of part-time jobs in the firm.
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Tablee A.4.1. Employment Status by Sex, 1998 (in % ) .

Nott employed

Gainfully employed

N

Britain Britain
Men n
Women n

19.7 7
32.0 0

80.3 3
68.0 0

3,725 5
4,420 0

WesternWestern Germany
Men n
Women n

25.0 0
50.4 4

75.0 0
49.6 6

1,802 2
2,014 4

EasternEastern Germany
Men n
Women n

30.6 6
45.3 3

69.4 4
54.7 7

1,178 8
1,257 7

TheThe Netherlands
Men n
Women n

18.0 0
47.0 0

82.0 0
53.0 0

1,543 3
1,856 6

Sweden Sweden
Men n
Women n

19.3 3
25.6 6

80.7 7
74.4 4

1,519 9
1,506 6

Sonne:Sonne: Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1998 for Britain, GSOEP 1998: Sample A (German
residentss in West Germany) or Sample C (German residents in East Germany), OSA 1998 for the
Netherlandss and HUS 1998 for Sweden.
Note.Note. The sample includes people aged 16-64. In the Swedish case, people younger than 18 are not interviewed
soo that the included age range is 18-64. In the Dutch data, full-time students are not interviewed. In the
Germann data, people who are on maternity leave are classified as 'not gainfully employed'.
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Tablee A.4.2. Descriptive Statistics (the meansoff explanatory variables):: Men Who
Aree Gainfully Employed.
Britain n

W.. Germany E.. Germany Netherlandss Sweden

Educationall group
High h
0.189 9
0.450 0
0.166 6
0.240 0
Medium m
0.197 7
0.179 9
0.156 6
0.297 7
Loww = base
Agee group
0.064 4
16-24 4
0.162 2
0.115 5
0.080 0
25-34 4
0.278 8
0.313 3
0.236 6
0.235 5
35-444 = base
45-54 4
0.196 6
0.209 9
0.214 4
0.278 8
55-64 4
0.121
1
0.093 3
0.116 6
0.100 0
Marriedd or cohabiting 0.715 5
0.751 1
0.785 5
0.808 8
Singlee = base
No.. of children (<12 years)
Noo children = base
11 child
0.164 4
0.131 1
0.186 6
0.146 6
22 or more children 0.138 8
0.079 9
0.140 0
0.201 1
Agee of youngest child
0-2 2
0.095 5
0.110 0
0.112 2
0.049 9
0.069 9
3-5 5
0.085 5
.054 4
0.087 7
Industry y
Agriculture e
0.026 6
0.027 7
0.044 4
0.039 9
Energy y
0.016 6
0.022 2
0.023 3
0.010 0
Construction n
0.090 0
0.108 8
0.227 7
0.101 1
Shops,, restaurants, 0.176 6
0.089 9
0.100 0
0.151 1
Transportation n
0.095 5
0.087 7
0.098 8
0.081 1
0.139 9
Finance e
0.056 6
0.026 6
0.145 5
Public,, non-profit
0.188 8
0.278 8
0.222 2
0.287 7
Manufacturingg = base
Occupationn (ISCO-68)
0/1:: Professional
0.190 0
0.127 7
0.228 8
0.300 0
2:: Administrative
0.140 0
0.075 5
0.066 6
0.107 7
3:: Clerical
0.103 3
0.135 5
0.076 6
0.107 7
4:: Sales workers
0.091 1
0.061 1
0.067 7
0.077 7
5:: Service workers
0.100 0
0.078 8
0.075 5
0.051 1
6:: Agricultural
0.030 0
0.024 4
0.040 0
0.044 4
7/8/9:: Production workers = base
No.. of observations
2,992 2
1,351 1
818 8
1,266 6
Source:: Authors' computations based on the 1998 wave of BHPS, GSOEP, OSA and HUS.
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0.226 6
0.284 4

0.036 6
0.179 9
0.325 5
0.202 2
0.858 8

0.091 1
0.106 6
0.038 8
0.054 4
0.024 4
0.026 6
0.084 4
0.090 0
0.091 1
0.104 4
0.259 9

0.245 5
0.099 9
0.122 2
0.095 5
0.075 5
0.023 3
1,226 6

Tablee A.4.3. Descriptivee Statistics, (the means of explanatory variables): Women
W h oo Are Gainfully Employed.
Britain n

W.. German)TT E. GermanyNetherlandss Sweden

Educationall group
0.138 8
High h
0.366 6
0.209 9
0.168 8
Medium m
Loww = base
Agee group
0.087 7
0.181 1
16-24 4
0.310 0
0.271
1
25-34 4
35-444 = base
0.198 8
0.215 5
45-54 4
0.106 6
0.076 6
55-64 4
0.723 3
Marriedd or cohabiting 0.690 0
Singlee = base
No.. of children (<12 years)
Noo children = base
.0143 3
0.152 2
11 child
0.091 1
22 or more children 0.130 0
Agee of youngest child
0.087 7
0.023 3
0-2 2
0.067 7
0.066 6
3-5 5
Industry y
0.008 8
0.015 5
Agriculture e
0.002 2
0.008 8
Energy y
0.006 6
0.008 8
Construction n
0.201 1
Shops,, restaurants, 0.257 7
0.079 9
0.036 6
Transportation n
0.082 2
0.134 4
Finance e
0.485 5
Public,, non-profit 0.437 7
Manufacturingg = base
Occupationn (ISCO-68)
0.260 0
0.196 6
0/1:: Professional
0.014 4
0.073 3
2:: Administrative
0.293 3
0.284 4
3:: Clerical
0.166 6
0.123
3
4:: Sales workers
0.169 9
5:: Service workers 0.250 0
6:: Agricultural
0.018 8
0.007 7
7/8/9:: Production workers = base
1,000 0
3,007 7
No.. of observations

0.156 6
0.303 3

0.219 9
0.390 0

0.322 2
0.195 5

0.137 7
0.233 3

0.121 1
0.275 5

0.044 4
0.184 4

0.215 5
0.089 9
0.769 9

0.240 0
0.060 0
0.784 4

0.329 9
0.186 6
0.846 6

0.170 0
0.048 8

0.153 3
0.182 2

0.148 8
0.158 8

0.009 9
0.036 6

0.121 1
0.081 1

0.044 4
0.090 0

0.025 5
0.006 6
0.015 5
0.161 1
0.084 4
0.060 0
0.542 2

0.018 8
0.003 3
0.012 2
0.197 7
0.043 3
0.114 4
0.558 8

0.009 9
0.009 9
0.006 6
0.091 1
0.037 7
0.065 5
0.667 7

0.305 5
0.025 5
0.286 6
0.164 4
0.108 8
0.025 5

0.325 5
0.034 4
0.242 2
0.118 8
0.225 5
0.019 9

0.513 3
0.046 6
0.180 0
0.077 7
0.093 3
0.006 6

688 8

983 3

1,120 0

Source:Source: Authors' computations based on the 1998 wave of BHPS, GSOEP, OSA and HUS.
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Appendixx 4.1. Definition of Variables
CurrentCurrent labour force status
Nott employed

Dependentt employed
{(Respondentt did paid
workk last week) or
(Respondentt did no
paidd work, but he/she
hass a job and is on
leave)) } & (employee)

Self-employed d

{(Respondentt did paid
workk last week) or
(Respondentt did no
paidd work, but he/she
hass a job and is on
leave)) }& (selfemployed) )
{(employedd full-time) (self-employed, ,
Germany y
(nott gainfully
orr (employed part-time) includingg family
(GSOEP) )
employed)) or (on
memberss helping out)
temporaryy work leave) orr (in occupational
training, ,
Note.Note. People who were
onn leave are included in apprenticeship)) or
*Nott employed', since
(marginallyy or
thesee people did not
sporadically y
reportt information on employed)}} and (not
theirr job characteristics self-employed) )
(typee of contract,
industry,, occupation,
etc.). .
(self-employed)) or
Netherlands s (unemployed)) or (non- (gainfullyy employed)
(familyy worker)
participant)) or (full(OSA) )
timetime student)
{(Respondentt is
(Respondentt is in the
Sweden n
{(Respondentt is
employed:: (1)
labourr force but on
employed:: (1)
(HUS) )
leavee from work, more performedd paid work performedd paid work
thann two months) or
duringg the last week, (2) duringg the last week, (2)
(Respondentt is looking hadd time off, was ill, or hadd time off, was ill, or
wass on leave for less
forr work) or
wass on leave for less
thann 2 months, or (3)
(Respondentt is not in
thann 2 months, or (3)
wass laid off but
thee labour force)
wass laid off but
expectedd to return to
expectedd to return to
workk within one
workk within one
week)}} & (salaried
week)}} & (salaried
employee)) & {(selfemployee) )
employed/professional) )
orr (both salaried
employeee and selfemployed)} }

Britain n
(BHPS) )

(Respondentt did not do
anyy paid work last
week)) and (Respondent
doess not have a job or
iss waiting for job)
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Contract Contract
Regularr contract
Britain n
Permanentt job
(BHPS) )
Germany y Unlimitedd contract
(GSOEP) )
Netherlands s Permanentt employment
(OSA) )
Temporaryy contract with a view of
permanentt employment
Sweden n
Year-roundd job
(HUS) )

Fixed-termm contract
Seasonal/Temporaryy job
Contract/Fixed-Time e
Limitedd contract
Temporaryy contract

Temporaryy job
Seasonall work

Full-timeFull-time work, part-time work, andfixed-termwork

Full-timee work: full-time work with a regular contract (35 hours and more worked per
week,, including overtime). Part-time work: part-time work with a regular contract (fewer
thann 35 hours worked per week, including overtime). Fixed-term work is full-time or parttimee work with a fixed-term contract.

HourlyHourly wage

Hourlyy wage = gross earnings per week/ (normal working hours per week including paid
andd unpaid overtime).
Becausee we do not have direct information on hourly wages, we calculate hourly wages in
thee above way. For gross earnings, we use gross monthly earnings in BHPS, GSOEP,
OSA,, and the majority of employees in HUS. To obtain gross earnings per week, monthly
earningss are divided by 4.3. In addition, in HUS respondents report their earnings based
onn how they are paid. Annual earnings are divided by 46, and bi-weekly earnings are
dividedd by 2. When hourly earnings are reported, this is regarded as the hourly wage.
However,, in doing so, we detected a few outliers, that is wages considerably below
minimumm wages or very high wages. To ensure that the wage estimations are not affected
byy these cases we exclude the observations that lie within 1 percent of the lowest and 1
percentt of the highest wage from our wage estimations. The original descriptions of gross
earningss and hourly wages in each data set are as follows.
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GrossGross earnings
Thee last time you were paid, what was your gross pay - that is, including any
overtime,, bonuses, commission, tips or tax refund, but before any
deductionss for tax, national insurance or pension contributions, union dues
andd so on?
Howw high were your earnings last month? If you received any additional
Germany y
paymentss last month, e.g., holiday money or back-pay please do not include
(GSOEP) )
these.. Also do not include child benefits even if received from employer.
However,, do include money earned for overtime. If possible please enter
forr both: Gross earnings, in other words earnings before deductions for tax
andd social security; net earnings, in other words the amount after
deductionss for tax and social security.
Grosss
income per month, current situation
Netherlands s
(OSA) )
Whatt are your regular weekly (biweekly, monthly, annual, or hourly)
Sweden n
earnings,, before taxes and other deductions?
(HUS) )

Britain n
(BHPS) )

WorkingWorking hours per week (including paid and unpaid over-time work)
Britain n
(BHPS) )
1+2 2

1.. Thinking about your (main) job, how many hours, excluding overtime
andd meal breaks, are you expected to work in a normal week?
2.. And how many hours overtime do you usually work in a normal week
(includingg unpaid overtime)?

Germany y
(GSOEP) )

Howw many hours (per week) do you actually work, on average, including
overtime? ?

Netherlands s 1.. Contracted working hours
(OSA): :
2.. Unpaid overwork per week
3.. Paid overwork per week
1+2+3 3
Sweden n
(HUS) )

Onn average, how many hours per week are you currently working at your
mainn job, including both paid and unpaid overtime?

Education Education

Educationn high: obtained highest qualification, requires 15 years or more of schooling.
Educationn medium: obtained medium qualification, requires between 12 years and 14 years
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off schooling. Education low: obtained low qualification, requires fewer than 12 years of
schooling.. See Appendix 5.1 for a detailed description.

MaritalMarital status
Marriedd or cohabiting
Married d
Livingg as couple

Single e
Widowed d
Divorced d
Separated d
Neverr married
Germany y
(Married,, living together with
{(Married,, living permanendy
spouse)) or {(married, living
(GSOEP) )
separatedd from my spouse), (single),
permanendyy separated from my
(divorced)) or (widowed)} & (not
spouse),, (single), (divorced) or
livingg with partner in same
(widowed)}} & (living with partner in household) )
samee household)
Netherlands s Married d
Divorcedd (not living with partner)
(OSA) )
Livingg with partner
Widowedd (not living with partner)
Single// Never married
Sweden n
Married d
Single e
(HUS) )
Cohabiting g
Britain n
(BHPS) )

OccupationalOccupational classification

Wee use the 1 digit ISCO-68 Occupational Classification for our four-country comparison
off occupations. The reason we follow ISCO-68 instead of ISCO-88, which is the latest
internationall standard classification code for occupations, is that the occupational
classificationn in HUS does not distinguish between skilled work and elementary
occupation.. Because this distinction is essential in making data correspond to the 1 digit
ISCO-88,, we can only create a variable that corresponds to 1 digit ISCO-68 for HUS.
GSOEPP includes a variable of ISCO-68 directly. BHPS and OSA give the classification
basedd on ISCO-88 and we convert ISCO-88 into ISCO-68, using the 'Index of
occupationall tides according to ISCO-88 numerical order' in ILO (1990: 273-334).
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IndustrialIndustrial classification

Thee industrial classification is as follows: agriculture (agriculture, forestry and fishing),
manufacturingg and mining, energy (energy and water supply), construction, shops,
restaurants,, etc. (wholesale and retail trade/hotels and restaurants), transportation
(transportationn and communications), finance (finance, insurance and real estate), and
public,, non-profit (non-profit business: public administration and other services). This
classificationn follows a 1-digit industrial classification in HUS, except we combine
manufacturingg and mining into one category because few people, especially women, work
inn the mining industry, and the British Standard Industrial Classification 1980 (SIC) in
BHPSS 1998 does not provide an independent category for mining. We do not adopt the
NACE-Europeann Community Classification of Economic Activities because it is
impossiblee to construct the corresponding classification using HUS, which has the
roughestt industrial classification among our four data sets.
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Chapterr 5
Postponementt of Maternity in Four European Countries1

5.1.. Introduction

Inn most industrialised countries, the age of the mother at first birth has reached an
all-timee high. The number of women who never give birth to a child, the ultimate
childlessnesschildlessness rate, has increased to the highest level since World War II. T
chapterr analyses the postponement of maternity in Britain, Germany, the
Netherlandss and Sweden.
Theree are several reasons why a better understanding of postponement of maternity
iss useful. First, such knowledge contributes to the prediction of fertility trends. As
Bongaartss and Feeney (1998) and Bongaarts (1999) have pointed out,
postponementt of maternity leads to falling fertility rates even if there were no
decreasee in the cohort completed rate. Simply, if a cohort of women has an equal
numberr of children later in life than the previous cohort, the age-specific period
totall fertility rate decreases. The reverse process, advancement of maternity or
havingg children earlier in life, leads to increases in total fertility rates for the same
reason. .
AA second reason is that postponement of maternity implies that a number of
womenn will hit the biological limit of their reproductive capacity, leading to
increasingg medical costs as couples seek medical assistance in order to procreate (Te
Thiss chapter is a revised version of Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2002a). The present text differs from
thee latter paper in broadly two ways. First, I discuss more explicidy ultimate childlessness. Second, this
chapterr includes some results, e.g. Kaplan-Meier estimates according to educational groups, which are
omittedd from Gustafsson, Kenjoh and Wetzels (2002a).

Veldee and Pearson, 2002), or individual unhappiness if such assistance fails
(Hewlett,, 2002). Moreover, postponing maternity will inevitably contribute to the
presentt increasing trend of ultimate childlessness, particularly among highly
educatedd women (Beets, 1998).
AA third reason is related to the observation that many governments worry about
beloww replacement fertility and the resulting ageing of the population. Recent and
ongoingg attempts to design public policies that make it less cosdy for young people
too form families are the logical reaction of this concern.
Thee purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we examine the effect of family
policiess on postponement of motherhood. Previous work on these four countries
(Gustafssonn and Wetzels, 2000; Wetzels, 2001; Gustafsson, Wetzels and Kenjoh,
2002)) has found that highly educated women postpone maternity more than lower
educatedd women. This, perhaps surprisingly, also applies to Sweden where familyfriendlyy policies have developed earlier such that all women in principle can easily
combinee paid employment and raising a family (see Chapter 3). However, for
instance,, the Swedish parental leave system with its income-related benefits
encouragess women to establish themselves in a labour market career before having
children.. This could incite women, and especially highly educated women, to delay
maternity.. In this chapter, we analyse family policies in more detail from the
perspectivee of being able to affect the decision making process of having children.
Moreover,, and this is largely overlooked by prior research, government policies may
perhapss generate a strong effect not in terms of postponement but rather in terms
off alleviating ultimate childlessness. We are able to examine this hypothesis by
includingg not only mothers but all women in the empirical part of the chapter.
Moree in particular, we investigate upon postponement of maternity and ultimate
childlessnesschildlessness by estimating the Kaplan-Meier survivor function. This gives
ideaa of the proportion of childless women as a function of their age for different
educationall groups in these four countries.
Second,, we investigate the effect of education in more detail by separating *being in
education'' from the level of education. Since highly educated women, per definition,
stayy longer in school and if being in education is incompatible with having children,
theyy are more likely to enter motherhood later in life. We estimate Cox proportional
hazardd models for the duration until first birth from the point of time of finishing
full-timee education in order to control for the above 'being in education'-bias. In
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doingg so, we go further than simply evaluating duration vis-a-vis the start of the
reproductivee period. In fact, we estimate both types of duration models.
Thiss chapter compares the timing of first birth across ten-year birth cohorts from
thee 1930s to the 1970s. We utilise the household panel data sets from these
countries:: the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) for Britain; the German
Socio-Economicc Panel (GSOEP) for Germany; the Labour Force Supply Panel
collectedd by the Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA) for the
Netherlands,, and the Hushalkns ekonomiska levnadsförhallanden (HUS) for Sweden. We
constructt comparable educational variables across countries and two types of
durationn (or waiting-time) variables: the waiting time of a woman from age 15 until
shee has her first child, and the waiting time of a woman since finishing education.
Sectionn 5.2 discusses trends in fertility and age at maternity in European countries.
Sectionn 5.3 develops our theoretical hypothesis. This section also reviews relevant
familyy policies in the four countries we analyse, because comparisons among
countriess are likely to be influenced by public policies on parental leaves and
childcare.. Section 5.4 explains the data and variable constructions. We define three
educationall groups across our four countries and describe how we translate national
definitionss from the widely diverging educational systems into comparable groups.
Wee also discuss our measures of waiting time until first birth. Section 5.5 presents
summaryy statistics on the age at first birth and the age at finishing education for our
data.. Section 5.6 first calculates Kaplan-Meier survival functions to shed more light
onn postponement of maternity and ultimate childlessness. Subsequendy, we
estimatee Cox proportional hazard models for the two duration specifications.
Sectionn 5.7 offers the conclusions.

5.2.. Trends in European Fertility and Timing of Motherhood
Thee most widely used measure for fertility is the period total fertility rate, which has
thee interpretation of the total number of children born to a woman over her life
cyclee if the age-specific fertility rates of that year were to prevail. Table 5.1 presents
thee total fertility rate for a number of countries between 1960 and 2000.
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Tablee 5.1. Total Fertility Rate in Selected Countries, 1960-2000.

Austria a
Belgium m
Czechh Republic
Denmark k
Finland d
France e
Germany y
FRGG bef. unif.
Formerr GDR
Greece e
Hungary y
Iceland d
Ireland d
Italy y
Netherlands s
Norway y
Portugal l
Spain n
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Unitedd Kingdom

Japan* *
Unitedd States**

19600

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

2.70 0
2.56 6
2.12 2
2.57 7
2.72 2
2.73 3
2.37 7
2.37 7
2.35 5
2.22 2
2.02 2
4.27 7
3.76 6
2.41 1
3.12 2
2.91 1
3.16 6
... .

2.71 1
2.62 2
2.18 8
2.61 1
2.48 8
2.84 4
2.50 0
2.51 1
2.49 9
2.25 5
1.82 2
3.79 9
4.03 3
2.66 6
3.04 4
2.95 5
3.15 5
2.95 5
2.42 2
2.61 1
2.89 9
2.14 4
2.91 1

2.29 9
2.25 5
1.90 0
1.95 5
1.83 3
2.47 7
2.03 3
1.99 9
2.19 9
2.40 0
1.98 8
2.83 3
3.87 7
2.43 3
2.57 7
2.50 0
3.01 1
2.88 8
1.92 2
2.10 0
2.43 3
2.13 3
2.48 8

1.83 3
1.74 4
2.40 0
1.92 2
1.68 8
1.93 3
1.48 8
1.45 5
1.54 4
2.32 2
2.35 5
2.65 5
3.43 3
2.21 1
1.66 6
1.98 8
2.75 5
2.79 9
1.77 7
1.61 1
1.81 1
1.91 1
1.77 7

1.65 5
1.68 8
2.10 0
1.55 5
1.63 3
1.95 5
1.56 6
1.45 5
1.94 4
2.22 2
1.91 1
2.48 8
3.24 4
1.64 4
1.60 0
1.72 2
2.25 5
2.20 0
1.68 8
1.55 5
1.90 0
1.80 0
1.84 4

1.47 7
1.51 1
1.96 6
1.45 5
1.64 4
1.81 1
1.37 7
1.28 8
1.74 4
1.67 7
1.85 5
1.89 9
2.48 8
1.42 2
1.51 1
1.68 8
1.72 2
1.64 4
1.74 4
1.52 2
1.79 9
1.76 6
1.84 4

2.20 0
2.44 4
2.71 1
2.00 0
3.65 5

1990

1995 2000

1.45 5 1.40 0
1.62 2 1.55 5
1.90 0 1.28 8
1.67 7 1.80 0
1.78 8 1.81 1
1.78 8 1.70 0
1.45 5 1.25 5
1.45 5 1.34 4
1.50 0 0.84 4
1.39 9 1.32 2
1.87 7 1.57 7
2.30 0 2.08 8
2.11 1 1.84 4
1.33 3 1.20 0
1.62 2 1.53 3
1.93 3 1.87 7
1.57 7 1.40 0
1.36 6 1.18 8
2.13 2.13
1.73 3
1.58 8 1.48 8
1.83 3 1.71 1
1.54 4 1.42 2
2.08 8 2.02 2

1.34 4
1.66 6
1.14 4
1.77 7
1.73 3
1.89 9
1.38 8
1.38 8
1.22 2
1.29 9
1.32 2
2.08 8
1.88 8
1.24 4
1.72 2
1.85 5
1.55 5
1.24 4
1.54 4
1.50 0
1.65 5
1.36 6
2.06 6

Source:: Council of Europe (2002), RecentRecent Demographic Developments in Hurape. *: Japan's Ministry of
Labourr and Welfare (2002),, Vital Statistics. **: United States' Bureau of Censu
<http:: / /w\yw.census.gov/ipc/www/idbconf.html>.

Ass can be seen in the table, the lowest fertility rates in 2000 were found in Southern
andd Eastern Europe with the Czech Republic at the bottom of the scale at 1.14. In
2000,, among the nineteen European countries included in Table 5.1, only Iceland
reachedd around the replacement level. This is in sharp contrast to the situation in
19600 to 1970 when almost all European countries had fertility rates above the
replacementt level or close to it. The table also includes figures for Japan and the US.
Whereass in 2000, the low Japanese fertility rate was comparable to rates in the
Europeann countries, fertility in the United States was very near the replacement.
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5.2.1.. Tempo and quantum effects
Postponementt of maternity is one of the determinants of the decrease in total
fertilityy rates in Europe. Based on earlier studies, Bongaarts and Feeney (1998)
explainn how total fertility rates can be divided into the quantum effect and tempo
effect.. The quantum effect is the total fertility rate that we would have observed,
hadd there been no change in the timing of births. The tempo effect is the effect of
changess in timing. To decompose fertility into the quantum and tempo effects,
birth-orderr specific birth rates are needed for each one-year period and single year
off age of the mother. The tempo-adjusted birth-order specific total fertility rate in
thatt year, (ad/)TFRi, then can be computed as:

(adj)TFRi=TFRi/(l-ri), ,

wheree TFRj is the observed birth-order specific total fertility rate, n is the increase
inn the mean age of the mother at the birth of the /-th child. For example, if the
meann age at first births increases from 27.0 to 27.1, n = 0.1. In order to obtain a
measuree of tempo and quantum effects, the adjusted total fertility rates should be
computedd by birth order (i = 1, 2,...) and be summarised over birth orders:

(adj)TFR=£(adj)TFRi i

Thee difference between the observed total fertility rate (TFR) and the adjusted total
fertilityy rate (ad/) TFR is then a measure of the tempo effect.
Thee decomposition of total fertility rates into the quantum and tempo effect has
beenn studied for a number of countries (Kohier, Billari and Ortega, 2002; Lesthaege
andd Willems, 2002; Kohier and Philipov, 2002). The main result from these studies
iss that postponement is responsible for some of the decrease in fertility, but that
theree are also substantial quantum effects. As pointed out by Kohier, Billari and
Ortegaa (2002), it is a well-established result that there is a connection between
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tempoo and quantum effects in the sense that later first births also result in smaller
completedd cohort fertility. This chapter concentrates on the timing of having the
firstfirst child and thus aims at further scrutinising the role of the tempo effect in the
presentt discussion on fertility.
5.2.2.. Postponement of maternity and ultimate childlessness
Tablee 5.2 presents the mean age of the mother at first birth for selected countries.
Inn most of the countries in the table, there is a U-shaped pattern over time with the
bottomm in 1970 or 1975, i.e. the lowest age of motherhood in all these countries
wass detected around 1970 or 1975. The age of the mother at first birth initially
decreasedd for the births that occurred in 1960 to the lowest level around 1970, and
thenn it increased again to the highest level ever observed in 2000. The most recent
patternn is that of increasing trends. Not even in those countries where the trend
towardss older mothers started first, like the Netherlands, is there any tendency for
thiss trend to level off.
Forr example, the age of the mother at first birth in the Netherlands averaged 25.7
inn 1960 after which it decreased to 24.8 years in 1970. In 1990, it had risen to 27.6
yearss and in 2000 the mean age of the mother at first birth was as high as 28.6 years.
Theree are also clear differences between countries with the East European
countriess having the youngest mothers. The largest increase in the mean age of the
motherr at first birth is observed in former East Germany, from 24.1 in 1985 to 27.6
inn 2000. Interestingly, in 2000 the mean age of mothers at first birth was lower in
thee United States than in any of the European countries, presented in Table 5.2,
whereass Japan has experienced the same recent trend of postponement of maternity
ass the European countries.
Iss there a reason to worry about this trend? Having a child at age 29 is well within
thee biological limit. Looking at the mean age of the mother, there could still be litde
too have concerns about, but there is a distribution around the mean with
particularlyy old mothers among highly educated women. Furthermore, there are
alsoo a large number of them that ultimately remain childless as we see later in this
chapter.. Beets (1997) shows the median, first and third quartiles of the age of the
motherr at first birth according to birth cohort of the mother. The age at first birth
whenn 75 percent of women have had a first birth had increased spectacularly
comparingg the cohort of women born in 1945 to that of women born in 1955.
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Tablee 5.2. Mean Age of Women at Birth of the First Child in Selected Countries,
1960-2000. .

Austria a
Belgium* *
Czechh Republic
Denmark k
Finland d
France* *
Germany* *
FRGbef.unif. # #
Formerr GDR #
Greece e
Hungary y
Iceland d
Ireland d
Italy y
Netherlands s
Norway y
Portugal l
Spain n
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Unitedd Kingdom*
Japan* *
Unitedd States**

19600

1965

1970

1975

... .
24.8 8
22.9 9
23.1 1
24.7 7
24.8 8
25.0 0
25.3 3
23.9 9
... .

... .
24.5 5
22.7 7
22.7 7
24.6 6
24.4 4
24.4 4
24.6 6
23.6 6
... .

... .
24.3 3
22.5 5
23.8 8
24.4 4
24.4 4
24.0 0
24.2 2
23.3 3
... .

... .
24.4 4
22.5 5
23.9 9
24.9 9
24.5 5
24.5 5
24.9 9
23.4 4
... .

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

... . 24.3 3
24.7 7 25.5 5
22.4 4 22.3 3
24.6 6 25.7 7
25.6 6 25.9 9
25.0 0 25.9 9
25.0 0 26.1 1
25.5 5 26.5 5
23.5 5 24.1 1
24.1 1 24.5 5
22.4 4 22.8 8
21.9 9 23.1 1
25.5 5 26.1 1
25.0 0 25.9 9
25.7 7 26.6 6
... . 25.186 6

25.0 0
26.4 4
22.5 5
26.4 4
26.5 5
27.0 0
26.6 6
27.0 0
24.6 6
25.5 5
23.1 1
24.0 0
26.6 6
26.9 9
27.6 6
25.6 6
24.9 9
26.8 8
26.3 3
27.6 6
27.3 3
27.0 0
24.2 2

25.6 6
26.993 3
23.3 3
27.4 4
27.2 2
28.1 1
27.5 5
27.6 6
26.3 3
26.6 6
23.8 8
25.0 0
27.3 3
28.0 0
28.4 4
26.4 4
25.8 8
28.4 4
27.2 2
28.1 1
28.3 3
27.5 5
24.5 5

26.3 3
... .

22.9 9 22.9 9 22.8 8 22.5 5
... .
... . 21.3 3 21.8 8
... .
... . 25.872 2 25.5 5
25.7 7 25.3 3 25.0 0 24.7 7
25.7 7 25.2 2 24.8 8 25.2 2
... .
... .
... .
... .
... . 24.0 0
... .
... .
... .
... . 25.1 1 25.0 0
... .
25.5 5 25.2 2 25.9 9 24.4 4 25.3 3
26.1 1 25.6 6 25.3 3 25.7 7 26.3 3
... .
... .
... .
... .
... .

24.2 2
25.8 8
26.1 1
27.0 0
... .

25.4 4 25.7 7 25.6 6 25.7 7 26.4 4 26.7 7
... .
... . 21.4 4 21.8 8 22.7 7 23.7 7

24.9 9
... .
27.4 4
28.7" "
28.0" "
28.0" "
27.6" "
27.3 3
25.1 1
25.5 5
27.8 8
28.797 7
28.6 6
26.9 9
26.5 5
29.1 1
27.9 9
28.7 7
29.1 1
28.0 0
24.9 9

Sourer.Sourer. Council of Europe (2002), Recent Demographic Developments in Europe. *: Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour
andd Welfare (2002), Vital Statistics. **: United States' National Center for Health Statistics (2002), 'Mean Age of
Mother,Mother, 1970-2000;'National'Vital'StatisticsReports, 51(1), <http:// www.cdc.gov/nchs/births.htmX
#

:: Birth order within current marriage.

Amongg the 15 European countries analysed by Beets (1997), the third quartile is
olderr than age 30 for seven countries namely Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden,
Denmark,, England and Wales, Finland and West Germany. For West Germany the
thirdd quartile for women born in 1955 was as high as 34 years.
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5.3.. Why D o Women Postpone Maternity?
Postponementt of maternity is observed in many countries as can be seen from
Tablee 5.2 although there is considerable variation across countries. These two
observationss raise two, interrelated issues. First, what is the economic reasoning
behindd the present trend to postpone motherhood? Second, one has to evaluate
thiss issue within the contextual or policy background. Assuming that theory can
identifyy economic rationales for postponement, this will open perspectives towards
aa better understanding of the forces that drive delayed maternity. Perhaps even
moree important is then the realisation that such improved knowledge may inspire
policyy makers to influence and/or accommodate the decision-making process
concerningg motherhood. Therefore, we first digress on the theoretical
underpinningss of postponement of maternity. Subsequently, we describe the
presentt contextual background in each of the countries under investigation.
5.3.1.. A theoretical discussion
Theree are basically two different economic reasons for the postponement of
maternity,, namely the consumption-smoothing motive and the career-planning
motivee (Hotz, Klerman and Willis, 1997; Gustafsson, 2001). The consumptionsmoothingg motive implies that children should be born when household income is
highestt so that other consumption needs can also be fitted into the budget. For this
motive,, therefore, the husband's income profile matters. Generally, the careerplanningg motive also calls for postponement of maternity. It refers to the need to
makee time for childbearing and caring. Traditionally, the career planning motive,
primarily,, had an impact on prospective mothers and there would be no difference
betweenn the consumption-smoothing and career-planning motives for prospective
fatherss because of the passive fathering roles predominant in most of Europe. Both
economicc motives tend to postpone births. The reason for this is that a young
personn can expect higher earnings later in life when education has been completed
andd work experience has increased the demand for that person's skills. According
too economic theory, education and the accumulation of work experience can be
regardedd as investments in human capital that have some costs during an initial
phasee when people are in education or new in the labour market and searching to
findfind a career that suits them.
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Thiss chapter concentrates on women's career-planning motive by analysing the role
off education in the timing of maternity. This means that we implicitly disregard the
influencee of the income profiles of both the husband and the wife, which would
havee been the relevant variables for analysing the consumption-smoothing motive.
Inn focusing on education, we thus seek an answer to the question whether a link
existss between the level of education, the career-planning motive and
postponementt behaviour. In particular, circumstantial evidence already points to
ourr starting hypothesis that higher educational levels go in tandem with delaying
firstfirst birth.
Theree are reasons to believe that highly educated women are most likely to
postponee motherhood. Firstly, education (being in school) is incompatible with
havingg children because of the lack of adequate income to pay for childcare and
otherr costs, and because the student lifestyle does not fit with family responsibilities.
Itt follows that, since highly educated women stay longer in school, they will have
childrenn later.
Secondly,, after finishing school highly educated women are likely to spend more
timee seeking employment and engaging in career planning. Generally, age-earnings
curvess of higher educated people rise more quickly than age-earnings curves of less
educatedd people, and for all educational groups the first years after finishing
educationn show more steeply rising wages than later on in life. This wage increase
cann be interpreted as reflecting investments in job training that, in addition to
schooling,, increase a person's human capital. In general, there is a positive
correlationn between schooling and job investments, which results in the steeply
risingg wages of highly educated people. It is therefore costly to leave a job and
spendd time caring for a child, not only in the short run because of income loss but
alsoo in the long run because of foregone investments in job training.
Thee third reason why highly educated women may postpone maternity longer than
lesss educated women is that the former may have a different attitude to the conflict
betweenn caring for children and caring about their careers. A woman who
discontinuess education at an earlier age may make a family plan and fit in labour
markett work only if there is time left after the needs of the children. By contrast, a
highlyy educated woman makes a career plan: she thinks carefully about when her
careerr would suffer the least from a career break or part-time employment. This
thirdd reason is called the 'attitude parameter'. There is reason to believe that the
proportionn of 'career-aware' women increases in relation to their education.
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Economicc theory sees the realisation of family formation as a decision based on an
evaluationn of costs and benefits so that the demand for children is realised when
benefitss exceed costs (Becker 1991). The benefits of having children in modern
societiess are emotional, psychological and of other non-financial kinds. The earlier
inn life a woman has children, the longer she can enjoy them, and more likely she
willl have grandchildren when she is young enough to enjoy them. In many cases the
'biologicall clock' strikes earlier in life than is optimal for career planning. Medical
researchh shows higher risks for first-time mothers approaching the age of 40:
fecundityy problems may arise already after age 30 and will require higher medical
costss as couples seek medical assistance in childbearing (Te Velde and Person,
2002). .
5.3.2.. Contextual information on the four countries
Thiss subsection reviews, for the four countries we study, public policies that have
ann impact on the timing of first birth, since public policies change the cost of
havingg children. In general, subsidised childcare, paid parental leave, child benefits,
taxx credits and maternity job protection periods are all measures that decrease the
costt of children, but to different extents. As discussed in Chapter 2, the view on
mothers'' proper role in modern society historically differs across countries and
basedd on these views actual policies on the family have been devised and
implemented.. Three clusters of welfare states can be distinguished according to
Esping-Andersenn (1990, 1999): the social democratic welfare state, the conservative
welfaree state, and the liberal welfare state.
Sweden Sweden

Swedenn is the prototype country of the social democratic welfare state as identified
inn Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999). In the family policy area, this country has been a
forerunnerr in creating policies that aim at making it possible for both parents to
workk and have a family, as also explained in earlier chapters of this thesis. In
Sweden,, since the 1970s, a number of policy measures have been explicitly
motivatedd by the desire to allow women to combine work and family (see
Gustafsson,, 1994; Wetzels, 2001).
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Parentss are entitled to earnings compensation for a maximum of twelve full-time
monthss plus three months on a per diem basis. This policy, which includes the right
forr fathers to paid leave, was enacted in 1974 and Sweden became the first country
too introduce leave for fathers. These twelve full-time months of parental leave
periodd with income-related compensation can be distributed between father and
motherr as they please. Several combinations are possible such as the mother being
full-timee at home, the father being full-time at home, both parents working parttimee or one parent part-time combined with purchased day care2.
Thee Swedish public child-care system was considerably expanded in the 1970s and
1980ss to guarantee almost full coverage. Since 1996, the communities are obliged
byy law to supply childcare to all children whose parents wish so. Day care is heavily
subsidisedd in Sweden. For most of the period 1970-1990, parents paid on average
100 percent of costs (Gustafsson and Stafford, 1992: Table 1). In 1994, parents
contributedd on average 15 percent of total day-care costs (see Dobbelsteen,
Gustafssonn and Wetzels, 2000).
Thee job protection period expires when the child is eighteen months3, when the
parentss are expected to bring their child to day care five days a week. One of the
parents,, however, has the legal right to reduce his or her working hours in a regular
jobb to six hours a day until the child is eight years old (see Gustafsson, 1984, 1994;
Wetzels,, 2001; Sundström, 1996).
German/ German/
Esping-Andersenn (1990, 1999) distinguishes Germany as the prototype of the
conservativee welfare state. In this typology, policies on the family are organised in
orderr to induce women to work at home full-time caring for young children.
Typicall for this political thinking is that the state should be subsidiary while the
familyy has prime responsibility to care for its members. Germany for most of the
22

In order to encourage fathers to take part in the parental leave, one of the twelve months is the father's
monthh with 90 percent of his salary compensated and one mondi is the mother's month with 90 percent of
herr salary compensated.

33

There is therefore a gap between die job protection period and the compensation period, if the mother
choosess to be full-time at home.

44

The data for Germany in diis study are separated into East and West Germany before reunification, and
easternn and western Germany afterwards. For notational brevity, the labels East and West Germany will
applyy to data related to both before as well as after reunification.
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periodd that we have analysed is close to this conservative welfare state
Gustafsson,, 1994; Wetzels, 2001).

(see

Thee maternity leave period in former West Germany was extended in the 1980s,
fromm six months in 1979 to 24 months in 1993, by which time the country was
reunifiedd (Wetzels, 2001). However, leave benefits are low compared to Sweden
andd during the period covered by our analyses, most women were only entided to
leavee benefits for up to six months after childbirth. The family policies of former
Westt Germany also apply to the reunified Germany. In former East Germany,
workingg mothers were encouraged to make use of full-time day care for children
(seee Kreyenfeld, 2000b: 4-5). Public policies aimed at keeping women in the labour
markett when they had children. The decision on timing of the birth of children did
nott imply a decision to stop a labour market career. There is still a relative
abundancee of public day care in the former East Germany (Kreyenfeld, 2000b). In
1994,, child-care coverage for children under three years old was 41 percent in
formerr East German area, whereas the corresponding figure was only two percent
inn former West German area (Kreyenfeld, Spies s and Wagner, 2000).
Sharedd parental leave between father and mother has been introduced since 2001
andd part-time work of 30 hours can be taken at the same time as parental leave. In
addition,, there is the freedom to choose one year with a higher benefit rather than
twoo years with a lower benefit5.
TheThe Netherlands

Untill the 1980s, the Netherlands had a family policy regime that can be described as
aa conservative welfare state as it was dominated by the idea that mothers of small
childrenn should be full-time homemakers. However, since 1990, the Dutch
governmentt has supported an average working week of 29-32 hours for both
womenn and men. It has implemented policies to encourage both fathers and
motherss to work long part-time hours and share caring tasks for children.

55

We are grateful to Heike Trappe of the Max Planck Institute fur Bildungsforschung, Berlin, for making us
awaree of the reforms to the German parental leave policies that became effective in 2001 and for presenting
uss with the relevant reference: Bundesministerium fllr Familien, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend (BMFSFJ),
<http://www.bmfsfj.de>. .
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Thee Dutch maternity leave period extended from twelve weeks to sixteen weeks in
1990.. During this period, pre-birth income is fully compensated. After the sixteen
weekss of maternity leave, of which six weeks is to be taken before delivery, the
motherr has had a legal right to work part-time for six months since 1991. In 1997,
thiss parental leave scheme added an option for the mother to stay at home full-time
forr three months. She can also opt for taking this leave later than immediately after
thee sixteen weeks. However, the leave must have a duration of minimum thirteen
weekss and each parent is only allowed one spell of parental leave, which is very
differentt from the flexible Swedish system. Income compensation in the six-month
leavee at 75 percent of prior earnings is only available in the government sector6.
Inn the child-care area, the 1990 Childcare Stimulation Act was the first government
actionn that explicitly catered for the needs of the working mother, rather than
assigningg priority to the educational needs of the child7. The percentage of children
underr four years in childcare was around 12.2 percent in 1995. However, the
childrenn do not come the whole week, because every space is used by nearly two
children.. If they were to come the whole week only about half as many children, 6.7
percentt rather than twelve percent would have a space (own computations based on
CBS,, 2003b).
Britain Britain
Inn the liberal welfare state, it is left to the parents themselves to find day care and
financefinance the earnings loss of home time to care for children. A dominant thought in
thiss political thinking is that government involvement should only be called upon
forr marginal cases where the market has failed. Until recendy, family policy in
Britatinn fitted to a large degree into this category. Thus, public policies to support

66

The law on parental leave does not deal with die payment during this period as it delegates this issue to
negotiationss between employers and employees. The payment is only been taken care of in only a few
collectivee labour market agreements and it differs across the different agreements of the Dutch Centrale
ArbeidsArbeids Ovenenkomst (CAO) that cover different sectors of the labour market However, 90 percent of CAOs
doo not cover paid parental leave. The CAO of the public sector offers 75 percent of earnings and 47 percent
off all eligible parents take leave in this sector. In contrast, in the other sectors only eight percent of eligible
parentss make use of their right to unpaid leave (see Wetzels, 2001).

77

Public involvement in childcare deals with its quality, fiscal incentives for employers to create child-care
facilities,, tax deductions for parents and publicly subsidised jobs for the unemployed in the child-care sector.
Thee Dutch government intends to stimulate employers to supply childcare for their personnel by requiring
municipalitiess to grant subsidies to companies. Dutch municipalities in turn receive 95 percent of their
incomee from the national state (see Wetzels, 2001).
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combiningg work and family are minimal in Britain (Gustafsson et al., 1996, Wetzels,
2001). .
Itt was only in 1999, when Britain committed to adopt the European Union Parental
Leavee Directive, that British parents became entided to unpaid parental leave for up
too three months. The leave is guaranteed on a non-transferable basis to promote
equall opportunities for men and women (Rostgaard and Fridberg, 1998). This is the
firstfirst time that British fathers have had any right to paternity leave to care for a child.
Att the same time, paid maternity leave was increased from fourteen to eighteen
weeks,, and the qualifying period of employment was cut from two years to one
(Bertramm and Pascal, 2000: 76). Although the job protection period in Britain is
longerr (40 weeks) than in the Netherlands, the payment of maternity leave benefits
iss limited to only 18 weeks of which only six weeks are compensated for at 90
percentt of earnings, and 12 weeks at a low flat rate (Wetzels, 2001).
Inn the UK, there have, up to recently, been no state-provided education and care
placess for children under three years unless the child has been identified as having
speciall needs or developmental delay (Bertram and Pascal, 2000: 26). Since 1997,
however,, the Labour government has taken major initiatives to supply more childcaree spaces and to make childcare affordable to more parents than before through
thee National Childcare Strategy. The child-care tax credit element of the Working
Familiess Tax Credit legislation was introduced in October 1999 to increase
affordabilityy of childcare for low- and middle-income families (Bertram and Pascal,
2000:: 56-7).
Thus,, the cost of children in terms of the career of the mother is lowest in Sweden
duringg most of the time period that we study. Later in this chapter we ask whether
fertilityy patterns are affected by dual earner friendly public policies. If so, Swedish
womenn who have enjoyed career friendly policies since the 1970s might be
expectedd to show less postponement than women in the other three countries.

5.4.. Data and Construction of Variables
Inn this section, we present more detail on the data sets that are utilised in the sequel
off this chapter. We also explain the construction of crucial, standardised age and
educationall variables.
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5.4.1.. Data
Ass stated above, empirical analysis has been carried out using household panel data
fromm four countries: Britain (BHPS 1991-98), Germany (GSOEP 1984-96), the
Netherlandss (OSA 1985-96) and Sweden (HUS 1984-98). For Germany, we
distinguishh between the eastern and the western part of Germany, since the fertility
patternn of these two areas is significandy different from each other during the
periodd we have analysed. We use Sample A, which includes people of German
ethnicityy living in what was once West Germany, and Sample C, which includes
peoplee living in the eastern part of Germany, what was once East Germany. Table
A.5.11 in the Appendix presents the number of observations by country, birth
cohortt of the woman and the wave of the household panel data from which they
havee been taken. We include both women with and without children as long as they
providee sufficient information for our analyses (see the footnote to Table A.5.1).
5.4.2.. Variable constructions
Thee crucial variables of this analysis are educational attainment and two types of
durationn (or waiting-time) variables, namely the duration since the woman was
fifteenfifteen years old until she has her first child and the time between finishing full-time
educationn and the birth of her first child. In order to create the two duration
variables,, we thus require information on the age at giving first birth and the age at
finishingfinishing education.
AgeAge atfirstbirth
Thee age at first birth is calculated from the difference between the birth year of the
firstfirst child and that of the mother. The fertility information is obtained as follows8.
Forr Britain we use the lifetime fertility history file of biological children of BHPS
19922 and the file for individual respondents in 1998. For Germany, the birth history
filefile of women in GSOEP 1996 is used. For Sweden, information on biological
childrenn is collected at entry to the survey and for individual women this can be
eitherr one of the surveys HUS 1984,1986,1993,1996 or 1998. For the Netherlands,
88

We only select biological children so far as we can distinguish between biological and non-biological
(adopted)) children. This is because this chapter focuses on fertility patterns of women and because the
informationn on, for instance, the date of adoption of non-biological children is not always available.
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thee information on children from OSA 1996 is used. It is to be noted that the OSA
makess no distinction between biological and adopted children.
Sincee relatively few women in the sample were born before 1930, birth data for the
1950ss and the 1960s are less representative for the entire population. In the Dutch
sample,, this problem is rather severe: of all Dutch women who gave birth to their
firstt child between the 1950s and 1990s, only 0.2 percent were born before 1930.
Thee corresponding proportions were 8.6 percent for Britain, 8.7 percent for West
Germany,, 3.9 percent for East Germany and 8.8 percent for Sweden. However, the
quartiless of the birth year of mothers are almost the same across countries such that
thee first quartile is around 1940, the second quartile is around 1950 and the third
quartilee is around 1960.
AgeAge atfinishingeducation
Thee age at finishing education or training is calculated in the following way. For
Germany,, we use the Biography Spell Data in GSOEP 1996 that gives the yearly
aggregatedd on the monthly job status since age 15. We regard the last indication of
full-timee schooling or training that started before age 25 as the age of finishing
education.. For the Netherlands, we proceed in the same way, using spell
informationn on education and training history in OSA 1996. For Britain, the BHPS
includess two variables on the school-leaving age. One relates to the age at leaving
schooll and the other is the age at which 'further education' is left. We use the latter
iff the woman receives further education and the former if not. For Sweden, HUS
doess not give explicit, direct information on the age of the woman or the year when
shee finishes education. We use the information of the variable 'y e a r s °f schooling
sincee elementary school' and add seven as primary school starts at age seven. In
proceedingg that way, we implicitly assume that women do not interrupt schooling.
Sincee respondents were asked to transform their part-time studies into their fulltimee equivalent, we cannot distinguish if the education they had was full-time or
part-time. .
education education
Wee create three groups of educational levels: low, medium and high. All education
thatt is shorter than medium education is called low education, and all education that
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iss longer than medium education is called high education. Because of the parallel
schooll system there is not a single 'normal' study time to achieve medium education.
Wee define medium education as an interval of twelve to fourteen years of education.
Thiss is, for instance, the level of the US high school diploma, which takes twelve
yearss of schooling. There are corresponding secondary school diplomas in the four
countriess of our analysis. In Germany this is the A.bitury in Britain the General
CertificateCertificate of Education A-levelsy in the Netherlands the Hoger Algemeen Voo
OnderwijsOnderwijs (HAVO) or Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs (VWO) and in
thee Studentexamen. The Swedish system is most similar to the US-system, since all
secondaryy school education, since the reforms of the 1960s, ends up in the
Studentexamen.Studentexamen. We used the information on the highest educational level att
orderr to construct the variable on the number of the years of schooling. Appendix
5.11 gives the educational definitions and the assigned number of years of schooling
too each kind of diploma for the four countries. In addition to this detailed overview,
thee appendix also indicates the typical cumulative years of schooling by educational
levell as compiled by the OECD.

5.5.. Development over Time of the Age at Maternity and the Age at
Finishingg Education
Thiss section presents summary statistics on the variables of which the construction
wass discussed in the previous section. More in particular, we document the
evolutionn over time of the age of the woman at motherhood (Section 5.5.1) and the
agee at which full-time education is finished (Section 5.5.2).
5.5.1.. Mean age of women at first birth
Tablee 5.3 presents the mean age of women at first birth for our household panel
dataa sets. The table confirms the U-shaped pattern in the mean age of women at
firstfirst birth as found in the macro data of Table 5.1. Births in the 1950s occurred at a
higherr age than births in the 1970s and the 1990s mothers are much older than the
1950ss mothers. The table also splits the data into low, medium and high educational
levels.. We observe the emerging divergence of the mean age at first birth of highly
educatedd women in comparison to women with lower education.
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Tablee 5.3. MeanAgee of Mothersatt First Birth by Time Period in which the First
Childd was Born and Educational Levels inBritain,, Germany, thee Netherlands and
Sweden. .

1950s s

Periodd in which the first child wasborn n
1980s s 1990s s
Total l
1960s s
1970s s

Britain Britain
Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN

24.7 7
26.2 2
26.5 5
24.9 9
590 0

23.9 9
23.5 5
24.8 8
23.9 9
738 8

23.8 8
24.4 4
26.0 0
24.2 2
801 1

23.6 6
25.5 5
27.1 1
24.5 5
931 1

24.2 2
25.5 5
29.2 2
25.4 4
357 7

24.0 0
25.0 0
26.6 6
24.5 5

2546 6
402 402
469 9
3417 7

WestWest Germany
Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN

25.2 2
28.0 0
26.2 2
25.5 5
254 4

23.9 9
25.3 3
25.8 8
24.0 0
379 9

23.3 3
25.2 2
27.5 5
23.8 8
328 8

24.9 9
28.2 2
28.0 0
25.6 6
429 9

26.4 4
29.2 2
29.8 8
27.3 3
282 2

24.6 6
27.5 5
28.1 1
25.1 1

1387 7
114 4
171 1
1672 2

EastEast Germany
Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN

22.5 5
23.1 1
**
22.6 6
168 8

22.3 3
22.0 0
25.6 6
22.7 7
234 4

22.0 0
23.1 1
23.1 1
22.4 4
346 6

22.2 2
23.2 2
24.8 8
22.9 9
358 8

23.3 3
23.8 8
26.0 0
23.8 8
113 3

22.3 3
23.0 0
24.5 5
22.8 8

813 3
253 3
153 3
1219 9

TheThe Netherlands
23.1 1
Low w
**
Medium m
**
High h
23.2 2
Total l
82 2
NN

24.5 5
25.3 3
25.8 8
24.7 7
341 1

24.7 7
25.0 0
27.3 3
25.0 0
575 5

25.6 6
25.7 7
28.5 5
26.0 0
397 7

26.6 6
28.0 0
30.7 7
28.0 0
256 6

24.9 9
26.1 1
28.3 3
25.5 5

1038 8
439 9
178 8
1655 5

23.7 7
23.6 6
24.6 6
23.8 8
613 3

24.2 2
24.3 3
25.7 7
24.5 5
620 0

24.4 4
25.6 6
28.2 2
25.7 7
405 5

25.5 5
26.1 1
29.8 8
27.0 0
210 0

24.3 3
24.9 9
26.8 8
24.8 8

1547 7
316 6
387 7
2250 0

Sweden Sweden
24.7 7
Low w
25.6 6
Medium m
24.7 7
High h
24.8 8
Total l
402 2
NN
*:: less than 10 observations.

NN

Some:Some: Authors' computations based on BHPS 1991-98; GSOEP 1984-96; OSA 1985-96 and HUS 1984-98.
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Inn the 1990s, the difference in mean age between high- and low-educated women
wass 5 years in Britain, 3.4 years in West Germany, 2.7 years in East Germany, 4.1
yearss in the Netherlands and 4.3 years in Sweden. The corresponding educational
differencess for mothers of the 1960s were much smaller for all countries. We
hypothesisedd in Section 5.3 that the career-planning motive would induce women
too postpone births in order to finish education and establish themselves in a job
beforee starting a family. Moreover, it is a straightforward and logical step to
postulatee that this motive is more likely to affect the maternity decision of highly
educatedd women.
Thee mean age at motherhood of highly educated women starts to increase more
rapidlyy than that of less educated women only from the 1970s, resulting in a marked
divergencee of mother's age at first birth between educational groups, which
increasess over time. This suggests that the career-planning motive has become
moree important over time. For instance, in the 1960s student marriages were not
uncommon,, but it was also not uncommon for highly educated mothers to give up
theirr career plans because of lack of support in terms of childcare, parental leave
andd the like.
Tablee 5.1 above shows that there is not much difference between Sweden and West
Germanyy in total fertility rates, notwithstanding the observation that Swedish
family-friendlyy policies have been in effect since the 1970s. Chapter 3 showed that a
muchh higher proportion of Swedish mothers worked in the labour market already
inn the 1980s. By the time the first child is five years old, 70 percent of the Swedish
motherss were at work both in the 1980s and 1990s, whereas in the other three
countriess only 40 percent of mothers had re-entered paid work in the 1980s. From
Tablee 5.3, one can conclude that the dual-earner friendly policies in Sweden have
nott stopped postponement of maternity, although they have allowed mothers to
workk to a much larger extent than in the other three countries.
Eastt Germany shows a very different fertility pattern when compared to West
Germany.. This is confirmed in the analyses of Kreyenfeld (2000a, 2000b) that show
thatt postponement of maternity in East Germany has not yet reached West
Germann levels, despite the sharp decline in its total fertility rate.
Inn sum, the figures in Table 5.3 lend support to our starting hypothesis that
increasedd education, coupled with the career-planning motive, is a possible
explanationn for the present trend of postponing maternity.
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5.5.2.. Mean age of women when finishing education
Tablee 5.4 presents the duration of education across birth cohorts by looking at the
agee of the woman when finishing education. If we examine the average number of
yearss a woman has studied across educational groups, we can perceive
compositionall effects, in that high- and medium-educated women make up the
greatestt part of the overall total. Since some women in the youngest cohort are still
receivingg education, the figures on the duration of education are to some extent
censored,, which leads to a downward bias for the mean age at finishing education9.
Therefore,, we make a comparison of the 1930-39 and the 1960-69 cohorts. The
increasee in the age at completing education among British mothers rose from 17.0
too 18.2, i.e. an increase of only 1.2 years in 30 years. In Sweden, during the same 30yearr period, the increase was 2.6 years from age 16.9 to age 19.5.
Inn Britain, East Germany and Sweden, the age at finishing education peaked at 24
forr highly educated women born between 1940-49, and then decreased. This may
bee a compositional effect since high education includes everyone who has a
qualificationn that requires more than 14 years of schooling. The main conclusion
fromm Table 5.4 is that there is an increase of the age when women finish education
inn all countries when all educational groups are taken together. It is important,
however,, to note that the age at which women finish higher education has not
dramaticallyy risen.

5.6.. The Duration until First Birth: Econometric Analyses
Thee previous section revealed that women give birth to their first child later in life
andd that this trend is especially noticeable amongst highly educated women. These
tendenciess are accompanied by a general increase in the duration of education that
thuss is not limited to the subset of high-educated women. At first glance, these
developmentss already suggest that the longer period spent at receiving education
cannott explain why the postponement trend is that pronounced in the case of
99

Since younger women who are still in education at the time we observe them may well end up in die category
off higher education in die future, we do not include these women into our analyses. Consequently, the mean
agee of women when finishing education among highly educated women in the 1970s cohort is rather low
comparedd to highly educated women in the other cohorts. It should be noted that our definition of high
educationn includes not only university level but also technical schools or other higher qualifications mat
requiree more than fourteen years of schooling.
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Tablee 5.4. Mean Age of Women when Finishing Education or Training by Cohort
andd Educational Level in Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden.
Women 'ss
n decade of birth
Born n
Born n
Born n
Born n
Born n
1930-39 9 1940-49 9 1950-59 9 1960-69 9 1970-79 9 Total l

NN

Britain Britain

Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN

15.7 7
20.5 5
24.1 1
17.0 0
672 2

16.0 0
19.9 9
24.2 2
17.9 9
922 2

16.5 5
20.6 6
23.1 1
18.4 4
1000 0

16.5 5
18.8 8
21.7 7
18.2 2
1279 9

16.4 4
17.6 6
20.4 4
17.4 4
607 7

16.2 2
19.1 1
22.6 6
17.9 9

2948 8
675 5
857 7
4480 0

17.4 4
20.0 0
22.8 8
17.9 9
308 8

17.7 7
20.7 7
23.6 6
18.4 4
376 6

17.9 9
21.6 6
24.5 5
19.3 3
543 3

19.4 4
22.6 6
24.7 7
20.6 6
673 3

19.6 6
21.1 1
22.7 7
20.0 0
227 7

18.4 4
21.7 7
24.2 2
19.4 4

1691 1
162 2
274 4
2127 7

17.2 2
18.9 9
22.6 6
17.9 9
214 4

17.9 9
20.5 5
23.2 2
19.0 0
264 4

18.3 3
20.3 3
22.9 9
19.6 6
395 5

19.0 0
21.1 1
23.7 7
20.2 2
375 5

19.9 9
20.7 7
22.3 3
20.2 2
161 1

18.4 4
20.5 5
23.1 1
19.4 4

944 4
276 6
189 9
1409 9

15.3 3
18.8 8
23.3 3
16.3 3
282 2

15.4 4
18.4 4
22.7 7
16.8 8
493 3

15.8 8
18.6 6
22.5 5
17.5 5
583 3

17.0 0
19.9 9
23.4 4
19.5 5
562 2

17.6 6
19.7 7
22.2 2
19.1 1
245 5

15.9 9
19.3 3
22.9 9
17.9 9

1217 7
665 5
283 3
2165 5

15.9 9
21.2 2
22.7 7
16.9 9
473 3

16.8 8
20.3 3
24.0 0
18.5 5
750 0

17.7 7
20.2 2
22.5 5
19.5 5
698 8

17.9 9
20.2 2
22.4 4
19.5 5
584 4

18.5 5
19.7 7
22.1 1
19.5 5
388 8

17.1 1
20.1 1
22.8 8
18.8 8

1742 2
621 1
530 0
2893 3

WestWest Germany

Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN
HastHast Germany

Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN
TheThe Netherlands

Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN
Sweden Sweden

Low w
Medium m
High h
Total l
NN

Source.Source. Authors' computations based on BHPS 1991-98; GSOEP 1984-96; OSA 1985-96 and HUS 1984-98.
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higher-educatedd women. This section sets out to explore this issue within a more
formall econometric framework by focussing upon the duration until first birth.
Sectionn 5.6.1 applies the non-parametric methodology of the Kaplan-Meier estimate
off the survivor function that also enables us to proceed further into the analysis of
thee link between family policy and ultimate childlessness. Cox proportional hazard
modelss are estimated in Section 5.6.2 in order to clarify the link between
postponementt and educational attainment.
5.6.1.. Postponement of maternity and ultimate childlessness by educational
groups:: Kaplan-Meier analysis

TheThe econometric model

Onee way of estimating the duration of time from age 15 until giving first birth is by
thee way of a Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survivor function, which is described as
follows.. Let F{t) = PnT < 0 be the cumulative distribution function of the random
variablee of the duration until first birth T. The survivor function can be defined by
S(t)S(t) = l-F(t). Here, the survivor function S(t)gives the probability that a woman
hass not given birth to their first child until age t +15 (we define /as the duration of
firstfirst birth measured from age 15, which we consider as a proxy for the start of the
reproductivee period).
Thee empirical survivor function for a sample of N observations with no censoring
iss £(/)=(# of T >t)/N. Because some observations are censored (that is, there
aree some women who have not given birth to their first child by the end of the
observationn period), we calculate the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survivor
function,, allowing for censoring as follows (see Kiefer, 1988).
Lett us order the durations until a woman gives birth to the first child in our sample
fromm smallest to largest, tl <t2 <....< tK (because of ties and censoring, K <N). Let
djdj be the number of completed spells that end at time fy , or the number of women
whoo give birth at time /. for j = 1,2,..X . Let mj be the number of observations
censoredd between t. and / .+1 . The number of spells neither completed nor
censoredd before duration t}, namely the number 'at risk' at duration tj can be
definedd as n. = ^ . _ (w ; +d}). The hazard h(tj) is the probability of completing a
spelll at duration f., conditional upon the spell lasting at least to tj. A natural
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estimatorr for h(t})is h{tj) = djlrij. The corresponding estimator for the survivor
functionn is S(tj)= Y\{ =.(w,~<^,VW, = r T L i ^ ')» w n * c n ls m e Kaplan-Meier, or
product-limit,, estimator of the survivor function.
Findings Findings

Figuress 5.1-5.5 show the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the waiting time to maternity
fromm age 15 by educational groups for each country. The figures do not distinguish
betweenn cohorts, and thus include information from women born between the
1930ss and the 1970s. The curves show the proportion of women who have not yet
becomee a mother (vertical axis) at different points of time in the reproductive
periodd (horizontal axis). The higher the curves, the more women are still childless.
Thee pattern from Table 5.3 that higher educated women have children later in their
livess compared to lower educated women is clearly visible in these figures. The
curvess for highly educated women are everywhere at a higher level than for medium
andd low educated women.
Thee figures also show that not so many women become mothers after age 35, since
thee curves flatten out and become parallel to the horizontal axis. If the line is
completelyy horizontal, it means that the proportion of childless women remains
constantt as women age. This parallel section of the curves can be seen as an
estimatee of the proportion of childless women and their endpoint at age 50 thus
cann be interpreted as the predicted degree of ultimate childlessness in these four
countries.. The largest differences in childlessness between high-educated women
andd low-educated women are found in Britain, West Germany and the Netherlands,
whereass hardly any educational differences at age 35 are found in East Germany
andd Sweden. Clearly more than 25 percent of high-educated women in Britain and
Westt Germany end up in ultimate childlessness, whereas for the Netherlands, the
correspondingg estimate is a little below the 25 percent level.
Inn Sweden and East Germany, the ultimate childlessness rate ends up at around 10
percentt with very small differences between educational groups. In Table 5.3, the
meann age at first birth among highly educated Swedish women was almost as high
ass among highly educated British women from the 1930s to the 1970s cohorts. At
firstfirst glance, this observation might have given the impression that Swedish familyfriendlyy policies have not brought a halt to the postponement trend. However,
accordingg to the Kaplan-Meier estimates, which take account of all women
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Figuree 5.5. The Kaplan-Meier Estimates of Not Giving First Birth
byy Educational Groups, Swedish Women Born in 1930-79.

includingg both those with and without children, Swedish policies might not have
helpedd highly educated women to have children earlier in their life, but they appear
too be effective in helping them to catch up with lower educated women as ultimate
childlessnesss is similar for these two groups. For East Germany the same applies:
highlyy educated women have children later but they eventually face the same degree
off childlessness as their lower educated counterparts. Also for this country, the
explanationn lies within the sphere of policy design. In fact, during the communist
era,, family policy aimed at maximising women's and mother's participation in the
labourr market through building up extensive child-care facilities and other
accompanyingg measures.
Whenn summing up, we see that highly educated women enter motherhood later in
lifee as predicted in our theoretical discussion on the career-planning motive. The
strongerr degree of postponement in the latter educational group appears to have
thee status of 'empirical law' in the four countries under investigation, regardless of
thee type of family policies applicable in these countries. However, this does not
implyy that an activist stance of family policies is fully devoid of power in affecting
thee timing and organisation of family responsibilities. Indeed, policies can affect the
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degreee of ultimate childlessness. The results for Sweden and East Germany,
countriess in which family policy since long had a strong foothold, reveal that
ultimatee childlessness does hardly differ across educational groups whereas in the
otherr countries a quarter of highly educated women has never given birth.
Itt is to be noted that these Kaplan-Meier estimates presented in Figures 5.1-5.5do
nott discriminate across birth cohorts. Furthermore, duration is examined vis-a-vis
thee beginning of the reproductive span. The next section sheds more light on the
potentiall differences across birth cohorts and examines whether the above
conclusionss for highly educated women are solely due to the longer length of
formall education.
5.5.2.Durationn analyses: duration from age 15 to first childbirth, and duration
fromm finishing full-time education to first childbirth

TheThe econometric model

Inn order to analyse the effect of being in education and the levels of education on
thee timing of first birth, we estimate two Cox proportional hazard models: one on
thee duration until giving birth to the first child since age 15 (Model 1; see Table 5.5)
andd the other on the duration since leaving education (Model 2; see Table 5.6).
Thee Cox proportional hazard model is a semi-parametric method for analysing the
effectt of explanatory variables on the hazard rate. The model is defined as follows:
h(th(tii)) = exV(-X'if?)h0(ti).
wheree bo is the baseline hazard, which is the individual heterogeneity (Greene, 2003:
799)) . In principle, this hazard is a parameter for each observation that must be
estimated.. The Cox proportional model estimates /? without estimating the baseline
hazardd bo, using maximum likelihood. In the likelihood function, right-censored
spells,, that is the spells of women who have not given birth to the first child at the
endd of the observation period contribute only to the survival component, whereas
uncensoredd spells contribute to both the survival component and the conditional
probabilityy component.
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Positivee values in the vector of coefficient estimates, /?, indicate that higher levels
off the explanatory variables in the vector X increase the hazard rate of giving birth,
orr equivalently, that the waiting time until giving birth to a first child is shorter.
Negativee coefficient estimates have the opposite effect. The hazard ratios, which
aree estimates of exp(/?) , indicate the effects of a one-unit change in the
correspondingg variable. For example, if the hazard ratio of x, is 1.10, it means that
aa one unit increase in xx raises the hazard rate by ten percent. If the hazard ratio is
smallerr than unity, Xj has a negative impact on the hazard rate. The proportional
hazardd model assumes that the ratio of the hazards of any two individuals is
constantt over time, hence its name.
Thee covariate vector X consists of dummy variables for the level of education
obtainedd and dummy variables indicating whether or not the woman was born in
thee defined birth cohort (1940s, 1950s, 1960s or 1970s). Model 1 further includes
alsoo a time-varying dummy variable whether the woman is in education10. The
baselinee for both models assumes low education and adherence to the 1930s-birth
cohort. .
'Empiricalfindings 'Empiricalfindings

Thee exponential of the value of the coefficients, the hazard ratios, of the
educationall dummies are supportive of our theoretical priors (see Section 5.3).
Havingg higher levels of education implies that maternity comes later in women's life
becausee the hazard ratio is smaller than one. This picture does not apply to East
Germanyy where the hazard ratio of medium and high education are insignificandy
differentt from unity. This implies that higher educated women have their first child
nott necessarily later than lower educated women. In other words, this could be
interpretedd as an indication that family policy prevents highly educated women
fromm postponing motherhood more that low educated women.
However,, East Germany experienced delayed maternity only in the latest cohort,
bornn in the 1970s, i.e. after reunification (see Kreyenfeld, 2002a, 2002b). In Sweden,
notwithstandingg its generous systems of parental leave and childcare, we also see
postponementt of motherhood among highly educated women albeit to a smaller
degreee than in Britain and the Netherlands.
100

For the time-varying variable 'in education', we first determine the age at completing education for each
personn and then assign 1 for the period from age 15 until this age and 0 for die period afterwards.
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Tablee 5.5. Model 1: Cox Proportional Hazard Model, Duration until Giving Birth
too the First Child since Age 15 (Z-values are within parentheses).

Britain n

West t
Germany y

Hazard d
Ratio o
0.552*** *
(-7.40) )

Hazard d
Ratio o
0.241*** *
(-11.86) )

Hazard d
Ratio o
0.473*** *
(-7.91) )

Hazard d
Ratio o
0.289*** *
(-7.01) )

Hazard d
Ratio o
0.439*** *
(-9.50) )

0.760*** *
(-4.80) )
0.524*** *
(-11.51) )

0.798** *
(-2.17) )
0.714*** *
(-3.79) )

1.023 3
(0.31) )
0.888 8
(-1.21) )

0.765*** *
(-4.45) )
0.561*** *
(-6.78) )

0.796*** *
(-3.38) )
0.733*** *
(-4.76) )

1.195*** *
(3.28) )
1.058 8
(1.04) )
0.904* *
(-1.78) )
0.953 3
(-0.52) )

1.266*** *
(2.87) )
1.057 7
(0.71) )
0.816*** *
(-2.56) )
0.649*** *
(-2.87) )

1.063 3
(-0.62) )
1.57*** *
(4.96) )
1.323*** *
(3.00) )
0.594*** *
(-3.30) )

1.31*** *
(3.45) )
1.364*** *
(4.02) )
0.841** *
(-2.04) )
0.559*** *
(-3.01) )

1.187*** *
(2.76) )
1.118* *
(1.69) )
0.875* *
(-1.72) )
0.475*** *
(-4.81) )

Logg likelihood
-23902.06 6 -10556.47 7
LRR Chi2 (7)
410.09 9
368.09 9
NN (number of women)
4480 0
2127 7

-7620.77 7
166.45 5
1409 9

Covariate e
Inn education
(time-varying) )
Educationall level
Loww (base)
Medium m
High h

Birthh cohort
Bornn 1930s (base)
Bornn 1940s
Bornn 1950s
Bornn 1960s
Bornn 1970s

East t
Netherlands s Sweden n
Germany y

-11303.42 2 -14609.12 2
312.93 3
305.85 5
2165 5
2893 3

Significantt at 1% level, ** Significant at 5% level, * Significant at 10% level.
Source.Source. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1991-98forBritain; GSOEP 1984-96 for Germany (Sample
AA for West Germany and Sample C for East Germany); OSA 1985-96 for the Netherlands and HUS 1984988 for Sweden.

Inn Table 5.5, the probability of a woman in full-time education having a child is
betweenn 44 percent and 55 percent of the probability of women who have finished
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full-timee education for Britain, East Germany and Sweden, when fixing the other
variables.. For the Netherlands and West Germany, the probability of having a child
whilee being a student is smaller: 24-29 percent of the probability of women who
havee already finished their studies. In the latter two countries motherhood seems
stronglyy incompatible with a student's way of living or government support lacks
unlikee in East Germany and Sweden. The relatively high degree of mothers among
studentss in Britain at first sight comes as a surprise as there is litde evidence of
governmentt policies targeting this category of women. However, teenage
pregnanciess are more often observed among British women compared to women in
otherr European countries. The rate of teenage births (age-specific fertility rate,
womenn aged 15-19) has been about 30 per 1,000 since the mid-1970s in the UK. It
wass about four times the West European average in the mid-1990s (Coleman and
Chandolda,, 1999: 49). This high incidence of teenage motherhood is consistent
withh our finding of the relatively high degree of student mothers in Britain.
Thee ha2ard ratios for the birth cohort dummies enable us to recognise the familiar
U-shapee over time. Maternity comes earlier when comparing the 1950s with the
1930s,, cohort dummies larger than one, after which coefficients fall below unity
whichh reflects the increase in the age of giving first birth.
Inn Table 5.6, we estimate a model on waiting time since finishing education,
becausee the large educational effect observed in Table 5.5 might disappear when we
lookk at the duration since finishing education. This expectation is confirmed by
comparingg the results from Tables 5.5 and 5.6. By counting duration since finishing
education,, we no longer have a strong indication that low-educated women have
childrenn earlier unlike when counting the waiting time since age 15. Higher
educatedd women are not slower than lower-educated women, except in Britain and,
too a smaller degree, in West Germany. These results indicate that the time between
finishingg education and entering motherhood is essentially the same across
educationall groups. We could thus conclude that the fact that highly-educated
motherss enter motherhood later than lowly educated mothers is driven by the
simplee fact that the former type of women spend a longer period of their lives in
education. .
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Tablee 5.6. Model 2: Cox Proportional Hazard Models, Duration until Giving Birth to
thee First Child since Finishing Education (Z-values are within parentheses).

Covariate e
Educationall level
Loww (base)
Medium m
High h

Birthh cohort
Bornn 1930s (base)
Bornn 1940s
Bornn 1950s
Bornn 1960s
Bornn 1970s

Britain n

West t
Germany y

Hazard d
Ratio o

Hazard d
Ratio o

Hazard d
Ratio o

Hazard d
Ratio o

Hazard d
Ratio o

0.900* *
(1.76) )
0.682*** *
(-6.63) )

0.844 4
(-1.54) )
0.804** *
(-2.41) )

1.133 3
(1.49) )
1.086 6
(0.74) )

1.125* *
(1.95) )
1.049 9
(0.57) )

1.022 2
(0.30) )
0.945 5
(-0.84) )

1.223*** *
(3.62) )
1.146** *
(2.42) )
1.085 5
(-1.41) )
1.270** *
(2.49) )

1.297*** *
(3.10) )
1.06 6
(-0.73) )
0.963 3
(-0.46) )
0.853 3
(-0.99) )

1.009 9
(-0.09) )
1.607*** *
(4.95) )
1.368*** *
(3.15) )
0.667** *
(-2.20) )

1.335*** *
(3.67) )
1.424*** *
(4.54) )
1.102 2
(-1.13) )
0.855 5
(-0.77) )

1.229*** *
(3.20) )
1.215*** *
(2.79) )
1.142 2
(-1.64) )
0.791 1
(-1.39) )

-9889.53 3
27.56 6
2028 8

-6089.21 1
60.97 7
1194 4

Logg likelihood
-22180.35 5
63.63 3
LRR Chi2 (7)
NN (number of women)
4256 6

East t
Netherlands s
Germany y

Sweden n

-11021.33 3 -12987.13 3
37.57 7
18.61 1
2089 9
2541 1

**** Significant at 1% level, ** Significant at 5% level, * Significant at 10% level.
Source.Source. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1991-98 for Britain; GSOEP 1984-96 for Germany (Sample
AA for West Germany and Sample C for East Germany); OSA 1985-96 for the Netherlands and HUS 1984988 for Sweden.
Note.Note. The differences in the number of observations between Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 arise from the fact that
thee estimations in Table 5.6 do not include women who had children before they completed their education.
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5.7.. Conclusions
Thee age of women at giving birth to their first child has increased since the 1970s in
mostt industrialised countries. There are two economic motives that impact upon
thee timing of maternity. The first is the consumption-smoothing motive: couples
firstfirst want to reach an income level where they could afford having a child without
havingg to forego other consumption that they find essential. The second is the
career-planningg motive. For men, the two motives have traditionally coincided
becausee their wives performed the bulk of child-care work. The traditional social
policyy model of supporting family income by tax credits for children had an effect
throughh the consumption-smoothing motive by making it affordable to have
childrenn earlier than would otherwise have been the case. However, the present
tendencyy towards dual-earner families, for which the career-planning motive enjoys
largerr importance, requires other kinds of help, such as paid parental leave, the right
too shorten work hours soon after the birth of a child, affordable and good-quality
childcare,, as well as financial provision for the family.
Thee policy review for the four European countries has shown that Sweden and
Eastt Germany have paid the most attention to the needs of dual-earner families.
Suchh policies, contrary to what might have been expected, do not seem to stop the
delayy in motherhood as can be seen from the increase in the mean age of the
motherr at first birth in these countries. For women born between the 1930s and the
1970ss the Kaplan-Meier estimates conditional on not having yet given birth present
thee smallest percentage of ultimate childlessness in these two countries. We have
alsoo detected the smallest educational variation in ultimate childlessness in these
twoo countries characterised by activist family policy. In the Netherlands, West
Germanyy and Britain strong educational differences are to be noticed with
approximatelyy a quarter of highly educated women remaining without child.
Coxx proportional hazard models have been estimated in order to obtain a clearer
picturee on the role of education in the recent trend of postponing motherhood,
especiallyy among highly educated women. The strongest educational effects are
foundd in Britain and the Netherlands, holding the birth cohort of women constant,
wheree higher educated women have considerably later maternity than less-educated
women.. In East Germany, however, no significant effect of education is detected
indicatingg that social policies, until reunification, appeared to have been able to
stimulatee highly educated women to have children not later than lower educated
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women.. If duration is measured with respect to the time at which full-time
educationn is finished, the educational levels seems no longer to be able to explain
postponement.. This suggests that much of the postponement of maternity could be
explainedd by the fact that women spend more time at school and do not combine
motherhoodd with schooling.
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Tablee A.5.1. The Number oi:: Observations Used in the Analyses.
Women'ss year of birth
Born n Born n Born n Born n Born n Born n Born n
before e 1930-- 1940-- 1950-- 1960-- 1970-- 1930-- Total l
59 9
69 9
79 9
79 9
1930 0 39 9
49 9
Britain Britain

Fertilityy information
obtainedd in 1992
1032 2
1998 8
219 9
Total l
1251 1

548 8 804 4 831 1 971 1
124 4 118 8 169 9 308 8
672 672 922 2 1000 0 1279 9

327 7 3481 1 4513 3
280 0 999 9 1218 8
607 7 4480 0 5731 1

WestWest Germany

Fertilityy informatior
obtainedd in 1996

388 8

308 8

376 6

543 3

673 3

227 7 2127 7 2515 5

157 7

214 4

264 4

395 5

375 5

161 1 1409 9 1566 6

282 282 493 3

583 3

562 2

245 5 2165 5 2170 0

212 212
80 0
220 0
10 0
176 6
698 8

85 5
78 8
275 5
13 3
133 3
584 4

0 0 755 5 1053 3
0 0 313 3 387 7
135 5 1006 6 1180 0
84 4 114 4 114 4
169 9 705 5 752 2
388 8 2893 3 3482 2

EastEast Germany

Fertilityy informatior
obtainedd in 1996
TheThe Netherlands

Fertilityy informatior
obtainedd in 1996

55

Sweden Sweden

Fertilityy information
obtainedd in 1984
1986 6
1993 3
1996 6
1998 8
Total l

298 8
74 4
174 4
00
47 7
593 3

188 8
65 5
141 1
11
78 8
473 3

270 0
90 0
235 5
66
149 9
750 0

Soumr.Soumr. Authors' own computations based on BHPS 1991-98 for Britain; GSOEP 1984-96 for Germany (Sample
AA for West Germany and Sample C for East Germany); OSA 1985-96 for the Netherlands and HUS 1984-98
forr Sweden.
Note.Note. Women are only included in the samples if mey record all of the following information: the year of birth,
diee year in which education (or training) was completed, the level of education obtained and fertility
information:: whether or not she has children and if she has in which year she gave birth to her first child. We
collectt the fertility information in principle from die most recent wave of each data set, namely GSOEP 1996
forr Germany and OSA 1996 for the Nedierlands. For Britain, however, we take die information both from
thee lifetime fertility history file of biological children of BHPS 1992 as well as die most recent wave BHPS
19988 since die wave 1998 did not survey all the respondents on their fertility history. For Sweden, we use die
surveyss HUS 1984, 1986, 1993, 1996 and 1998 because HUS asks die fertility information at entry to the
survey. .
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Appendixx 5.1. Educational Definitions and the Assigned Number of Years of
Schoolingg for Each Kind of Diploma.

A.A. Britain (BHPS)
jj

,

Normal years of
schoolingg or training

Apprenticeship p
Noo qualification
CSEE Grade 2-5, Scodand Grade 4-5
Commerciall Qualification, No O levels
GCEE O levels or Equivalent
GCEE A levels
Nursingg Qualification
Teachingg Qualification
Otherr higher Qualification
Firstt degree
Higherr degree

8
8
9
11
13
14
15
15
16
19

B.B. Germany (GSOEP)
jj

j

Normal years of
schoolingg or training

Primaryy and Secondary Education (Schubbschlu$)
Lowerr secondary school (Hauptschulabschlufi)
Intermediatee secondary school (Realschulabschlufi)
Post-secondaryy technical college (Fachschuk)
Highh school (Abitur)
Otherr certificate (AndererAbschlufi)
Noo certificate (Kein Abscblufi)
Vocationall Training (BerufUcher Bilctungsabschlufi)
Apprenticeshipp (Lehre)
Specialisedd vocational school [requires lower or intermediate
highh school diploma] (Berufsfachschule)
Healthh care school (Schule Gesundbeitswesen)
Specialisedd technical school (Fachschuk)
Civill servant school (Beambtenausbildung)
Otherr training (Sonstige Ausbildung)
Higherr Education (Hochschulabschlufi)
Post-secondaryy Technical college (Fachhochschule)
Universityy (Universiteit, Technische Hochschulè)
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8
9
12
13
8
8
+2
+2
+2
+4
+1.5
+2
+3
+5

Higherr professional or University education from abroad
(Hochschule(Hochschule imAusland)
Noo vocational degree (Kein Berufsabschlup)

+5 5
+0 0

Note-.Note-. The German educational variables are constructed from the number of years of education for the primary
andd secondary educational levels plus the higher education (or vocational training). In a case of a person with
aa university degree who has the high school diploma Abitur this yields 13 plus 5 = 18 years.

CC The Netherlands (OSA)
Normall years of
schoolingg or
training g

Level l
Levell 1:
Levell 2:
Levell 3:

No school completed
Primary school (Lagere school, basisschool)
8
Vocational training schools: Lower vocational training
(LBO) (LBO)
Formerly** these schools were called: Handicrafts school,
(Ambachtsschool),(Ambachtsschool), Household school (Huishoudschool), Lower
agriculturall and horticultural school (Lagere land- en
10
tuinbouwschool) tuinbouwschool)
Secondaryy school:
Intermediatee general continued education (MAVO, formerly
MULO,MULO, ULO, HULO)
Levell 4: Secondary school:
Generall continued education (HAVO: Hoger Algemeen
VormendVormend Onderwijs), Preparatory scientific education
(Voorbereidend(Voorbereidend wetenschappelijk onderwijs, VWO)
Formerly,, these schools were called: Intermediate girls
schooll (MMS); Higher citizen school of which Lyceum,
12 2
Gymnasium,Gymnasium, Atheneum (HBS).
Intermediatee vocational education (Middelbaar
beroepsonderwijs),beroepsonderwijs), Different types;
Pedagogicall education (Havo top/-afdeling op pedagogische
academie),academie), Agricultural and horticultural school (Middelbare
landbouwschool),landbouwschool), Commercial school (Handelsschool)
Levell 5: Higher vocational training (HBO)
e.g.. primary school teacher's college (Pedagogische academie
15 5
basisonderwijs) basisonderwijs)
Lowerr university degree (wetenschappelijk onderwijs-kandidaats)
** *
18 8
Levell 6: University degree {wetenschappelijk onderwijs-doctoraal)

## The indicated levels 1-6 correspond to the classification of education applied by Statistics Netherlands.
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** OSA shows a chart to respondents with different types of schooling. Because respondents can be aged 16-64,
somee indicate a school type like ambacbtsscbool, MULO or HBS. These types of schooling and their names do
nott exist anymore in the Netherlands. However, the respondents can easily recognise their own school type.
Thee names of me old school types then are replaced by the names of the equivalent new school types.
*** This old type of education has been abolished without replacement at the restructuring of the university
curriculumm in 1986.
Note:Note: Although old and new school types differ, they still can be categorised into the correspondent levels of
schooling.. The main distinction in the Dutch school system after primary school is whether a person
continuess in vocational training schools or in general education schools. Moreover, after secondary school a
personn can decide whether to continue in vocational training or in general training.

D.D. Sweden (HUS)
Normall years of
schoolingg or training

Level l
Didd not complete elementary school
Elementaryy school normally 6-8
Intermediatee school-leaving examination, extended elementary
school,, girls' school, adult education
Noo more than 2-year gymnasium course and vocational training
att least 1 year beyond elementary school
Noo more than 2-year gymnasium course and vocational training
att least 1 year beyond intermediate school
Att least 3-year gymnasium course
AA level of education at least 1 year beyond high school, such as
teachers'' examination, college or university without concludingg education (vocational school, school for farming, etc)
Collegee or university training of no more than 2 years
Collegee or university training of at least 3 years

10 0
12 2
14 4

15 5
16 6

E.E. Typical Cumulative Years of Schooling by Level ofEducation

Britain n
Germany y
Thee Netherlands
Sweden n

Primaryy
educationn

Lower
secondary

Upper
secondary

Non-universityy
tertiary y

University

66
44
66
77

99
10 0
10 0
99

13 3
13 3
12 2
12 2

15 5
15 5
n.a. .
14 4

16 6
19 9
17 7
16 6

Source:: OECD (1996: 340, Table A M ) .
n.a.:: not applicable.
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Chapterr 6
Timingg of Maternity and Career Costs in Japan1

6.1.. Introduction
Afterr a dramatic decline from more than four children per woman in the late 1940s
too nearly the replacement level of two children in the late 1950s, the total fertility
ratee in Japan leveled out around the replacement rate till the first half of the 1970s.
Onlyy in 1966, the year of the fire horse, it decreased momentarily, and recorded
1.588 (see Section 2.2 in Chapter 2). However, the fertility rate began to fall again
fromm the second half of the 1970s onwards. In 1989, it reached 1.57, which was the
lowestt ever in Japanese demographic statistics. Since then, policy makers, who
considerr the decline in fertility as a social problem, started improving family friendly
policiess such as the establishment of a state parental leave scheme and the reform
off day care centres (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, the total fertility rate is continuing
itss fall and dropped to 1.32 in 2002 (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare,
VitalVital Statistics).
Att the same time, postponement of motherhood has become pronounced. The
meann age of women at birth of the first child steadily increased from 25.6 in 1970
too 28.3 in 2002 (Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Vital Statistics).
Motherss younger than 25 years old who gave birth to nearly half of total first births
11

This chapter develops the ideas originally put forward in Kenjoh (2001). The latter analysis is extended in
severall directions. First, diis chapter presents an enlarged and more detailed treatment of the underlying
theoreticall model. Second, both die model set-up and estimation techniques for die wage regression reflect
thee update of the data source that now enables panel data analysis rather than the cross-sectional analysis
pursuedd in Kenjoh (2001). Third, die estimations on the timing of maternity, next to the longer observation
period,, offer a more comprehensive analysis of duration, e.g. by additionally dividing die sample according to
educationall attainment

inn 1970, whereas these young mothers accounted for only one forth of first births
inn 2000. The number of first children born from mothers older than 30 years, on
thee other hand, increased from approximately 10 percent to 30 percent over the
sameperiodd (see Table 6.A.1). These fertility trends in Japan since the 1970s are in
linee with those observed in other developed countries (see Chapter 5 for a
discussionn of the overall development of the total fertility rate and timing of
maternityy and the relation between these two2).
Thiss chapter studies timing of first birth in Japan. The theoretical literature on
postponementt of motherhood distinguishes between the consumption-smoothing
motivee and the career-planning motive (see Chapter 5; Gustafsson, 2001; Hotz,
Klermann and Willis, 1997). The chapter focuses on the career-planning motive and
thuss link delayed maternity to the indirect costs of children, i.e. women's career
costs. .
Thee Japanese long-term employment system and the steep increase of wages in
tenuree bring about a large money loss when interrupting the career for childbirth
andd childrearing. The wage at re-entrance to the labour market is also substantially
beloww the rate applicable to continuous employment3. Based on human capital
theory,, we may argue that this wage drop reflects the loss of skills, both general
skillss as well as firm-specific skills. The larger the proportion of firm-specific skills
inn total skills, the more substantial the wage loss will be because firm-specific skills,
perr definition, will be lost when changing employer.
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The decomposition of the total fertility rate into the quantum and tempo effect has been studied for Japan as
welll as for other countries as mentioned in Chapter 5. For the periods from 1970 to 1980 and from 1985 to
1995,, Fukuda (1999) shows that the relative importance of the quantum effect to the tempo effect increased
fromm the former period (10.2 percent of quantum effect vs. 89.8 percent of tempo effect) to the latter period
(40.33 percent vs. 59.7 percent). Furthermore, in Japan, since it is still uncommon to have children outside
marriagee (see Table A.6.1) similar decomposition is often done based on the timing of marriage and the
numberr of children per married couple and suggests that the postponement of marriage is the main factor
behindd low fertility (for example, Japan's Ministry of Health and Welfare, 1998). This suggestion brings an
optimisticc view: once people marry, they have children as many as before. However, a recent detailed analysis
byy Hiroshima (2000) shows that approximately 30 percent of the decrease in TFR from 1970 to 2000 is to be
attributedd to lower marital fertility, while the rest is contributed by marriage behaviour.
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In this chapter, the case where women come back to work in the same company after maternity or parental
leavee is not included in 're-employment', but is included in 'continuous employment'. Parental leave schemes
guaranteee mothers that they can return to the same employer who is also obliged to give these women a
similarr position at the pre-leave wage. Therefore, at least in the short term women's wages do not fall sharply
comparedd with wages in the pre-maternity period. In other words, women can avoid a sharp wage fall after
childbirth,, by utilising the parental leave scheme. Such positive effect on mothers' re-entry wage of family
leavee is also discussed for the United States and Britain (for example, WaldfogeL, 1998; Klerman and
Leibowitz,, 1999).
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Holdingg an occupational certificate or license (sbtkaku)4, such as those for teachers,
nurses,, computer specialists, and accountants proves a person's general skill level.
Inn other words, for women with such a certificate, a larger fraction of their skills
consistss of general skills rather than firm-specific aptitudes. Thus, we could expect
thatt for these women, other things being equal, the wage decrease due to career
interruptionn at childbirth will be smaller compared to those without such a
certificate.. Therefore, the career costs in having children would be smaller for the
formerr group of women. The large career cost then obviously has to influence the
decisionn making process with respect to childbearing. This chapter therefore
analysess the hypothesis that this wage loss is one of the reasons for Japanese
womenn to postpone childbirth.
Below,, Section 6.2 discusses the economic incentives of the postponement of
maternityy and defines the possible effects of possession of an occupational
certificate.. After that, the chapter proceeds to the empirical analyses using the
Japanesee Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSC) 1993-97. Section 6.3 examines the
actuall relation between holding an occupational certificate and the gap of the hourly
wagee at continous employment and re-employment. Section 6.4 presents the
Kaplan-Meierr estimates of not giving birth to the first child, according to
educationall levels and whether women have an occupational certificate or not.
Sectionn 6.5 investigates the effect of the occupational certificate on the timing of
womenn at first birth by estimating a Cox Proportional Hazard model. Section 6.6
concludes. .

6.2.. Theoretical Considerations on the Effect of the Occupational
Certificatee on the Timing of Maternity
Inn the literature on the postponement of maternity, the consumption-smoothing
andd the career-planning motives are distinguished (Gustafsson, 2001; Hotz,
Klermann and Willis, 1997). The consumption-smoothing motive is intensively
discussedd by Happel, Hill and Low (1984). In their model, based on perfectly
imperfectt capital markets, which mean that there is no opportunity to borrow
againstt future incomes, the earnings profile of the male stands at the centre because
hee is the main breadwinner. The more he earns the more likely the couple will be
44

For brevity, the remainder of this chapter refers to occupational certificates when in fact the argument relates
too both occupational certificates as well as licenses.
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ablee to afford having a child without having to forsake other consumption plans.
Thiss motive is therefore concentrating on the inter-temporal income effect of
havingg a child. Actually, in the Happel, Hill and Low (1984) model, the woman
doess not invest in human capital at all and has a constantt earnings profile.
Thee career-planning motive, on the other hand, explicidy drops the latter
assumptionn of the woman not investing in her human capital. More in particular,
thiss motive concentrates on the potential detrimental effects of having children on
thee mother's job career. These costs have received most attention in economic
researchh (Gustafsson, 2001). Basically, they comprise two main parts: the direct
forgonee wages whilst being out of the labour force and the loss of human capital
investmentss and thus the returns to these investments that, of course, cover a much
longerr time span, notably the rest of the career. It is assumed that capital markets
aree perfecdy allowing for borrowing and saving across periods. The husband's
earningss are left out of the analysis, which reflects the assumption that his labour
markett career is not affected by the decision on and timing of birth. The above
careerr costs thus affect the optimal timing of maternity and they depend on the
followingg five determinants:
1.. the amount of pre-maternity human capital;
2..

the rate of depreciation of human capital due to non-use;

3..

the rate of return to human capital investments;

4.. the profile of human capital investments;
5..

the length of time spent out of the labour force.

Increasess in these factors tend to favour postponement of birth (for a more detailed
revieww of the literature on this topic, see Gustafsson, 2001). Given the woman's
risingg earnings profile, net wage will be larger later in life so that the direct wage loss
duringg the labour force withdrawal will be the larger the older the new mother is.
Onn the other hand, the loss associated with the forgone human capital will be
smallerr for older mothers because the number of time periods with returns to the
smallerr investments is shorter. Therefore, from the point of view of female career
planning,, postponement of first motherhood entails two opposing effects: a higher
lostt net wage against a smaller capital loss. Note that if the investment profile is
non-Hnear,, for example quadratic as suggested by the vast literature on estimated
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earningss functions, the capital argument for postponing having a child dominates
(Gustafsson,, 2001).
Amongg the aforementioned five determinants, possession of an occupational
certificatee direcdy affects job skill depreciation as explained below. The theoretical
discussionn on timing of maternity incorporates depreciation of human capital, but
thee effect of skill depreciation on fertility has hardly been examined empirically5.
Accordingg to human capital theory, the woman's wage increases with tenure due to
skilll accumulation as a result of human capital investment. Part of the skills that one
acquiress isfirm-specific,namely skills that contribute to the productivity increase only
forr the company where one receives the training. The other part of skills is
essentiallyy general and thus can also be used in other companies. Now, when the
workerr changes her jobs involuntarily or due to family reasons, she is likely to face a
lowerr wage offer because some of her skills are not useful for the new company.
Otherr things equal, her wage loss at re-entrance to the labour market is more
sizeablee if a larger part of her skills is of the firm-specific type and a smaller part of
themm is of the general type.
Holdingg an occupational certificate or license, such as those for teachers, nurses,
computerr specialists, and accountants guarantees one's general skill levels. In other
words,, for women with such a certificate, a larger fraction of their skills consists of
generall skills rather than firm-specific aptitudes. Thus, we could expect that for
thesee women, the wage decrease due to career interruption at childbirth will be
smallerr compared to those without such a certificate. Therefore, the career costs in
havingg children would be smaller for the former group of women and they also
wouldd have children earlier in their lives in line with the above theoretical
discussionn on the timing of maternity. Additionally, the smaller wage depreciation at
re-entrancee implies a higher re-employment wage, which most likely reduces the
periodd of full-time motherhood6. Therefore, also through this effect, women could
bee expected to diminish the career costs of maternity by holding occupational
certificates. .
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For example, in the Happel, Hill and Low model depreciation of human capital plays an important role.
However,, the empirical part of their analysis does not examine this effect due to the lack of a direcdy
observablee measure.
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Both the theoretical as well as the empirical literature show that women with higher wage re-enter the labour
markett quickly after having children. See for example, Leibowitz, Klerman and Waite, 1992.
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Thee effect of the occupational certificate should be more relevant in Japan than in
otherr countries. In fact, Japanese work practices favour workers with long-time
employmentt in one company, more in particular those who started working there
afterr graduation and who since then have stayed with that company. The wage
increasee as a function of tenure therefore is large in Japan when compared to
variouss other countries7. As a result, the disadvantage of changing jobs or having an
interruptedd career is large. Recendy, such large wage penalty has been
acknowledgedd as one of the reasons for present low fertility in Japan. For example,
thee Japan's Cabinet office (2003: 177) takes up this argument, and calculates the
lifetimee earnings loss of job interruption for a typical university-educated woman.
Assumingg six years of career interruption, her lifetime earnings loss is estimated at
ass much as 29.7 percent of her total lifetime earnings that would prevail if she
wouldd have continued working. Of this amount, 32.3 percent is the direct wage loss
forr her absence from the labour market, and the rest is the capital forgone8. Having
ann occupational certificate would (substantially) reduce such career costs.

6.3.. The Occupational Certificate and the Wage Penalty of Career
Interruption n
Beforee investigating the effect of the occupational certificate on women's timing of
firstfirst birth, this section examines the actual wage penalty of career interruption for
Japanesee women according to whether they are in possession of an occupational
certificatee or not. The data used here are the Japanese Panel Study of Consumers
(JPSC)) 1993-97, which contains information on 1500 women who were born in
1959-69. .
77

The wage of Japanese workers with longer tenure relative to that of workers with shorter tenure is much
largerr than in various European countries (UK, the former West Germany, France, Italy, Sweden) (The Japan
Institutee of Labour, 2003: Tables 6.4 and 6.5). For instance, in the Japanese manufacturing industry, male
productionn workers with more than 20 years of tenure earn 1.72 times the wage of those with 0-2 years of
tenuree (1.39 for women). The corresponding figures for managerial workers are 1.94 for men and 1.62 for
women.. These figures are the largest among the six countries. O n the other hand, a similar comparison based
onn age shows that Japanese older workers do not necessarily earn a much higher salary when compared to
youngerr workers as is also the case in the other countries. These comparisons suggest the relative importance
off tenure rather than age in the wage profile in Japan.
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In this simulation, the woman is assumed to enter employment at age 22 and quit her job at age 28 when her
firstfirst child is born. She is also assumed to re-enter the labour market at age 34 when the first child goes to
primaryy school and to work until age 60. In the case that the woman works part-time and limits her annual
incomee to the income threshold of one million yen (as many Japanese women currendy do as noted earlier in
thiss thesis), she faces losses of even 80 percent of her lifetime income.
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6.3.1.. Data Description
Thee effect of career interruption is examined by comparing wages for mothers who
havee been working in the same job after completing full-time education (first job)
andd of mothers who are working in employment that is different from their first job
(non-firstt job) 9 . We could expect that, when controlling for other determinants
suchh as actual work experience, mothers working in a non-first job have lower
wagess than those working in the first-job because the former women lose the
tenuree premium as discussed in Section 6.2. It is to be noted that not all women
workingg in non-first jobs have lower wages. Indeed, some job changes are the
outcomee of women seeking for a better job. To separate such upward mobility
fromm job changes due to involuntary or family reasons, the sample is restricted to
mothers,, since it is more likely that such upward mobility can be observed among
non-mothers10.. This restriction, next to its theoretical appeal, has also the advantage
thatt it makes the sample more homogeneous.
Thee information on whether the woman has an occupational certificate or not is
givenn by the 1993 JPSC. I include all kinds of occupational certificates or licenses
thatt make it possible for their owner to work as a specialist in the related job.
Frequentlyy observed cases are those of teachers, day care providers, nurses or
healthh care workers, nutritionists or dieticians, beauticians or barbers, computer
specialists,, dental hygienists, and pharmacists11. Most of these certificates or licenses
aree obtained during the time that women follow full-time education.
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In the case that women never had a job until 1993, but had a job afterwards, this job is treated as a non-first
job.. This treatment rests on the presumption that most of these women have experienced some non-working
periodd after finishing full-time education. This appears warranted for this sample when considering the age of
thee women analysed here.
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The JPSC also asked the reasons for leaving the first job (in the first wave) and the previous job (in every
wave).. From this information, we can see whether the woman has ever quit her job because of family
reasons,, namely: 1) due to marriage, 2) due to childbirth or child care, or 3) because a family member took a
neww job, was transferred or the company moved. Although it does not cover all the jobs that women had, we
stilll see the fact that job changes for mothers are mosdy related to family reasons, which is not the case for
non-mothers.. Among mothers who work in a non-first job, at least 70 percent of them has ever quit their
jobss due to family reasons, but the corresponding figure for non-mothers is only 12 percent
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In the first wave of the JPSC, the respondents were asked whether they held die following certificates or
licenses.. Figures in parentheses indicate the number of the holders of the corresponding certificate among
thee 1485 women in the analysis in Section 6.5. A sub-sample of this data set is used in the wage estimations in
thiss section. In the following, certificates or licenses are ordered according to the number of holders: teacher
(130),, day care provider (90), nurse or health care worker (66), nutritionist or dietician (62), beautician or
barberr (38), computer specialist (16), dental hygiënist (16), pharmacist (10), laboratory worker (8), driver's
licensee for taxies and/or buses (6), social worker, caretaker (5), denture maker (2), medical doctor, dentist (1),
advisorr of consumer products (1), architect (1), and interior decorator (1). The following certificates or
171 1

Thee hourly wage is calculated from monthly or weekly earnings by dividing them by
thee number of working hours unless the woman is paid on an hourly basis12. The
originall sample includes 1105 women who continuously participated in the survey
forr the five years and who provided all necessary information. From them, mothers
withh (created) hourly wage information are selected for the analyses in this section.
Self-employedd or family workers are not included because of the lack of
comparablee hourly wage information. Table A.6.2 presents summary statistics on
hourlyy wages of mothers according to whether they have an occupational certificate
orr not and whether their jobs are the first ones or not. The table demonstrates that
womenn working in their first job have higher hourly wages than those working in
non-firstt jobs. The table also shows that if women have an occupational certificate,
theirr wage penalty by working in the non-first job is smaller than for the case
withoutt such certificate.
6.3.2.. Hourly Wage Estimations
Becausee we have multiple observations for each woman, one should take into
accountt individual-specific characteristics that do not change over time. For this
purpose,, fixed effects and random effects models are widely used (see for example
Greene,, 2003, and Hsiao, 2003 for a thorough treatment of panel data estimation

licensess are also listed, but no persons were in these categories: lawyer, drafter of legal documents,
professionall who fills out bureaucratic forms, insurance agent, (business or product) analyst, certified public
accountant,, and tax accountant. The JPSC also asked women whether they passed the English Language
Examm (103) or held die certificate for bookkeeping (212). However, these certificates are not considered as
beingg truly 'occupational certificates' in the analyses in this chapter, because the minimum level to obtain
thesee certificates is not sufficiently high to perform work as a specialist. Thus diese certificates do, in practice,
nott open career perspectives in higher-level jobs. Likewise, holding other certificates (238) is not included
intoo the category of 'occupational certificates'.
Moree in detail, the hourly wage is calculated from gross earnings per week divided by normal working hours
perr week including paid and unpaid overtime work. Since respondents report their earnings based on how
frequentlyy they are paid, monthly earnings are divided by 4.3 to obtain gross earnings per week. In case that
womenn are paid on a daily base, they are assumed to work for eight hours. For monthly earnings, overtime
workk payment is included but bonuses are excluded. This would underestimate earnings of regular workers
moree than those of non-regular workers and result in a smaller wage difference between them, since regular
workerss enjoy considerably larger amounts of bonuses and are more likely to be paid on a mondily basis
ratherr than on a daily or an hourly basis compared to non-regular workers (see Section 2.6 in Chapter 2 for
moree detail on part-time wages in Japan). In addition, only in the first wave, working hours are direcdy asked
ass a continuous variable. From the second wave onwards, this information is presented in ten categories. I
takee the mid-point of the reported interval. The category less than 15 hours is assigned 13 hours, and the
categoryy 65 hours or more is assigned 67 hours. After being deflated by the consumer price index in 2000,
wagess outside of the 1 and 99 percentiles are dropped in order to let the wage estimations not be affected by
extremee cases.
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models).. In this section, I estimate the logarithm of the hourly wage of mothers
usingg a random effects model (see below for more detail).
logg Wageit = P^Non - first.lt + ^Certificate * Non - first,, + zXH +(a + ui) + eit,
«,, ~IID(0,a 2 )

eit ~ IID(0,a2).

Inn this model, the intercepts of the individuals are treated as drawings from a
distributionn with mean a and variance a2. It is assumed that these drawings are
independentt of the explanatory variables. The error term in this model consists of
twoo components: an individual-specific component w, that does not vary over time
andd a remainder component sit that is uncorrelated over time. Non - first denotes
thee dummy variable of non-first job and Certificate is a dummy variable indicating
whetherr the woman has an occupational certificate or not. In this analysis, the
coefficientss of the 'non-first job' and of the interaction term of the 'non-first job'
andd 'certificate' are the centre of the estimation exercise. Xit is the vector of other
explanatoryy variables, namely, years of education, years of actual work experience
(constructedd based on monthly information)13, city size dummies14, year dummies,
andd z is the coefficient vector of these variables.
Sincee the dummy variable for the possession or not of an occupational certificate is
time-invariant,, it is not plausible to estimate a fixed effects model. Indeed, the
interactionn term of 'non-first job' and 'certificate', the centre of our interest, would
thenn be estimated conditional on women having a certificate and having changed
jobss during the observation period. Because of the relatively short observation
period,, this would leave not many women in this category and estimation would be
(extremely)) inefficient.
Inn addition to the variables stated above, I also include the estimated values of the
inversee of Mill's ratio (X) as an additional explanatory variable in order to correct for
133

Actual work experience is constructed based on the information contained in first wave of the JPSC and
increasess with each additional year of work experience. This variable includes all kinds of employment,
namelyy regular employment, temporary or part-time employment, self-employment or employment in a
familyy business. The estimations include neither 'age' nor 'tenure' because these variables are highly
correlatedd with 'actual work experience' in this sample of (only) eleven birth year cohorts and five waves.
Ideally,, me duration of job interruption should also be included into the estimation, but unfortunately the
JPSCC does not give precise information on this duration.
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'City size: large' indicates the thirteen large cities, 'city size: medium' implies other cities (shi) and 'city size:
small'' means towns (cho) and villages (JO«), following the division in the JPSC. These variables are timevariantt For the years before the survey started, the value for 1993 is assigned.
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thee sample selection bias into employment (Heekman, 1979). The Xs are estimated
viaa probit models for employment that use the full sample of women, i.e. both
thosee who are employed as well as those who are not employed15. These models are
estimatedd separately for each year. The set of explanatory variables is the following:
presencee of young children, husband's annual income levels, cohabitation with
parentss or in-laws16, years of education, years of actual work experience, possession
off an occupational certificate, city size dummies (see Table A.6.3 for the estimation
resultss of the probit models).
Tablee 6.1 displays the estimation results17. As can be seen in Model 1, other things
equal,, working in a non-first job lowers women's wage by approximately 26 percent
comparedd to working in the first job18. However, having an occupational certificate
compensatess almost one third of this wage penalty19. Model 2 includes the dummy
variablee of non-regular employment (part-time or temporary employment) since the
wagee of non-regular workers in Japan is often much lower than the wage for fulltimee regular workers as pointed out in Chapter 2. After inclusion of this variable,
thee size of the wage penalty of having left the first job still remains at 23 percent.
Thee amplitude of the interaction of certificate and job interruption is virtually the
samee as that in Model 1.
Thesee hourly wage estimations show that there is a huge wage penalty of job
interruptionn in Japan. However, for those women who have an occupational
certificate,, the wage penalty is smaller. This result suggests that mothers who hold
ann occupational certificate have face lower career cost of having children compared
too those without such a certificate. As discussed in Section 6.2, this is likely to affect
women'ss behaviour with respect to timing of first birth. The following sections will
investigatee deeper into the empirical validity of this argument.
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Self-employed and family workers, and women with missing wage information are excluded from die sample.
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See footnote 24 in Chapter 3 for die definition of this variable.
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The year dummies are included in order to control for the difference in the economic situation and odier
factorss in different years. It also grasps the difference in measurement of working hours across waves. Such
changee took place in 1993, which explains the significandy positive coefficients of the dummies for 1994-97.
Seee also footnote 12 in this chapter.
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O n average, women working in the non-first job earn 74% of hourly wage for those working in the first job:
0.744 = exp(-0.3). See also footnote 12 in Chapter 4.
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On average, women with an occupational certificate and who work in the non-first job earn 81.5% of hourly
wagee for those working in the first job: 0.8146 = exp(-0.3+0.095). See also footnote 18 (above) and footnote
122 in Chapter 4.
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Tablee 6.1. Mothers' Hourly Wage Estimations (Random Effects Model, 1993-97).

Non-firstt job
Cemficate*non-firstt job
Yearss of education
Actuall work experience
Non-regularr employment
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
Yearr = 1994
Yearr = 1995
Yearr = 1996
Yearr =1997
A.J993 3
^1994 4
^1995 5
^•1996 6
^1997 7

Constant t

Modell 1
Mean n
Modell 2
Coefficient t
Z-value eCoefficient t
Z-value e
-0.300'" "
-7.80 0
-0.264" "
-6.80 0 0.78 8
0.095" "
2.44 4
0.093" "
2.44 4 0.22 2
4.65 5
0.048'" "
0.044*" "
4.34 4 12.8 8
5.78 8
0.0211 *"
4.77 7 10.3 3
0.025"' '
-4.17 7 0.51 1
-0.091*" "
4.34 4
0.177*" "
0.175"' '
4.48 8 0.18 8
3.30 0
0.096"* *
0.100"' '
3.24 4 0.51 1
2.71 1
0.070"* *
0.0711 "*
2.73 2.73
0.17 7
3.38 8
3.62 2 0.20 0
0.090*" "
0.083"* *
3.47 7
0.094"* *
0.101*" "
3.74 4 0.22 2
3.00 0
3.37 7 0.24 4
0.084*" "
0.095*" "
3.12 2
0.087*" "
0.084*" "
3.01 1
2.20 0
2.07 7
0.064" "
0.060" "
0.052* *
1.91 1
0.044 4
1.64 4
1.57 7
0.049 9
0.044 4
1.40 0
1.13 3
0.038 8
0.029 9
0.88 8
37.43 3
5.978'" "
6.093"* *
38.35 5
0.254 4
0.150 0
0.741 1

0.247 7
0.150 0
0.731 1

1201 1
372 2

1201 1
372 2

Withinn R2
Betweenn R2
Overalll R2

0.124 4
0.337 7
0.331 1

0.124 4
0.365 5
0.365 5

Waldd chi2
Probb > chi2

304.1 1
0.000 0

330.3 3
0.000 0

G„ G„

&&K K
pp (Paction of variance due to »J

Numberr of observations
Numberr of women

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level
Source.Source. Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
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6.4.. Postponement of Maternity among Recent Cohorts: Kaplan-Meier
Estimates s
Thee rest of this chapter performs econometric analyses on the timing of maternity,
focusingg on the effect of possessing an occupational certificate. The data used in
thee analyses are also taken from the JPSC 1993-97. In 1997, the last year observed
inn this data set, the mean age at first birth is 26.9 for women who have more than
highh school education and are in possession of an occupational certificate and 27.7
forr those without such certificate. On average, mothers in the former sample have
2.00 children, and the latter have 1.8 children20. These facts suggest that having an
occupationall certificate would have positive correlation with fertility. Note that
thesee figures presented here only reflect the information on women who became
motherss by 1997. The women in the sample, however, are still in the reproductive
agee in this year as they are between 28 and 38 years old. It thus is important to
includee people who have not had children yet in the analysis to capture the fertility
behaviourr of all women in the cohort. The duration analyses carried out here allow
uss to take into account such women.
Further,, the section also examines the association between women's educational
attainmentt and timing of motherhood. The theoretical discussions in Section 6.2
suggestedd that women's educational levels have an influence on the timing of
maternityy under the career-planning motive. As seen in Chapter 5 for the four
Europeann countries, higher educated women have children later than lower
educatedd women. However, studying the cohorts of Japanese women born in 192938,, Morgan, Rindfuss and Parnell (1984) do not detect a statistically significant
influencee of women's education on the timing of first birth, unlike in the same
cohortt of women in the United States21. The authors point out that the strong sex
divisionn of labour and the scarcity of professional career paths for women in Japan
causee this result. Earlier chapters of this thesis show that the employment rate of
Japanesee mothers is fairly low in an international comparison, even for highly
educatedd women. Thus, the career opportunity path of Japanese women is not welldevelopedd even in more recent time periods. Indeed, Ermisch and Ogawa (1994),
whoo analysed women born in 1941-68 using the 1990 National Survey on Family
200

The figures presented here are calculated based on 551 mothers with more than high school education who
weree in the sample in 1997.
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The data sets they use are the 1974 National Fertility Survey for Japan and the 1973 National Survey of
Familyy Growth for the United States.
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Planningg conducted by the Mainichi Newspapers of Japan 22 , reported that the
postponementt effect of education on women's timing of first birth was stronger for
moree recent cohorts than in older cohorts. In the following, I analyse the women
bornn in 1959-69, using more recent information that, in fact, extends to 1997. As
such,, I can shed more light on the basic question whether longer education and
havingg occupational certificates goes hand in hand with postponement of
motherhoodd in more recent time periods.
6.4.1.. The Econometric Model
Ass age increases, the proportion of women who have already had a first birth
increasess and the proportion still eligible decreases. Therefore, in demographic
fertilityy research, we are interested in the probability of having a first birth
conditionall on not yet having had a first child. This fits the concept of the hazard
ratee h, which is formally defined as follows:
, , .. r ?r(t<T<t + dt\T>t)
h(t)h(t) = h m —
!
<*^>>
dt

,. F(t + dt)-F(t)
,,.,„,.
'- = hm—*
— = f(t)IS(t\
J w
W
«*-"
dtS(t)

wheree T is a random variable and / is a realisation of T. T has a continuous
probabilityy distribution/^. The cumulative distribution function is

F{t)=[f{x)dxF{t)=[f{x)dx

= Yr{T<t),

andd the survivor function S(t) is defined by S(t) = 1 - F(t) (see Greene, 2003: 790802;; Kiefer, 1988, Lancaster, 1990 for more detail on duration analyses). Finally,
S(t)S(t) gives the probability that a woman has not given birth to the first child at /.
Thee Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimator is a strictly empirical, nonparametric
approachh to survival and hazard function estimation. In this section, in order to
describee timing of the first birth for these more recent periods, the estimates of the
Kaplan-Meierr survivor function will be presented. The empirical survivor function
forr a sample of N observations with no censoring is simply S(t) =(# of T > t)/ N.
Becausee some observations are censored (that is, there are some women who have
nott given birth to the first child by the end of the observation period), we calculate
222

This is a cross-section data set with retrospective information on fertility history of 2,991 women aged 22-49
inn 1990.
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thee Kaplan-Meier estimator of the survivor function under censoring as follows
(seee Kiefer, 1988).
Lett us order the durations until a woman gives birth to the first child in our sample
fromm smallest to largest, tx < t2 < .... < tK (because of ties and censoring,/C <N). Let
djdj be the number of completed spells that end at time ti, i.e. the number of
womenn who give birth at time tj for j = 1, 2,... K . Let m} be the number of
observationss censored between /. and tj+x . The number of spells neither
completedd nor censored before duration tj, namely, the number 'at risk' at duration
t.t.,, can be defined as
«.. = Y * (m, +</,•).
Thee hazard h(tj) is the probability of completing a spell at duration f., conditional
uponn the spell lasting at least to /.. A natural estimator for /i(/.)is h(tj) = dj Irij.
Thee corresponding estimator for the survivor function is

^)=rL(»i-^)^i=nL,o-*i). .
Thiss is the Kaplan-Meier, or product-limit, estimator of the survivor function.
6.4.2.. Kaplan-Meier Estimation Results
II first present results on the interaction between the level of education and
postponementt of motherhood, after which attention is devoted to the question
whetherr or not occupational certificates influence timing of first birth.
PostponementPostponement of maternity and educational levels

Figuress 6.1 and 6.2 depict the Kaplan-Meier estimates for women born in 1959-63
andd those born in 1964-69, respectively. The curves show the proportion of women
whoo have not yet had children according to age for four educational levels: junior
highh school graduates (in total, nine years of education), high school graduates
(twelvee years), junior college or technical college graduates (thirteen to fifteen years,
mostlyy fourteen) and four-year university graduates or higher education (sixteen
years,, or more). For the older cohort, results pertain to the age group 15-34 and for
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thee younger cohort they relate to age 15-31 23 . The number of observations by
cohortss and educational groups is shown in Table A.6.324.
Ass can be seen in the figures, higher educated women enter motherhood later than
lowerr educated women for both cohorts of women. That is, the curves for bettereducatedd women are located in the upper part of the graphs compared to those for
lesss educated women. For instance, among the older cohort (women born in 195963),, the median age of women at first childbirth is 25 years for high school or junior
highh school graduates, whereas it is 27 years for junior college graduates and 29
yearss for university graduates. The figures also illustrate clear postponement of
havingg children when moving from the older cohort (women born in 1959-63) to
thee younger counterpart, except for women with the lowest level of educational
attainmentt The postponement trend is stronger for women with more than high
schooll education than for those with lower education.
'Postponement'Postponement of maternity and the occupational certificate

Doess holding an occupational certificate make any difference in the timing of first
birth?? Figures 6.3 and 6.4 present similar Kaplan-Meier estimates according to
whetherr women have an occupational certificate or not for two educational levels.
Highh education includes women who have more than high school education and
loww education implies high school or less25.
Thesee figures reveal that holders of occupational certificates have children slighdy
earlierr than those without and this observation pertains to both cohorts. Thus,
havingg an occupational certificate seems to encourage women to have children
earlier.. This observation is in line with the findings reported in the previous section
thatt indicated that the wage drop due to career interruption for motherhood is
dampenedd to a considerable extent for holders of such certificates. Coupling this to
thee career-planning argument, i.e. postponement of motherhood when the career

Estimationn for junior high school graduates of the younger cohort is truncated at age 27, because of the small
numberr of observations after this age.
Inn order to maintain as many observations as possible, women who dropped out of the survey from die
secondd year onwards were included till the last year that they joined the survey. After excluding the
observationss widi missing information, 1485 women remain in the analyses in this section.
Thee data truncation for low-educated women with no occupational certificate for both cohorts is due to die
smalll number of observations after the age at truncation as in Figure 6.2.
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costt is larger, must imply that the occupational certificate will facilitate or encourage
earlierr motherhood.

6.5.. Timing of Maternity and Occupational Certificate: Proportional
Hazardd Analyses
Thee previous section presented the Kaplan-Meier estimates that were consistent
withh the hypothesis that having an occupational certificate results in earlier
motherhood.. This section examines whether the findings of Section 6.4 remain
validd when controlling for other factors that might affect on the timing of maternity.
6.5.1.. The Econometric Model
II estimate a Cox proportional hazard model for the timing of having the first child.
Thiss is a semi-parametric method for analysing the effect of covariates on the
hazardd rate. The Cox proportional hazard model is defined as follows:
h(th(tii)) =

exp(-X;p)h0(ti).

wheree ho is the baseline hazard, which is the individual heterogeneity (Greene, 2003:
799)) . In principle, this hazard is a parameter for each observation that must be
estimated.. The Cox proportional model estimates /? without estimating the baseline
hazardd ho, using maximum likelihood. In the likelihood function, right-censored
spells,, that is the spells of women who have not given birth to the first child at the
endd of the observation period contribute only to the survival component, whereas
uncensoredd spells contribute to both the survival component and the conditional
probabilityy component.
Positivee values in the vector of coefficient estimates, /?, indicate that higher levels
off the explanatory variables in the vector X increase the hazard rate of giving birth,
orr equivalently, that the waiting time until giving birth to a first child is shorter.
Negativee coefficient estimates have the opposite effect. The hazard ratios, which
aree estimates of exp(/?) , indicate the effects of a one-unit change in the
correspondingg variable. For example, if the hazard ratio of xx is 1.10, it means that
aa one unit increase in JC, raises the hazard rate by ten percent. If the hazard ratio is
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smallerr than unity, x, has a negative impact on the hazard rate. The proportional
hazardd model assumes that the ratio of the hazards of any two individuals is
constantt over time, hence its name.
6.5.2.. Estimation Results
First,, I analyse the interrelation between occupational certificates and timing of first
motherhoodd in line with the above discussed career-planning motive. However, one
couldd argue that the explanatory variables for educational attainment and the
occupationall certificate convey the same information and hence could be collinear.
Consideringg this point, I estimate the model for three samples, namely all women,
low-educatedd women and high-educated women.
AgeAge atfirstbirth
Tablee 6.2 presents the results for the Cox proportional hazard model on the
durationn from women's age fifteen till first birth26. Looking at the results of the
samplee of all women, the hazard rate is lower for women in the younger cohort
(bornn in 1964-69) than for the older cohort (born in 1959-63), which means that
thee former group of women has children later in their live than the latter. A timevariantt variable of *being in education' shows that a woman following full-time
educationn faces 0.14 of the hazard of women who have finished schooling27. This
effectt is stronger than is the case of the four European countries in Chapter 5
(Tablee 5.5). Having higher education has a negative effect on the conditional
probabilityy of having children. This result is in line with the conclusion drawn in
Sectionn 6.4 and confirms the finding by Ermisch and Ogawa (1994) that among
modernn Japanese women, education does affect the timing of maternity unlike in

Ann alternative way to estimate the timing of first birth is to focus on the interval between marriage and birth
too the first child (for example, Fukuda, 1999; Nagase, 1999). However, theoretically, measuring diis interval
assumess that a couple starts considering the timing of having children only after they get married. However,
despitee the fact mat extra-marital births are still uncommon in Japan (see Table 6.A.1), diis assumption does
nott seem to be hold. Rather, marriage and childbearing are the outcomes of a joint decision process as
suggestedd in Ermisch and Ogawa (1994) and Morgan, Rindfuss and Parnell (1984). In Japan, the interval
betweenn marriage and first birth is very short and also many women are pregnant at marriage (see also Table
6.A.1).. In addition, I also estimated the timing of first marriage. The results are almost identical to fertility
rimingg as was the case in Ermisch and Ogawa (1994).
Thee dummy variable 'being in education' takes the value 1 before the woman completes education and it
takess on the value 0 afterwards.
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Tablee 6.2. Cox Proportional Hazard Estimations of the Duration from Age 15 until
thee Birth of the First Child.
Loww education

Alll education

Bornn in 1964-69
(Bornn in 1959-63)
Inn education
(Nott in education)
University y
Juniorr college
Highh school
(Juniorr high school)
Certificate e
(Noo certificate)
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
(Cityy size: small)
Unemploymentt rate
Noo of women
Noo of births
Timee at risk
LRChi 2 2
Probb > Chi2
Logg likelihood

Highh education

Hazard d
Hazard d
Hazard d
Z-value e
Z-value e
Z-value e
Ratio o
Ratio o
Ratio o
0.65*** * -4.3 3
0.84** * -2.0 0
0.75*** * -4.3 3
0.14*** * -6.5 5

0.20*** * -3.2 2

0.32*** * -2.7 7
0.67*** * -3.4 4
(Base) )

0.35*** * -6.7 7
0.46*** * -6.1 1
0.71*** * -2.8 8

0.68*** * -3.2 2

1.19** *

0.92 2

-0.4 4

1.28*** * 2.6 6

0.66*** * -4.3 3
0.86* * -1.9 9

0.66*** * -3.2 2
-1.4 4
0.87 7

0.67*** * -2.7 7
-1.2 2
0.86 6

0.87 7

0.95 5

2.1 1

-1.5 5

-0.4 4

746 6
581 1
8213 3
41.0 0
0.000 0
-3472.5 5

1485 5
1042 2
18022 2
235.5 5
0.000 0
-6879.9 9

0.833

1.4
- 4

739 9
461 1
9809 9
73.0 0
0.000 0
-2737.7 7

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level.
Source:Source: Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
Note:Note: Base categories are given within parentheses.

thee older study by Morgan, Rindfiiss and Parnell (1984). Holding occupational
certificatess increases the hazard about 20 percent compared to having no such
certificates.. In other words, they significandy reduce the time until giving birth to
thee first child. Women in larger cities have lower hazard than those in rural areas28.
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In addition, often in Japanese studies on women's employment and fertility, a variable on whedier a woman is
livingg with parents (or in-laws) or not is included. Since die JPSC also provides such information from 1993
onwards,, it is technically possible to include this information assuming diat the value before 1993 is die same
ass diat in 1993. This is what I did when estimating new modiers' employment in Chapter 3. However, diis
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Thee unemployment rate is also included into the estimations to control for the
labourr market situation. However, this variable is never statistically significant29.
Thee estimations are subsequently redone by cuscriminating between women with
highh and low educational levels. In doing so, I account for the fact that higheducatedd women are more likely to have an occupational certificate (see Table
A.6.3).. The hazard ratio of having a first child for women born in 1964-69 is lower
amongg high-educated women than among low-educated women, other things being
equal.. This result implies that the recent trend of postponement of maternity is
strongerr for better-educated women than for less educated women.
Onn the other hand, the positive effect of the occupational certificate is stronger for
high-educatedd women than was the case for all women, whereas the effect for loweducatedd women is statistically insignificant. In other words, the encouraging
influencee of the occupational certificate for having children earlier is more relevant
forr highly educated women than low educated women. This result follows
straightforwardlyy from the career-planning motive outlined earlier because highly
educatedd women obviously face higher career costs. The effects of other factors are
almostt the same as the sample of all women, although the effect of being in
educationn is weaker for high-educated women.
DurationDuration sincefinishingeducation until first birth

Thee positive effect of the occupational certificate and the negative effect of
educationn on the age at first birth may be related to the length of staying in
education.. Thus, in order to eliminate the effect of the time spent in education, I
alsoo estimate the duration from finishing education until having children. As can be
seenn in Table 6.3, the hazard ratio of education becomes weaker than that in Table
6.2,, which is also what we find for the European countries in Chapter 5 (Tables 5.5
andd 5.6). Nevertheless, the finding that women with an occupational certificate have
childrenn earlier than women without the certificate is maintained. In sum, holding
ann occupational certificate increases the hazard about 20 percent compared to
treatmentt is not suitable for the analyses here. Living arrangements with parents would change considerably
aroundd marriage and childbirth and the effect of living with parents on fertility would be very different before
andd after these events.
Sincee the public use version of die JPSC does not provide precise information on women's place of residence
duee to reasons for confidentiality, the national level of yearly unemployment rate is used in the estimations.
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Tablee 6.3. Cox Proportional Hazard Estimations of the Duration from the Time at
Finishingg Education until Birth of the First Child.
Alll education

Bornn in 1964-69
(Bornn in 1959-63)
University y
Juniorr college
Highh school
(Juniorr high school)
Certificate e
(Noo certificate)
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
(Cityy size: small)
Unemploymentt rate
Noo of women
Noo of births
Timee at risk
LRChi 2 2
Probb > Chi2
Logg likelihood

Hazardd
„„ .
Ratio o
0.755 "*

Loww education

Hazardd
,
„„ .
Z-value
Ratio o
0.83***
-4.3 3

_ .
Z-value
-2.2

Highh education
Hazard d
Z-value e
Ratio o
0.67*" " -3.9 9

0.79 9
0.79* *
0.93 3

-1.5 5
-1.9 9
-0.6 6

0.899

-1.0

1.24" "

2.5 5

0.966

-0.2

1.31"* * 2.8 8

0.68"**
0.855

-3.1
-1.6

0.67"* * -2.8 8
-1.5 5
0.83 3

0.67"* * -4.2 2
0.84" " -2.2 2
0.87 7

-1.6 6

0.99 9
(Base) )

0.955

-0.4

740 0
575 5
5843 3
16.8 8
0.010 0
-3441.5 5

1471 1
1028 8
11164 4
59.0 0
0.000 0
-6834.7 7

0.811

-0.0 0

1.6
- 6

731 1
453 3
5321 1
44.0 0
0.000 0
-2688.4 4

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% leveL
Source.Source. Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993*97.
Note.Note. Base categories are given within parentheses.

havingg no such a certificate for the sample of all women and the corresponding
figurefigure is approximately 30 percent for the sample of high-educated women. The
resultss for other variables are almost the same as that in Table 6.2.

6.6.. Conclusions
Thiss chapter has examined the effect of career costs on the timing of first birth in
Japan.. Two motives for postponing motherhood can be distinguished, notably the
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consumption-smoothingg motive and the career-planning motive. The chapter has
focusedd on the career-planning motive and thus linked delayed maternity to the
indirectt cost of children.
Thee career interruption of the mother leads to two types of wage costs. First, there
iss the direct wage loss due to the fact that the mother stays out of the labour force.
Second,, there is the human capital foregone. Indeed, staying at home for taking
caree of the children means that her job-related human capital stops growing unlike
whatt would have happened if she had continued working. This obviously affects
wagee earnings during the rest of the career. The lower the wage at re-entry, the
largerr the latter cost will be. Especially in Japan, it is argued that such wage drop
cann be substantial. This is not surprising in view of Japanese work practices that are
characterisedd by long-term employment at the same company and the strong
connectionn between wage and tenure. These features of the Japanese employment
systemm then are likely to impact upon timing of maternity as they step up the cost
off career interruption.
II argue that holding an occupational certificate or a license that qualifies the holder
too work as a specialist in her field reduces the wage drop at re-entrance into the
labourr market. This is because these certificates show that a larger proportion of
theirr skills are so-called general skills that women can use also in a different firm after
childbirth.. The career cost of having children thus will be smaller, which would
encouragee women to have children earlier and even reduce ultimate childlessness.
Usingg the JPSC 1993-97, I estimate hourly wage equations in order to answer the
questionn whether the wage at re-entry after career interruption due to motherhood
iss significandy lowered. The estimation results reveal that the wage on average
dropss by 23-26 percent at re-entry compared to continued employment after
controllingg for actual work experience and other factors. However, when a woman
holdss an occupational certificate, one third of this wage drop is eliminated. This
findingfinding illustrates that such licenses can limit the career cost of interrupting paid
employmentt for motherhood. The above theoretical argument then would predict
thatt occupational certificates could be instrumental in inducing women to have
childrenn earlier. Estimation of Cox proportional hazard models corroborates the
predictions.. Possessing an occupational certificate increases the hazard rate, which
iss the conditional probability of having children given not to have had children by
then,, by 30 percent for high-educated women.
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Thee results in this chapter illustrate the motherhood postponement effect of career
costs.. Policies that reduce the career costs of having children, such as parental leave
schemess and subsidised day care, would entail positive effects on timing of
maternityy and thus completed fertility, since later births would result in a smaller
ultimatee number of children given the current tendency to postpone first birth. This
chapterr also indicates a further instrument for policy definition. Possession of an
occupationall certificate seems to lower career costs by safeguarding the general skill
levell such that Japanese authorities could encourage women to obtain such licences
via,, for example, subsidies that decrease the cost of taking these additional
qualifications. .
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Tablee A.6.1. Trends in the Distribution of First Births by Age of the Mother and
Maritall Information in Japan, 1970-2000.
19700

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

Totall Fertility Rate
2.133
1.91
1.80
1.76
1.54
1.42
1.36
Meann age of women at first birth
25.66
25.7
26.4
26.7
27.0
27.5
28.0
Distributionn of first births by age of mother (%)
2.7 7
3.0 0
3.1 1
2.6 6
2.0 0
1.7 7
2.1 1
15-19 9
20.0 0
24.8 8
30.2 2
26.4 4
33.8 8
41.4 4
45.6 6
20-24 4
45.6 6
51.0 0
47.8 8
51.1 1
50.4 4
48.5 5
25-29 9
43.3 3
23.9 9
20.2 2
15.6 6
12.6 6
11.6 6
6.7 7
30-34 4
7.0 0
6.6 6
3.4 4
4.1 1
3.1 1
1.9 9
1.8 8
1.5 5
35-39 9
0.7 7
0.5
5
0.6
6
0.3
3
0.2
2
0.2
2
0.3 3
40-44 4
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
0.0 0
45-49 9
100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0 100.0 0
Total l
No.. of first births
878,811 1 862,339 9 667,661 1 601,946 6 531,610 0 567,482 2 589,153 3
No.. of all live births 1,933,9222 1,901,427 1,576,864 1,431,515 1,221,545 1,187,015 1,190,477
Extra-maritall births (%)
0.99
0.8
0.8
Meann age of women at first marriage
24.22
24.7
25.2
Averagee interval between marriage and first birth
1.555
1.61
Fertilityy induced marriage (%)*
-12.6

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.6

25.5

25.9

26.3

27.0

1.61

1.66

1.78

1.89

17.3

21.0

22.5

26.3

Source.Source. Japan's MinisOy of Health, Labour and Welfare, Vital Statistics. *: Japan's Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfaree (2002), Live Births: Special Report on Vital Statistics.
Note:Note: Fertility induced marriage is the proportion of births with marriage duration shorter than the pregnancy
periodd in total births from legally married couples.
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Tablee A.6.2. Summary Statistics on Mothers' Hourly Wages (Pooled data, 1993-97).
Motherss without certificate

Motherss with certificate

Workingg in the first job
Mediann
Meann
Std.. dev.
NN

1207 yen
1233 yen
412 yen
94

12466 yen
13511 yen
3533 yen
173 3

Workingg in the non-first job
Mediann
Meann
Std.. dev.
NN

758 yen
847 yen
309 yen
676

921 yen
1033 yen
398 yen
259

Source.Source. Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
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Tablee A.6.3. Probit Estimations on Selection into Employment for Table 6.1
1993 3

1994 4

1995 5

1996 6

1997 7

Mean n

Childrenn aged 0-2
Childrenn aged 3-5

-1.439*** * -1.453*** * -1.575*** * -1.213*" " -1.446"* *
-0.652*** * -0.622*** * -0.913*** * -0.616*** * -0.879"* *

0.47 7
0.28 8

Husband'ss annual income
77 million yen or more
6-77 million yen
5-66 million yen
4-55 million yen
Missingg information
Cohabitationn with parents
Yearss of education
Actuall work experience
Certificate e
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
Constant t

-1.103*** *
-1.815*** *
-0.540*** *
-0.557*** *
-0.193 3
0.427*** *
0.029 9
0.188*** *
0.397** *
-0.108 8
-0.213 3
-0.953 3

-1.253*** *
-0.4611 **
-0.839*** *
-0.366** *
-0.361 1
0.218 8
0.037 7
0.210*** *
0.355** *
-0.056 6
-0.184 4
-1.170* *

-1.232*** *
-0.495" "
-0.782*** *
-0.177 7
-0.442 2
0.176 6
0.065 5
0.238*** *
0.568"* *
-0.070 0
-0.148 8
-1.742"* *

-0.937"* *
-0.307 7
-0.415" "
0.205 5
-0.331 1
0.268" "
0.042 2
0.197"* *
0.376" "
-0.081 1
-0.179 9
-1.668"* *

-1.074"* *
-0.449" "
-0.449" "
-0.164 4
0.188 8
0.100 0
0.100" "
0.192"* *
0.365" "
-0.039 9
-0.156 6
-2.108"* *

0.13 3
0.12 2
0.17 7
0.21 1
0.06 6
0.38 8
12.8 8
7.6 6
0.27 7
0.20 0
0.57 7

Noo of observations
Logg Likelihood
LRchi2(13) )
Probb > chi2
Pseudoo R2

595 5
-242.9 9
266.9 9
0.000 0
0.354 4

618 8
-260.8 8
269.3 3
0.000 0
0.341 1

640 0
-252.9 9
339.9 9
0.000 0
0.402 2

681 1
-293.7 7
324.7 7
0.000 0
0.356 6

695 5
-292.7 -292.7
359.6 6
0.000 0
0.381 1

**** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 10% level.
Source:Source: Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
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Tablee A.6.4. Number of Observations in Figures 6.1-6.4.
Bornn in 1959-63 Bornn in 1964-69

All l

University y
Womenn without certificate
Womenn with certificate
All l

31 1
41 1
72 2

47 7
61 1
108 8

78 8
102 2
180 0

Juniorr college or technical college
Womenn without certificate
Womenn with certificate
All l

110 0
136 6
246 6

170 0
143 3
313 3

280 0
279 9
559 9

Highh school
Womenn without certificate
Womenn with certificate
All l

278 8
12 2
290 0

345 5
99
354 4

623 3
21 1
644 4

Juniorr high school
Womenn without certificate
Womenn with certificate
All l

33 3
88
41 1

54 4
77
61 1

87 7
15 5
102 2

Alll educational levels

649 9

836 6

1485 5

Source.Source. Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
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Tablee A.6.5. Means of Explanatory Variables in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Alll education
Tablee 6.2
Bornn in 1964-69
Inn education
University y
Juniorr college
Highh school
Certificate e
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
Unemploymentt rate

0.55 5
0.38 8
0.14 4
0.40 0
0.40 0
0.30 0
0.26 6
0.56 6
2.50 0

Tablee 6.3
Bornn in 1964-69
University y
Juniorr college
Highh school
Certificate e
Cityy size: large
Cityy size: medium
Unemploymentt rate

0.54 4
0.11 1
0.37 7
0.45 5
0.26 6
0.26 6
0.56 6
2.59 9

Source.Source. Author's own computations based on JPSC 1993-97.
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Loww education

Highh education

0.54 4
0.29 9

0.56 6
0.46 6
0.26 6

0.89 9
0.05 5
0.23 3
0.55 5
2.48 8

0.54 4

0.87 7
0.05 5
0.23 3
0.55 5
2.55 5

0.51 1
0.29 9
0.56 6
2.52 2

0.54 4
0.22 2

0.49 9
0.30 0
0.56 6
2.64 4

Chapterr 7
Summaryy and Conclusions

Onee of the most prominent challenges that present-day women and families face is
thee reconciliation of work and family life. Next to their 'traditional' role as
homemakers,, women are increasingly engaging in paid work. As such, they have
alsoo obtained the role of wage earners even when their children are (very) young.
Thiss double role creates the need for carefully managing the two objectives. In
otherr words, balancing motherhood and career has become an issue of the utmost
importancee for women in the modern society. Examination of this issue not just
addressess the individual sphere but also the society as a whole. Indeed, fertility in
mostt industrialised nations has fallen below the replacement rate, i.e. below the
levell that prevents the total population from decreasing. This thesis studies ways of
balancingg work and family life in Japan in comparison to four European countries,
namelyy Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden. Special attention is
devotedd to mothers' employment and the timing of maternity. Chapter 1 explains
thee focus of the thesis and illustrates the crucial background information required
forr the understanding of the scope and its contribution to the current discussions.
Chapterr 1 starts by discussing recent developments in female labour force
participationn and fertility in Japan in a comparison to other industrialised countries.
Thesee observations constitute the background of the thesis. First, compared to the
otherr OECD countries, the employment rate of mothers with pre-school children
iss very low in Japan. It also has shown no increase since 1990 unlike in the former
groupp of countries. Further, the low degree of labour force participation is not only
too be observed among low-educated women, but also among high-educated women.
Second,, while this is not typical for Japan, the total fertility rate has decreased and
thee mean age at maternity has risen sharply since the 1970s. Particularly, the
Japanesee fertility rate declined and hit the all-time low of 1.32 in 2002 and the mean
agee of the mother at first birth increased to an all-time high of 28.3 in that year.

Thee low employment rate of mothers, on the one hand, and low fertility and
postponementt of maternity, on the other hand, could be seen as two sides of the
samee medal. It is obvious that having children brings about costs, both their direct
costss as well as their indirect costs in terms of the career of the mother. The higher
thesee costs are, the less likely that women will be inclined to embark on
childbearingg and childrearing. These costs could be reduced by modern family
policies.. One could thus postulate the hypothesis that policy initiative could well
mitigatee or even reverse the present decline in fertility. Indeed, recent studies point
too the positive correlation between the incidence of paid employment of mothers
andd the rate of fertility. The rest of this thesis therefore attributes a central role to
familyy policies and their effects on employment of mothers and postponement of
maternity. .
Chapterr 2 discusses the main historical and recent developments of Japanese family
policies.. It is argued that family policy in Japan has shared the central characteristics
off the conservative welfare state as typified in Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999) and
thee male breadwinner model of Sainsbury (1994, 1996). Both categorisations of
thoughtt hold the belief that mothers should stay at home and take care of the
childrenn at least until the child is three years old. Family policies in Japan thus
reflectt the traditional role model of men and women. For example, until recently
thee public child-care system in Japan still bore witness to its genesis as a childwelfaree institution and thus failed to cater for the needs of dual earner families but
mainlyy targeted at low-income families and single parents.
Nevertheless,, Japanese policies have, since about 1990, shown a gradual change of
direction.. Indeed, the labour market shortages at the end of the 1980s and the
growingg awareness and concern about the low fertility rate have produced a
profoundd change in the attitude of the government towards family-friendly policy.
Moree in particular, policy aspirations now aim more and more at encouraging both
parentss to combine paid employment and family responsibilities. For instance, the
Parentall Leave Act was enacted in 1991 and since then the parental leave system
hass been gradually extended in order to facilitate work and parenthood. The childcaree system was reformed and expanded in the 1990s, such that at the moment
moree than 20 percent of the two-year-olds attend full-time childcare.
However,, the new philosophy in policy definition, notwithstanding its merits, has
nott always been followed up by adequately designed implementation of the new
objectives.. Child-care availability, for example, for children under three is still
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insufficientt and flexibility in provision (evening service, part-time use, etc) is far
fromm being accomplished. Part-time work is still accompanied by a strong negative
wagee premium, such that many women with young children are discouraged to take
upp part-time work. It is to be noted that the low labour market participation rate of
Japanesee mothers is also partly to be linked to provisions in the taxation and social
securityy codes that, from the point of view of tax optimisation of family income,
incitee married women to limit earnings to certain thresholds.

Thee rest of the thesis performs econometric analyses using micro-level household
panell data from the five countries. More in particular, the following data sets are
utilised:: for Japan, the Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSQ; for Britain, the
Britishh Household Panel Survey (BHPS); for Germany, the German SocioEconomicc Panel (GSOEP); for the Netherlands, the Labour Force Supply Panel
collectedd by the Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA, Netherlands'
Institutee for Labour Studies); and for Sweden, the Hushdllens ekonomiska
levnadsfórhallandenlevnadsfórhallanden (HUS, Household Market and Non-Market Activitie
Chapterr 3 analyses women's employment around the birth of the first child in Japan
andd the four European countries. Examining five countries using data for the 1980s
andd the 1990s opens the perspective of being able to evaluate whether family policy
cann affect employment of new mothers. Of these five countries, only Sweden has,
sincee the 1970s, had equal roles for fathers and mothers as the prime guiding
principlee for its family policies. The remaining four countries, however, moved into
thee direction, but the emphasis differed across these countries as will be indicated
below. .
Usingg the household data sets, detailed graphs are constructed for the distribution
off women among different labour market statuses (full-time employed, part-time
employed,, on leave, unemployed and out of the labour force). The time span in this
graphicall analysis extends from twelve months before birth of the first child to the
timee that the child is five years old. The results are broadly in line with what could
havee been expected from the developments in family policies in each of the
countries.. Unsurprisingly, Swedish mothers displayed the strongest commitment to
paidd employment as in the 1980s 70 percent of them were (back) at work after 60
monthss following childbirth whereas this rate was below 50 percent in the other
fourr countries. Nevertheless, the employment rate of mothers in the Netherlands
andd Britain increased drastically, whereas the situation in Japan remained virtually
identicall when comparing the 1980s to the 1990s. In contrast, the number of new
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motherss in Germany that are actually working dropped from the 1980s towards to
thee 1990s in line with the expansion of the statutory maternity leave period.
Inn the econometrical part of this chapter, multinomial logit models on the
employmentt choice of first-time mothers are estimated. The change in family
policiess enters through a dummy variable of which the estimated coefficient
confirmss the graphical analysis. The human capital variables of education and the
mother'ss age at first birth have the expected positive effect on employment,
especiallyy on full-time employment. These effects are stronger in the Netherlands
andd Britain, where child-care services largely rely on market provision and thus
requiree a higher income level. In contrast, employment patterns of Swedish
motherss are very similar across educational levels as a result of the egalitarian access
too day care and the advantageous parental leave system. The positive effect of
educationn also pertains to Japan, although results show a difference between regular
andd non-regular work modes. A prediction exercise also reveals that highly
educatedd mothers in Japan virtually have the same participation rate as lowereducatedd mothers in line with the observations noted in Chapter 1. However, the
formerr group is more likely to be in full-time regular employment, whereas the
latterr is rather to be found in non-regular work including part-time jobs. This can
bee explained by the fact that part-time employment yields significandy lower wages
andd other disadvantageous labour conditions compared to full-time regular
employment.. The predictions also point to the general importance of part-time
employmentt as a work mode for mothers with young children in the four European
countries. .
Inn view of the relevance of part-time employment, Chapter 4 explores this work
typee in more detail for the four European countries and also devotes attention to
otherr classes of non-standard work arrangements. These countries have the highest
proportionn of part-time workers among European Union countries. In the
Netherlands,, two thirds of female workers work in part-time employment.
However,, fixed-term employment is not as widespread when compared to parttimee employment.
Wee looked at the policies on part-time employment in each of these four countries.
Thee Netherlands has come closest to the intentions of the European Union's
Directivee on Part-Time Work of 1997, with Sweden and Germany following at
somee distance, and Britain being the country that still is the furthest from meeting
thee requirements of the directive. Therefore, we attributed a central role to the
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analysiss of the Dutch background on part-time employment, as the Netherlands is
clearlyy a forerunner within the European context. For instance, this country
adoptedd the Act on Adjustment of Working Hours in 2000 that gives employees
thee right to shorten or increase working hours on request.
Thee empirical part of Chapter 4 analyses the characteristics of those employed in
non-standardd working arrangements by estimating multinomial logit models. The
probabilityy of being in non-standard work (part-time work, fixed-term work and
self-employment),, ceterisparibus; is higher among women than among men. Young
peoplee are more likely to be in fixed-term employment, and older people engage
moree heavily in self-employment for both men and women. For part-time
employment,, in contrast, patterns differ among men and women. For men, parttimetime employment is encountered more often within the age groups of the young
andd the old, whereas the probability for women to be in part-time employment
strictlyy increases with age. The marital status and the presence of children hardly
affectt the employment choice of men, whereas married women and mothers are
moree likely to work in non-standard work arrangements.
Wagee regressions reveal that, other things being equal, hourly wages in each of the
countriess are generally lower under non-standard work modes than under full-time
regularr employment. However, estimation results also indicate that part-time
employmentt in the Netherlands and Sweden does not entail a wage penalty. Parttimee employment in the Netherlands is often just as a 'shortened form' of full-time
workk and not a distinct type of work in itself. In Sweden, part-time work is rather
seenn as a temporary solution. In this country, one of the parents of young children
hass the widely used legal right to shorten working hours to 30 hours a week until
thee youngest child is eight years old. Further, part-time work in Sweden and the
Netherlandss can be found in all types of occupations. In Britain and Germany, on
thee contrary, part-time work is very often limited to low-skilled jobs.
Chapterr 5 analyses the postponement of maternity in the four European countries.
Thee purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, the influence of family policies on
postponementt of motherhood is analysed. Sweden and East Germany have paid
thee most attention to the needs of dual-earner families. However, the mean age of
thee mother at first birth in these countries also has increased in spite of their familyfriendlyy policies. Detailed policy analyses show that Swedish policies, in fact,
contributee to later childbirth because the parental leave system with its income-
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relatedd benefits encourages women to establish themselves in a labour market
careerr before having children.
Kaplan-Meierr survivor functions are used to estimate the timing of maternity for
womenn born between the 1930s and the 1970s. The sample in this estimation
exercisee contains both mothers as well as non-mothers in order to be able to
accuratelyy estimate the probability of not giving birth to the first child.
Notwithstandingg the increase in the age at maternity, the advantageous policy
designss in Sweden and East Germany succeeded in inducing more women to
becomee mothers in the first place. Moreover, these two countries have the smallest
educationall variation in the degree of ultimate childlessness. The results for the
Netherlands,, West Germany and Britain reveal strong educational differences and
approximatelyy a quarter of highly educated women remains without children.
Thee second purpose of Chapter 5 is to obtain a clearer picture of the role of
educationn in the recent trend of postponing motherhood. In order to examine this
issue,, Cox proportional hazard models have been estimated. Higher educated
womenn have considerably later maternity than less-educated women, holding the
birthh cohort of women constant, when duration is measured with respect to the
startt of the reproductive period. Only in East Germany, no significant effect of
educationn is detected, which indicates that social policies, until reunification,
appearedd to have been able to stimulate highly educated women to have children
nott later than lower educated women.
However,, when taking properly account of the longer time spent at school by
evaluatingg duration with respect to the age at which education is finished, the
educationall effect disappears. As a result, much of the postponement of maternity
couldd be attributed to the fact that women spend more time at school and do not
combinee motherhood with schooling.
Chapterr 6 analyses timing of first birth in Japan and examines the link between
delayedd maternity and the indirect cost of children, notably the career costs for the
mother.. The career interruption of the mother causes two types of wage costs.
First,, there is the direct wage loss during the period that the mother stays out of the
labourr force. Second, there is the human capital foregone as her job-related human
capitall stops growing unlike what would happen if she continued working. The
latterr effect affects wage earnings over the entire span of the career. The lower the
wagee at re-entry, the larger this cost will be. Especially in Japan, it is argued that
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suchh wage drop can be substantial due to the prevalence of long-term employment
att the same company and the strong connection between wages and tenure. It is
obviouss that these features of Japanese employment practices then impact upon
timingg of maternity.
Inn this chapter, it is argued that holding an occupational certificate or a license,
whichh qualifies the holder to work as a specialist in her field, reduces the wage drop
att re-entrance into the labour market. This is because these certificates show that a
largerr proportion of the skills of the woman are so-called general skills that she can
alsoo use in a different firm. The career cost of having children then will be lower
suchh that women who possess an occupational certificate have children earlier or
aree less likely to face ultimate childlessness.
Thee wage regressions are based on panel data. The results reveal that mother's
hourlyy wage on average drops by 23-26 percent at re-entry compared to continued
employmentt and after controlling for actual work experience and other factors.
However,, a woman who possesses an occupational certificate will avoid one third
off this wage drop. Such licenses can thus limit the career cost of interrupting paid
employmentt for motherhood. The theoretical argument then would predict that
occupationall certificates could be instrumental in inducing women to have children
earlier.. Estimation of a Cox proportional hazard model corroborates these
predictions.. Possessing an occupational certificate increases the hazard rate, which
iss the probability of having children conditional on not having had children by then,
byy 30 percent for high-educated women.
Thee results in this chapter confirm the motherhood postponement effect of career
costs.. As such, policies that reduce the career costs of having children would entail
positivee effects on timing of maternity and thus on completed fertility, since later
birthss result in a smaller ultimate number of children. The conclusions of this
chapterr thus point to a further instrument in the realm of policy definition, next to
measuress on, for example, childcare and parental leave. As occupational certificates
reducee career costs through safeguarding the general skill level, the government
couldd stimulate women to obtain such licenses via subsidies that directly target at
decreasingg the cost of taking these additional qualifications.
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Samenvattingg (Summary in Dutch)

Eénn van de meest in het oog springende uitdagingen voor vrouwen en gezinnen is
hett gelijktijdig verwezenlijken van zowel een professionele loopbaan als het hebben
vann kinderen. Vrouwen begeven zich in toenemende mate op de arbeidsmarkt
bovenopp het invullen van hun 'traditionele' rol van huismoeder. Zij dragen met
anderee woorden sterker en sterker bij aan het gezinsinkomen. Deze trend treft,
zekerr in de afgelopen jaren, ook toe voor moeders waarvan de kinderen nog (zeer)
jongg zijn. De dubbele rol van moeder en bron van inkomen leidt vanzelfsprekend
tott de noodzaak beide doelstellingen zorgvuldig en op adequate wijze simultaan te
kunnenn realiseren. Moederschap en carrière dienen dus samen nagestreefd te
(kunnen)) worden. Het verwezenlijken van dit evenwicht is uitgegroeid tot wellicht
dee meest complexe uitdaging voor vrouwen in onze moderne samenleving. Dit
spanningsveld,, en dit geldt uiteraard ook voor het (wetenschappelijk) onderzoek
terzake,, heeft niet enkel implicaties voor het individu, maar omvat tevens een sterke
maatschappelijkee dimensie. Immers, de vruchtbaarheid in de meeste industrielanden
iss inmiddels beland op een niveau dat niet langer volstaat om de actuele
bevolkingsgroottee op peil te houden.
Ditt proefschrift besteedt daarom uitgebreid aandacht aan de verschillende manieren
waaropp zowel een beroepsloopbaan als het uitbouwen van een familie in harmonie
gerealiseerdd kunnen worden. Speciale aandacht gaat uit naar de tewerkstelling van
moederss en de planning van het moederschap in Japan. Hierbij zal uitgebreid
ingegaann worden op punten van gelijkenis en verschillen ten opzichte van vier
Europesee landen, met name Groot-Brittannië, Duitsland, Nederland en Zweden.
Hoofdstukk 1 verduidelijkt de invalshoek van het proefschrift en introduceert de
achtergrondinformatiee die cruciaal is voor het goed begrip van het
onderzoeksobjectt en zijn bijdrage tot de actuele discussie.

Hoofdstukk 1 start met de identificatie van recente ontwikkelingen in de participatie
vann vrouwen in de arbeidsmarkt, enerzijds, en de vruchtbaarheid, anderzijds. De
situatiee in Japan staat hierbij centraal, maar wordt in een volgende stap uitgebreid
vergelekenn met de ontwikkelingen die opgetekend kunnen worden voor andere
industrielanden.. Deze inkadering van het onderzoeksobject vomt de achtergrond en
hett startpunt van het proefschrift.
Eenn eerste fundamentele observatie betreft de tewerkstellingsgraad van moeders
waarvann de kinderen nog niet schoolplichtig zijn. Deze categorie van moeders kent
inn Japan een bijzonder lage participatiegraad in vergelijking met de andere lidstaten
vann de OESO. Daarnaast kan vastgesteld worden dat de participatiegraad van deze
vrouwenn sinds 1990 ook niet toenam, hetgeen in schril contrast staat met de
ontwikkelingg in de overige industrielanden. De lage tewerkstellingsgraad van
vrouwenn in Japan is bovendien niet beperkt tot de laaggeschoolden, maar kan
eveneenss geobserveerd worden voor hooggeschoolde vrouwen. De tweede
observatiee geldt niet enkel voor Japan, maar gaat ook op voor de meeste
industrielandenn waaronder Nederland. Onderzoek van de bevolkingsgroei bevestigt
immers,, sinds de jaren zeventig van de voorbije eeuw, het plaatsgrijpen van een
dubbelee trend: de vruchtbaarheid neemt duidelijk af en de leeftijd waarop
gemiddeldd genomen het leven geschonken wordt aan het eerste kind kent een
sterkee toename. Bijvoorbeeld, de vruchtbaarheidsgraad van Japanse vrouwen daalde
tott een historisch dieptepunt van 1,32 kinderen per vrouw in 2002 en tegelijk nam
dee leeftijd van de moeder bij de eerste geboorte toe tot een recordhoogte van 29,3
inn datzelfde jaar.
Dee lage tewerkstellingsgraad van moeders, enerzijds, en de lage vruchtbaarheid en
hett uitstellen van het moederschap, anderzijds, kunnen gezien worden als twee
kantenn van dezelfde medaille. Het behoeft geen toelichting dat het hebben en
opvoedenn van kinderen kosten met zich meebrengt. Moederschap veroorzaakt
natuurlijkk directe kosten, maar geeft eveneens aanleiding tot het onstaan van
indirectee kosten, zoals het inkomensverlies gerelateerd aan het onderbreken van de
loopbaann van de moeder. Hoe hoger deze kosten uitvallen, hoe lager de
waarschijnlijkheidd wordt dat vrouwen kiezen voor het moederschap. Moderne
gezinspolitiekk vanwege de overheid kan echter een bijdrage leveren tot het
beperkenn van deze kosten. Dit leidt dan tot de hypothese dat overheidsinitiatieven
tenn aanzien van gezinnen de actuele daling in de vruchtbaarheid kunnen afremmen
enn zelfs omkeren. Inderdaad, recente studies suggereren het bestaan van een
positievee correlatie tussen de vruchtbaarheidsgraad en de deelname van moeders
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aann het arbeidsproces. Het proefschrift kent daarom een centrale rol toe aan
gezinsbeleidd en analyseert zijn effect op de tewerkstellingsgraad van moeders en het
uitstellenn van het moederschap.
Hoofdstukk 2 verschaft een overzicht en kritische analyse van de belangrijkste
historischee en actuele ontwikkelingen in de Japanse gezinspolitiek. Veelal wordt
gesteldd dat gezinsbeleid in Japan de karakteristieke eigenschappen vertoont van de
conservatievee welvaartsstaat zoals gedefinieerd door Esping-Andersen (1990, 1999)
enn van het model van kostwinnerschap door de man zoals getypeerd in Sainsbury
(1994,, 1996). Beide categorisaties vertrekken van het uitgangspunt dat moeders
thuiss voor de kinderen dienen te zorgen, ten minste totdat deze de leeftijd van drie
jaarr bereikt hebben. Het Japanse gezinsbeleid weerspiegelt dus het traditionele
rollenpatroonn van man en vrouw. Dit komt bijvoorbeeld sterk tot uiting in de
organisatiee van het publieke stelsel van kinderopvang. Tot voor enkele jaren
reflecteerdee het beleid terzake nog sterk de basis filosofie van het creëren van een
stelsell voor kinderwelzijn. Hierdoor had het stelsel weinig oog voor de noden van
gezinnenn waarvan beide partners werken, maar richtte zich voornamelijk op de
behoeftenn van gezinnen met een laag inkomen en éénoudergezinnen.
Dee Japanse gezinspolitiek kende echter, sinds ongeveer 1990, een geleidelijke
herformuleringg van de uitgangspunten. Met name de krapte op de arbeidsmarkt
rondd het einde van de jaren tachtig van de afgelopen eeuw en de groeiende
aandachtt en bekommernis omtrent de lage vruchtbaarheidsgraad veroorzaakten een
fundamentelee verandering in de houding van de beleidsoverheden. Hierdoor
ondergingg de gezinspolitiek een koerswijziging naar een meer faciliterend beleid ten
aanzienn van tweeverdieners. Beleidsmakers richtten zich intensiever op het
stimulerenn van beide ouders tot het combineren van betaald werk en ouderschap.
Inn 1991, bijvoorbeeld, werd de Wet Ouderschapsverlof ingevoerd en in de
daaropvolgendee jaren werd deze regeling stelselmatig uitgebreid en verfijnd om
beterr tegemoet te komen aan het combineren van arbeidsmarktparticipatie en
ouderschap.. Het stelsel van de kinderopvang werd in de jaren negentig hervormd
enn uitgebreid waardoor op het ogenblik meer dan 20 procent van de kinderen tot
tweee jaar voltijds opgevangen wordt.
Niettegenstaandee de enorme verdiensten van de nieuwe invalshoek in de
beleidsfomulering,, moet toch opgemerkt worden dat de implementatie van de
nieuwee doelstellingen vaak tekortschiet. De beschikbaarheid van kinderopvang voor
kinderenn jonger dan drie jaar blijft onvoldoende en flexiliteit in het aanbod (aanbod
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inn de avond, deeltijds gebruik, enz.) is verre van gerealiseerd. Het deeltijdwerk gaat
nogg steeds gepaard met een sterk negatieve loonpremie zodat in de praktijk vele
vrouwenn met jonge kinderen ontmoedigd worden om deeltijds werk te aanvaarden.
Hett dient bovendien opgemerkt te worden dat de lage participatie van moeders op
dee Japanse arbeidsmarkt ook gedeeltelijk te wijten is aan bepalingen in de
belastingwetgevingg en de sociale zekerheidswetten. Inderdaad, getrouwde vrouwen
wordenn vaak aangemoedigd om hun inkomen onder bepaalde grenzen te houden
teneindee het gezinsinkomen belastingstechnisch te kunnen optimaliseren.

Inn de volgende hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift worden econometrische analyses
doorgevoerdd op de basis van gedetailleerde microgegevens voor elk van de vijf
landen.. Meer in het bijzonder worden de volgende gegevensbanken gebruikt: voor
Japan,, de Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSC); voor Groot-Brittannië, de British
HouseholdHousehold Panel Survey (BHPS); voor Duitsland, het German Socio-Econom
(GSOEP);; voor Nederland, het Arbeidsaanbodpanel van de Organisatie voor Strategisch
ArbeidsmarktonderzoekArbeidsmarktonderzoek (OSA); en voor Zweden, het Husha
levnadsfórhallandenlevnadsfórhallanden (HUS).
Inn hoofdstuk 3 wordt de arbeidsmarktpositie van vrouwen rond de geboorte van
hunn eerste kind voor Japan en vier Europese landen geanalyseerd. Bestudering van
vijff landen aan de hand van gegevens uit de jaren tachtig en negentig van de
twintigstee eeuw biedt de mogelijkheid te beoordelen in hoeverre gezinspolitiek de
tewerkstellingsgraadd van jonge moeders kan verbeteren. Van deze vijf landen heeft
alleenn Zweden sinds de jaren zeventig een gelijkwaardige rol voor vaders en
moederss als belangrijkste uitgangspunt voor zijn gezinsbeleid gehanteerd. De
overigee vier landen bewogen zich later wel in deze richting, al verschilden de
accentenn per land, zoals hierna wordt uiteengezet.
Opp basis van panelgegevens voor de vijf landen worden gedetailleerde grafieken
opgesteldd die een duidelijk beeld geven van de verdeling van vrouwen over de
verschillendee statussen op de arbeidsmarkt (in voltijdwerk, in deeltijdwerk, met
verlof,, werkloos en buiten de arbeidsmarkt). De grafieken bestrijken de periode van
twaalff maanden voor de geboorte van het eerste kind tot het moment dat dit kind
vijff jaar oud is. De uitkomsten komen grotendeels overeen met hetgeen verwacht
kann worden op basis van de ontwikkelingen in de gezinspolitiek van elk van deze
landen.. Het wekt geen verbazing dat Zweedse moeders de sterkste betrokkenheid
tott betaald werk vertoonden: in de jaren tachtig was 70% van hen (weer) aan het
werkk na de 60 maanden volgend op de bevalling, terwijl dit cijfer minder dan 50%
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bedroegg in de overige vier landen. Desalniettemin is de arbeidsmarktparticipatie van
moederss in Nederland en Groot-Brittannië drastisch toegenomen, terwijl de situatie
inn Japan in de jaren negentig vrijwel onveranderd bleef ten opzichte van de jaren
tachtig.. Daarentegen is in Duitsland het aantal werkende jonge moeders in diezelfde
periodee gedaald, hetgeen kan verklaard worden door de verlenging van het bij wet
geregeldee ouderschapsverlof.
Inn het econometrische deel van dit hoofdstuk worden multinomiale logit-modellen
voorr de arbeidskeuze van nieuwe moeders geschat. De verandering in gezinsbeleid
vindtt haar weerslag in de opname van een dummy-variabele waarvan de geschatte
coëfficiëntt de conclusies van de grafische analyse bevestigt. Twee variabelen op het
gebiedd van menselijk kapitaal, met name de opleiding en de leeftijd van de moeder
bijj de geboorte van het eerste kind, hebben de verwachte positieve uitwerking op
dee tewerkstellingsgraad, in het bijzonder op de kans op voltijdwerk. Deze effecten
zijnn sterker in Nederland en Groot-Brittannië, waar kinderopvang grotendeels
afhankelijkk is van het marktaanbod en het gebruik ervan een hoger inkomen vereist.
Daarentegenn is de verdeling van Zweedse moeders over de verschillende
arbeidsmarktstatussenn nagenoeg dezelfde voor alle opleidingsniveaus als gevolg van
dee egalitaire toegang tot dagopvang en de gunstige ouderschapsverlofregeling. Het
positievee effect van het opleidingsniveau geldt ook voor Japan, hoewel de
uitkomstenn hier een verschil laten zien tussen reguliere en niet-reguliere vormen van
werkk zoals deeltijdwerk. Een voorspellingsmodel brengt ook aan het licht dat
hoogopgeleidee moeders in Japan vrijwel dezelfde participatiegraad hebben als lager
opgeleidee moeders, wat aansluit bij de waarnemingen die zijn beschreven in
hoofdstukk 1. Hoogopgeleide moeders werken echter vaker voltijds in een reguliere
arbeidsverhouding,, terwijl de laatstgenoemde groep eerder wordt aangetroffen in
niet-regulierr werk. Dit kan worden verklaard uit het feit dat deeltijdwerk gepaard
gaatt met een significant lagere beloning en andere minder gunstige
arbeidsomstandighedenn dan een reguliere voltijdbaan. De voorspellingen wijzen
ookk op het algemene belang van deeltijdwerk als arbeidsvorm voor moeders met
jongee kinderen in de vier Europese landen.
Omwillee van het belang van deeltijdwerk wordt deze vorm van werken in
hoofdstukk 4 nader onderzocht voor de vier Europese landen. Ook wordt hier
aandachtt besteed aan andere vormen van niet-standaard werkafspraken, zoals
tijdelijkee arbeidsovereenkomsten. De vier Europese landen kennen het hoogste
percentagee deeltijdwerkers in de Europese Unie. In Nederland is tweederde van de
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werkendee vrouwen actief in deeltijdovereenkomsten. Tijdelijke contracten komen
echterr minder vaak voor dan deeltijdwerk.
Hett beleid met betrekking tot deeltijdwerk in elk van deze vier landen werd
vervolgenss onder de loep genomen. Nederland heeft de doelstellingen van de EUrichtlijnn inzake deeltijdwerk uit 1997 het dichtst benaderd, op enige afstand gevolgd
doorr Zweden en Duitsland, terwijl Groot-Brittannië nog het verst verwijderd is van
hett vervullen van de eisen in deze richtlijn. De analyse werd daarom opgebouwd
rondd de discussie van de Nederlandse visie op deeltijdwerk, aangezien Nederland
duidelijkk vooroploopt in Europa. Dit land introduceerde bijvoorbeeld in 2000 de
Wett Aanpassing Arbeidsduur, de zogenaamde Deeltijdwet, die werknemers in
beginsell het recht geeft het aantal werkuren te vergroten of te verkleinen.
Inn het empirische deel van hoofdstuk 4 worden de kenmerken van de werknemers
inn niet-standaard arbeidsovereenkomesten geanalyseerd door het schatten van
multinomialee logit-modellen. De waarschijnlijkheid van een niet-standaard
werkvormm (deeltijdwerk, tijdelijk werk of de status van zelfstandige) is, onder
overigenss gelijke omstandigheden, bij vrouwen hoger dan bij mannen. Jongeren
werkenn meer in een tijdelijk dienstverband en ouderen zijn vaker als zelfstandige
werkzaam;; dit geldt voor zowel mannen als vrouwen. Bij deeltijdwerk zijn de
patronenn voor vrouwen en mannen daarentegen wel verschillend. Bij mannen
wordtt deeltijdwerk vaker aangetroffen in de jongste en de oudste leeftijdsgroepen,
terwijll er bij vrouwen een strikt positief verband is tussen de leeftijd en de
waarschijnlijkheidd van deeltijdse arbeid. De burgerlijke staat en de aanwezigheid van
kinderenn zijn nauwelijks van invloed op de arbeidskeuze van mannen, terwijl
getrouwdee vrouwen en moeders vaker in niet-standaard werkvormen worden
aangetroffen. .
Dee schatting van loonvergelijkingen toont aan dat, onder overigens gelijke
omstandigheden,, de uurlonen in alle onderzochte landen in het algemeen lager zijn
bijj niet-standaard werkvormen dan bij regulier voltijdwerk. De empirische
resultatenn tonen overigens aan dat deeltijdwerk in Nederland en Zweden niet ten
kostee gaat van het salarisniveau. In Nederland is deeltijdwerk eerder te interpreteren
alss een Verkorte vorm' van voltijdwerk. In Zweden wordt deeltijdwerk veeleer
gezienn als een tijdelijke oplossing. In dit land heeft één van de ouders het (veel
gebruikte)) recht om zijn of haar werkweek te verkorten tot 30 uur totdat het jongste
kindd acht jaar oud is. Verder wordt deeltijdwerk in Zweden en Nederland
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aangetroffenn in alle soorten beroepen. In Groot-Brittannië en Duitsland,
daarentegen,, beperkt het deeltijdwerk zich meestal tot lage functie-omschrijvingen.
Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt het uitstel van het moederschap in de vier Europese landen
bestudeerd.. Dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt twee vragen. De eerste vraag betreft het
effectt van gezinsbeleid op het uitstellen van het moederschap. Zweden en OostDuitslandd hebben de meeste nadruk gelegd op het faciliteren van de noden van
tweeverdienersgezinnen.. Toch is ook in deze landen, ondanks hun
gezinsvriendelijkee beleid, de gemiddelde leeftijd waarop een vrouw haar eerste kind
krijgtt gestegen. Gedetailleerde analyses van het beleid tonen aan dat Zweden het
uitgesteldee moederschap bevordert doordat het stelsel van ouderschapsverlof met
zijnn inkomensafhankelijke uitkeringen vrouwen aanmoedigt eerst de basis voor hun
verderee loopbaan te leggen alvorens kinderen te krijgen.
Kaplan-Meierr overlevingsfuncties worden gebruikt om de timing van het
moederschapp empirisch te kunnen schatten voor vrouwen die zijn geboren tussen
dee jaren dertig en zeventig van de voorbije eeuw. De steekproef die hiertoe
geanalyseerdd wordt omvat zowel moeders als niet-moeders om accuraat de kans te
kunnenn schatten dat deze vrouwen geen kind baren, gegeven dat ze nog geen kind
hebben.. Ondanks de toename van de leeftijd bij de eerste geboorte zetten de
positievee beleidsmaatregelen in Zweden en Oost-Duitsland meer vrouwen ertoe aan
omm überhaupt moeder te worden. Bovendien is in deze landen de geringste variatie
naarr opleidingsniveau gevonden. De uitkomsten voor Nederland, West-Duitsland
enn Groot-Brittannië brengen grote verschillen in functie van de opleiding aan het
licht:: ongeveer een kwart van de hoogopgeleide vrouwen blijft kinderloos.
Dee tweede vraag gaat in op de rol van het opleidingsniveau in de recente trend om
hett moederschap uit te stellen. Hiertoe worden Cox proportional hazard-modellen
geschat.. Hoger opgeleide vrouwen worden aanzienlijk later moeder dan minder
hoogg opgeleide vrouwen, binnen dezelfde geboortecohort, indien de tijdsduur
wordtt gemeten vanaf het begin van de reproductieve periode. Alleen in OostDuitslandd is geen significant effect van het opleidingsniveau ontdekt, hetgeen
aangeeftt dat het sociale beleid, althans tot aan de hereniging van Duitsland, hoger
opgeleidee vrouwen toeliet hun kinderen niet later te krijgen dan lager opgeleide
vrouwen. .
Wanneerr echter bij de schatting rekening wordt gehouden met de langere tijd die op
schooll is doorgebracht, door de tijdsduur te meten vanaf de leeftijd waarop de
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opleidingg wordt voltooid, verdwijnt het effect van het opleidingsniveau. Met andere
woorden,, het uitstel van het moederschap kan grotendeels worden toegeschreven
aann het feit dat vrouwen langer studeren en het moederschap niet combineren met
hett volgen van onderwijs.
Inn hoofdstuk 6 wordt het tijdstip van de eerste geboorte in Japan geanalyseerd.
Hierbijj wordt uitgebreid het verband onderzocht tussen uitgesteld moederschap en
dee indirecte kosten van kinderen, met name de loopbaankosten voor de moeder.
Dee loopbaanonderbreking van de moeder brengt twee soorten kosten met zich
mee.. Allereerst is er het directe inkomensverlies gedurende de tijd dat de moeder
buitenn het arbeidsproces blijft. Ten tweede is er het verlies doordat haar
werkgerelateerdee menselijk kapitaal ophoudt te groeien en achterblijft bij wat het
hadd kunnen zijn indien zij was blijven werken. Het laatstgenoemde effect
beïnvloedtt uiteraard haar salaris gedurende de volledige loopbaan. Hoe lager het
inkomenn bij herintreden, hoe hoger deze kosten dan ook zullen zijn. Vooral in
Japann kan een dergelijk salarisverlies aanzienlijk zijn door de prevalentie van
langdurigee arbeidsrelaties met hetzelfde bedrijf en de sterke samenhang tussen
beloningg en anciënniteit. Vanzelfsprekend moeten deze kenmerken van de Japanse
arbeidspraktijkk ook gevolgen hebben voor de timing van het moederschap.
Inn dit hoofdstuk wordt betoogd dat het bezit van vakdiploma's en getuigschriften
diee het mogelijk maken gespecialiseerd werk op een bepaald gebied te verrichten,
hett loonverlies bij het herbetreden van de arbeidsmarkt beperkt. Dat komt doordat
dezee diploma's aantonen dat een groot deel van de vaardigheden van de vrouw
algemenealgemene vaardigheden zijn, die zij ook in een ander bedrijf kan toepassen.
loopbaankostenn van het krijgen van kinderen zijn in dit geval lager, waardoor
vrouwenn met dergelijke getuigschriften hun kinderen eerder krijgen en minder kans
lopenn om uiteindelijk kinderloos te blijven.
Dee regressie-analyse van het loon is gebaseerd op panelgegevens. De resultaten
gevenn aan dat het uurloon van een moeder bij het herintreden gemiddeld met 23%
tott 26% daalt in vergelijking tot ononderbroken tewerkstelling, waarbij reeds
rekeningg gehouden is met feitelijke werkervaring en andere factoren. Een vrouw
mett een vakdiploma echter vermijdt eenderde van dit loonverlies. Dergelijke
diploma'ss kunnen derhalve de kosten van de loopbaanonderbreking ten behoeve
vann het moederschap beperken. Theoretisch zou dit betekenen dat vakdiploma's
instrumenteell kunnen zijn om vrouwen ertoe aan te zetten eerder kinderen te
krijgen.. De schatting van een Cox proportional hazard-model bevestigt deze
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theoretischee voorspelling. De hazard rate — de waarschijnlijkheid dat een vrouw
kinderenn krijgt gegeven dat zij op het moment nog geen kinderen heeft - neemt
mett 30% toe voor hoogopgeleide vrouwen die in het bezit zijn van een vakdiploma.
Dee econometrische resultaten van dit hoofdstuk bevestigen de hypothese dat de
loopbaankostenn aanleiding geven tot het uitstellen van het moederschap. Een beleid
datt de loopbaankosten van het krijgen van kinderen vermindert kan derhalve het
tijdstipp waarop vrouwen moeder worden vervroegen en daarmee de kans verhogen
datt zij een groter gezin stichten, aangezien een latere eerste geboorte leidt tot een
kleinerr aantal kinderen. De conclusies wijzen daarmee op een aanvullend
instrumentt voor beleidsmakers, naast regelingen voor bijvoorbeeld kinderopvang
enn ouderschapsverlof. Omdat vakdiploma's de loopbaankosten verlagen door het
algemenee vaardigheidsniveau te waarborgen, zou de overheid vrouwen kunnen
aanmoedigenn zulke diploma's te behalen. Zij zou dit kunnen doen met directe
subsidies,, gericht op het verlagen van de opleidingskosten voor deze aanvullende
diploma's. .
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Onee of the most prominent challenges that present-day women and families
facee is the reconciliation of work and family life. Next to their 'traditional'
rolee as homemakers, women are increasingly engaging in paid work. As such,
theyy have also obtained the role of wage earners even when their children
aree (very) young. This double role creates the need for carefully managing
thee two objectives. In other words, balancing motherhood and career has
becomee an issue of the utmost importance for women in the modern society.
Examinationn of this issue not just addresses the individual sphere but alsp
thee society as a whole. Indeed, fertility in most industrialised nations has
fallenn below the replacement rate, i.e. below the level that prevents the total
populationn from decreasing. This book examines ways of balancing work and
familyy life in Japan in comparison to four European countries, namely Britain,
Germany,, the Netherlands and Sweden. More in particular, special attention
iss devoted to the economic determinants of mothers' employment and the
timingg of maternity. Household panel data from these five countries are
utilisedd to econometrically study the effects of family policies and flexible
workk arrangements.
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